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Note:
1. This form is only for the purpose of making a submission on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 to the

Nelson Resource ManagementPlan.It is NOT for making a further submission(i.e. in Support or

opposition to an original submission) or for making a submission on a resource consent or on Council’s

AnnualPlan.

2. It is not mandatory to use either the cover or content sheet of this form, however your submission must

be in writing and provide the necessary information as indicated on the form, e.g., what is supported or

opposed, the reason why and the decision sought, full contact details, etc.

3. Council cannot accept a submissionthat does not clearly indicate what a submitter wishes Council to

do (i.e. Council to make a decision to refuse, amend or accept the Private Plan Change). Please

indicate specific recommendations if amendments are sought. Council also cannot accept a

submission that does not relate specifically to the Private Plan Change. In these cases the submission

may be considered ‘Out of Scope’ and maynot be consideredfurther.

4. Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) may bestruck outif the authority is

satisfied that at least 1 of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission):

a. it is frivolous or vexatious:

b. it discloses no reasonable or relevant case:

C. it would be an abuse of the hearing processto allow the submission (or the part) to be taken

further:

d. it contains offensive language:

e. it is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been

prepared by a person whois not independent or who does not have sufficient specialised

knowledgeorskill to give expert advice on the matter.
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Organisation —

Contact Person unau MiRoT

 

 

 

 

 

Postal address li IUNLET p Lo. Business Phone

AR Hé 4-29AtAwH-A L. Home Phone |SU
 

  Mobile Phone (9 0] - 268-7264
      

+ 1.7)
Email Mary talbo nelson o mal, com

Council Hearing J J

O I/we wish to be heard in support of my/our submission

C] (If yes above) I/we would be prepared to consider presenting my/our submission in a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearings

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.
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Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.
mo

| we) could[] could not|y] gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission, please complete thefollowing:

|/we am=am not[] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does notrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource Management

Act 1991, as anyfurther submission suppgrffing / opposing this submission is required to be forwarded to you as well

as council. =

Nae
7 | [2 | 2 |

Signature of Submitter Date ] Î

  
       
 

(or person authorised to sign on behalf of submitter- a

signature is not required ifyou make your submission by

electronic means)

 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Insert reference to the relevant plan provisions ie at

es = 5 ‘ cay \ De 22E )
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Polen Re]
My/our submissionis that:
 

(Insert your submission, including whether you support or opposespecific provisions or wish to have them amended,giving

reasons)

 

Reasons:

See oech e d Su Nemise >
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Plan Change

 

The decision I/we seek from the Councilis that:

 

 

(Give precise details.

Where amendments are sought, provide details below of what changes you would like to see)
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From: Mary Talbot marytalbotnelsongmail.com

Subject: submission
Date: 7 December 2021 at 12:35 PM

To: Nelson City Council - PPC 28 Maitahi/Bayview Development

DearSir /Madam , ;

The subdivision and Private Plan Change 28 for the Maitahi/Bayview Development is causing a great dealof

concernfor those ofusliving in the Bayview area . This is not only because of the massive size of the development

on the Bayview Roadsideofthehill but the development at the top of Dodson Valley and that proposed for the

ridgeline above the Bayview and Malvern hills will use Bayview Road as the main gatewaytotheir properties

and to Nelson town.

Undersection2.2 attachment B4, Roading Aspect , we object to Bayview Road being a sub-collector road . A

subdivision of this magnitude and scale requires a dedicated access road . Wefeelthis development was

rushed through under the SHA and weare concerned the NCC has allowed the developersto ‘get away’ with

using Bayview Road - a narrow, twisting , hilly road as a permanent main thoroughfare ( for 350-400 extra

properties ) rather than as a temporary access road fortheir initial development. It is totally inadequate (barely

adequate now ) for the volumeoftraffic it serves andis a ‘disaster waiting to happen’ overthe coming years with

all the large machinery needed to build houses , and notwithstanding the volume of domestictraffic once the 350-

400 housesare built . Itis stressful and dangeroususing this road , often requiring drivers on a daily basis to

crossthe white line to get past parked cars with blind corners ahead. Mayor Reese sawthis for herself at a recent

meeting in the Bayview reserve on a quiet Sunday afternoon. Suggestions for a permanent access road proximal to

this subdivision would have to be made either somewhere between Bayview , Tui Glen and DodsonValley , and

although expensive duetoinstability , could surely have been constructed at a fraction of the cost of the enormous

earth moving and re-inforcementwhich has beentaking placeoverthe last yearonthehills .

Under Policy RE 1.2 We believe the proposed housesonthe ridgeline on the Bayview/Malvernhills will spoil

the aesthetic cohesionof this area especially from Hwy 6. and should be of a low profile .

Weare also strongly against the Maitahi developmentin the Maitai Valley - it is the ‘Hagley Park' of Nelson and

should be preserved as a quiet , peaceful , semi - wilderness areafor future generations . It is a most beautiful,

special , almostspiritual place and as there are no otherlarge open spaces in Nelson Cityit is vitally importantit

remains free of development with regard to noise , pollution , traffic etc. Over lock-downsit has been of

immeasurable value toward maintaining mental health for many.

To quote Koata chief executive Mr. Hemi Toia , it gives us ‘goosebumps and chills ‘ to think of 350 houses in this

area ! Quite apart from this it will seriously impact Nile Street as a beautiful place .

Yours sincerely ,

Richard and Mary Talbot.
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Council Hearing

O | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1. of the Resource Management Act 1991.

| could [] could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

| aml) amnot (1 directly affected by aneffect of the subject matter of this submissionthat:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here
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Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

Date

G-/9: 202)

on behalf of submitter - NOTE:a signature is not required if you email your submissiom )
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the natureofthis valley

forever. The proposed urban developmentwould result in loss of open spacein thecity’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. Thereis sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4, Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

characterof these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changesand pollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburb will cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation ofthis habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from constructiontraffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adversevisual impactonthecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community ofinfrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead, all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed without notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the development not being specified or supported by technicalinformation at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. Add anyadditional reasons here:

| opposethe Private Plan Change Vv

The decision | seek from the Councilis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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Full Name

 

Organisation None

Contact} Haydn Wrath
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  Phone number
Postal address  

  
Council Hearing

 

U (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

| am amnot [] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does notrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwardedto you as well as council.

heLu 6€Ra U
Signature of Submitter (or personee to sign

on behalf of submitter - N ig is no!
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelatesto are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:
 

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

In additon to the below well made points :

| moved to Nelson form the UK 5 years ago.It’s a great place with so muchgoingforit, but it an

town with a weak heart beat soul as it has noticeably/ sadly very few young people in their 20’s

and lacks the vibrancy that comeswith that.The town needs high density/ lower costinnercity

accommodation that would attract younger people and compabnied that empoy them.

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the
benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature of this valley

forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai
Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

characterof these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation ofthe river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological
changesandpollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburbwill cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries
and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development's transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact on the city's skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead, all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed without notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the development not being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. additional
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

 

Thedecision | seek from the Council is that:   Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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| totally support this developmentof the Kaka Valley ( it's not the Maitai)

This is a very good use of under and poorly used farmland.

As it has been there have been animals freely drinking , walking through, pissing and shitting in and

around the Kaka stream andthat thenflowsdirectly in the Maitai River at Dennes swimming hole.

Not Good.

As planned, this developmentwith controlthis stream and haveit run into several hectares of

wetland next to the Maitai north boundary.

This will naturally clean this water before it enters the main river.

It will also act as a holding area for flood waters in the Maitai that occur on occasions.

This developmentwill provide around 350 good housesites close to Nelsoncity and at least 100 of

these will be “affordable”.

Oneof the negatives of this development that people seem most concerned aboutis the traffic out

onto Maitai Valley road and downNile St into town.

To this end | have been working ( with the developers ) to create a great level and direct walking and

cycling track into Nelson withoutcrossing the river or ANY roads.

A direct,relatively level walking and cycling path would greatly reduce the need for people to use

their cars to get into town

There is a great route from the back of Dennes Hole aroundthe ‘bluffs” - past the toilets in Branford

park and either beside the road or to makeit less susceptible to climate change flood event along

the bottom ofthehill.

Past the old quarry and then cutting into the parking lot (where the mail boxesfor the valley used to

be )

from here the path could be cut into thehill to follow well below the existing walking path over to

the Botanics.

This path would then come out at the end of Hardy St and provide a direct link with the city over the

Hardy st bridge.



 
There have been negative views that the stretch of council owned land below theexisting walking

track is “too steep”....

But | disagree | have surveyed this route and the grading of the track would not be anymore than the

Railway reserve, that everyoneloves.

There are sections here whenthehillside is at around a 400 slope butthis can easily take a 2+m

wide track by driving a series of fence posts (piles) and putting a 1m retaining wall behind them and

the cutting the embankmentin 1 m or so andplacingthis asfill behind the retainers... and finishing

with a compacted AP 20 surface on top. | some parts the track would require a protectiverailing.

The track would reasonablystraight with interesting views along the way.

The developerhassaid that the construction would berelatively easy for them as they have the

equipmentand operatorsto doit.

If one wasreally thinking one would think that they could run all their services for the subdivision

underthis path instead of ripping up Ralphine Way , Maitai Valley Rd and Nile St to upgrade sewer

water and power.

Would it not be easier , smarter and less disruptiveif all these services went along with the new path

and hooked up withcity services at the end of Hardy St ? Butthis is just bonus to a great path into

town.... which would also provide great access for Nelson residents who wantto useall the new

paths and recreational areas proposed within the development.

belowis a set of pictures in sequence from Kaka Valley at Dennes hole to the end of Hardy St

1.Looking into the Kaka at Dennes Hole .... note cattle in and around the creek



2. End of the existing path looking north into Kaka valley end

 



3. Turning the camera around 1800- the path heads up from thefields

 



4. Existing track over Dennies Hole

 

S254



5. comes out nearthe toilet block

 



 
6. track could then either go across the underside ofhillside of Branford Park, a great summerand

flood route ( or alongside the road - the straighter more boring route that doestend to “cut” the

park off a bit ) or both ??
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7. Then up past the quarry

 
8. then turn in here at the old mail boxes



S254

 
9. along just below hereasit cuts off the existing track almost as soonasit starts to climb



10. runs along about 20 m belowthis existing track

 

S2SY



 
11. cuts under the Centre of NZ track and comesout at the end of Hardy St



   Rit

 

12. This leads walkers out to the park or overto the footbridge and town.

Cyclist can bike into town on HardySt, a Sharrow street or down Milton St to Founders and beyond



 
There are no significant trees that would be effected by this work... mostly just scrubby stuff.

Theland across the southernside of Centre Of NZis all owned by NCC
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too bad wecan’tjust follow the Hardy St extension alongit’s paper road ...-:) maybe a tunnel -:)



5254

in conclusionthis is a great plan for getting more great housing close to the city ( much better than

the disastrous HousingInfill bill that will ruin our existing sunny neighbourhoods)

And with this addition of a sensible pathway connectionit will be Clean and Green.

The residents on Domett St have been working with council officers ( Paul Shattock and Kayleen

Goldthorpe ) to better prepare our street for this subdivision.

Wehave proposedthe there be sometraffic control from Nile St and a raised crossing be put in at

the end of the footbridge for walkers and cyclists and to slow traffic and that the northern end of

Domett St to be made onewaynorthonly .

Yours Tim Bayley

Tim Bayley
Baywick's Wine Cellars

52 Domett St

Nelson

NZ Ph/Fax 64 3 545 6514
cell 027 454 5823
www.winestorage.co.nz
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Council Hearing

O | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission yourright to make a

submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

| could [] could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

|! aml] amnot LU] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does notrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Date

 

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submissiom )
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Thespecific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the natureofthis valley

forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein thecity’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valleymuch more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without this

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

characterof these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation ofthe river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changes and pollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburb will cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued
swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could havesignificant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus through traffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adversevisual impact onthecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being’specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. Add any additional reasons here:
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

  

to the Nelson Resource ManagementPlan
 

Note:
1. This form is only for the purpose of making a submission on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 to the

Nelson Resource ManagementPlan.It is NOT for making a further submission(i.e. in support or

opposition to an original submission) or for making a submission on a resource consentor on Council’s

AnnualPlan.

2. It is not mandatory to use either the cover or content sheetof this form, however your submission must

be in writing and provide the necessary information as indicated on the form, e.g., what is supported or

opposed, the reason whyand the decision sought, full contact details, etc.

3. Council cannot accept a submission that does notclearly indicate what a submitter wishes Council to

do (i.e. Council to make a decision to refuse, amend or accept the Private Plan Change). Please
indicate specific recommendations if amendments are sought. Council also cannot accept a
submission that does notrelate specifically to the Private Plan Change. In these cases the submission

maybe considered ‘Out of Scope’ and may not be considered further.

4. Please note that your submission(or part of your submission) maybe struckoutif the authority is
satisfied that at least 1. of the following applies to the submission(or part of the submission):

a. it is frivolous or vexatious:

b. it discloses no reasonable or relevant case:

C. it would be an abuseof the hearing process to allow the submission(or the part) to be taken

further:

d. it contains offensive language:

e. itis supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been

prepared by a person whois not independent or who doesnot have sufficient specialised

knowledgeorskill to give expert advice on the matter.

Submitter Details Gy) ‘ 4 4

Full Name KOSS Hinvay nmln:€

Organisation None \)

Contact Person

Postal address YO Vann Dés SE Business Phone NA

Aebkéta FolO Home Phone a

Mobile Phone |O 21 K6l 034

Email rosswickugquad: Cèn-
Council Hearing No F

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  
     
[]  l/we-wish to be heard in support ofor

LC] (If yes above) l/we would be prepared to consider presenting my/our submissionin a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearings

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission maybe limited by clause 6 (4)of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly BL Sa
Notified Private Plan Change 28 Nelson City Council

te kaunihera o whakatü

we could[_] could notOYgain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the following;

|/we am[_] amnotYdirectly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

 

  

   
Please note that your na

Act 1991, as anyfurther's

as council.

sand addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource Management

issidn\supporting or opposing this submission is required to be forwarded to you as well

2/12 hoz)
Signature of Submitter “7 7

 

 

(orperson authorised to sign on behalfofsubmitter - a
signature is not required ifyoumakeyoursubmission by
electronic means)

 

Thespecific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Insert reference to the relevant planJe 4UESA reTondé

 

reasons)

My/our submissionis that: 74 | |u Coon c Aas Ufo
(Insert your submission, including whether you support or oppose specific prfvisions or Wish to have themit

 

 

Reasons: (py Atecdwd Sumwhy Ea

/

es=_o_e V4 I/we support in part the O eiChange Ol
Private Plan Change

Plan Change .

 

 

The decision I/we seekfrom theeat We VE tonI Preccch

(Give precise details.

 

Where amendmentsare sought, provide details below of what changes you would like to see)   
A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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Private Plan Change 28

Submission from Ross McKechnie

Reasons:

(1) There is a patent needto increase thesupply of housing in New Zealand

and in the case of Nelson City this is constrained by Local Authority

boundaries and topography.

(2) Kaka Valley is marginal land close to the city centre and ideal for

.. residential development

(3) It is not the only tributary valley to the Maitai River system; there are

others such as Sharlands Valley

(4) | am confident there will be setbacks , planting and Reserve

requirementsin later subdivision consents to not only preserve but

enhance amenity valuesclose to the river

(5) In the community there has beena strident, high profile “Save the

Maitai” campaign which hasdistorted information (eg the claim that

new roading might be a well used alternative route to the north rather

than only relevant in an emergency where SH6 past the Wakapuaka

Cemeteryis blocked) E

(6) The Maitai Valley is not at risk; it doesn't need to be “saved”. The

protestors should be seen for what they are: populist nimbys whoare

happy to consign population growth to Richmond environs. That is both

selfish and counterproductive to reducing commuterlifestyles and

enhancing the Nelsoncity centre.

(7) Much has been madeof the impact of extra traffic on Nile Street but|

note that it has a wide road reserve with grassed margins amenable to

more intensive traffic engineering. | also note that, for example, the

residents of Washington Road might have made the same protests when

Tasman Heights was developed. If you live near the centre of a growing,

successful city your neighbourhoodis likely to become moreurban.If

you don’tlike it you can always move to Tapawera.

DA .



RMA Submission Form for Publicly FL
Notified Private Plan Change 28 Nelson City Council

te kaunihera o whakatu

 

 

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to: ne USE No: 37 =

Planning Administrator u no nO ane aS 7

RMAPlan Submissions 2 eh =

Nelson City Council pataneteletago 1)

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645 08 DEC 2021
Nelson 7040
(Hand delivery or Courier to: Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St,

Nelson 7010 or Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with plan change no.in
GHiahenger

subjectline) AVLFOS TSG

on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

   
  

tothe Nelson Resource ManagementPlan
 

Note:

4. This form is only for the purpose of making a submission on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 to the

Nelson Resource ManagementPlan.It is NOT for making a further submission(i.e. in support or

opposition to an original submission) or for making a submission on a resource consentor on Council's

Annual Plan.

2. Itis not mandatory to use either the cover or content sheetof this form, howeveryour submission must

be in writing and provide the necessary information as indicated on the form, e.g., what is supported or

opposed, the reason why andthe decision sought, full contact details, etc.

3. Council cannot accept a submission that does not clearly indicate what a submitter wishes Council to

do (i.e. Council to makea decision to refuse, amendor accept the Private Plan Change). Please

indicate specific recommendations if amendments are sought. Council also cannot accept a

submission that does notrelate specifically to the Private Plan Change.In these cases the submission

may be considered ‘Out of Scope’ and maynot be considered further.

4. Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) maybe struck out if the authority is

satisfied that at least 1. of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission):

a. itis frivolous or vexatious:

b. it discloses no reasonable or relevant case:

C. it would be an abuseofthe hearing processto allow the submission (orthe part) to be taken

further:

d. it contains offensive language:

€. it is supported only by material that purports to be independentexpert evidence, but has been

prepared by a person whois not independent or who does not have sufficient specialised

knowledgeorskill to give expert advice on the matter.

Submitter Details

Full Name ¡Peem4e- y Joy CRIFFINI

Organisation

 

 

 

y nm 4

Contact Person

Postal address

|

95a SHEL-BoveNE 57 nero =

DEReN Jo
Home Phone

|

5#8337+

Mobile Phone [0273466 202

 

 

 

  
    Email rosejoygriffin € gmail: Co

Council Hearing
 

I/we wish to be heard in support of my/our submission

[| (If yes above) I/we would be prepared to consider presenting my/our submission in a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearings

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission your rightto make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 ofthe Resource Management Act 1991.
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly Bi 3257
Notified Private Plan Change 28 Nelson City Council

te kaunihera o whakatü

/we could!| couidnoti gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission
If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the following:

| /we amita not _] directly affected by an effect of the subject matterof this submissionthat:
(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relateto trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

 

Please note that your nameand addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource Management
Act 1991,as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be forwarded to you as well
as council.

LT L AAn 7/12/24
Signature of Submitter Date /
(orperson authorised to sign on behalfofsubmitter - a
signature is not requiredifyou makeyoursubmission by
electronic means)

 The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

 

  Insert referenceto the relevant plan provisions

 

My/our submissionis that:

(Insert your submission, including whether you support or opposespecific provisions orwish to have them amended,giving
reasons)

 

 

 

Reasons:

ee attachment :

ee O we support in partie | VieSpeetne yf
Plan Change Private Plan Change

 

The decision I/we seek from the Council is that:
The Pavote Mau Charge 28 is eek in We entirety,

 

(Give precise details.

Where amendments are sought, provide details below of what changes you would like to see)   
A2746263

Page 2 of 2
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RMA Submissionfor Publicly Notified Private Plan Change 28

| request that NCC reject the Private Plan Change 28inits’ entirety.

| submit that the plan change application to rezone 287 hectares between Ralphine Way and

Bayview Rdto allow the construction of 750 houses would havesignificant and irreversible

consequencesfor the Maitahi River and the Maitahi Valley.

This plan changegives rise to the following questions, in reference to the Resource ManagementAct

1991:

1. Water

Thesite in question bounds the Maitahi River, which is a gem Nelson’s crownandis used for

swimming and recreation. Kaka Stream,a tributary of the Maitahi River, flows through the

developmentsite. Would the construction of 750 houses here compromisetherole of the NCC as

Kaitiakitanga ofthis river, as stipulated in the RMA?

The Maitahi River Valley enhancesthe lives of many wholive andvisit there. To have a river whichis

clean enough to swim in, within easy walking or cycling distance of the CBD,is unique. As a tourism

operatorfor 12 years, | was often asked byvisitors for recommendationsforplaces tovisit. The

Maitahi Valley was alwaysa top priority and is highly valued. Is this development, with the resulting

storm waterrun-off and impacts of vehicles, appropriate, given the RMAspecifying its role in

preserving the natural characterof rivers and wetlands and protecting them from inappropriate

subdivision, use and development?

2. Air

The MaitahiValley is accessed by one road, whichrunsupthevalley from the central city. This will

be the most direct route from Nelson city to the proposed new housing area. One can assumethat

750 houseswill result in at least 750 cars being based onthis site. The resulting car movementswill

create significant air and noise pollution in the valley. Does this adhere to the expectation within the

RMAto maintain and enhancethe quality of the environment?

3. Traffic Danger

Thesignificant increase in vehicle movementswill also impact the primary school, Nelson Central

School, located on the street which would be the main access to the development. This areais

already very congested during school hours.Is the introduction of significant traffic into this area an

appropriate decision, in the context of the ethic of stewardship stipulated in the RMA?

Andfinally:

Nelsonis at a critical tipping point in relation to future growth.

There are twoplansthat are due, which are vital tools to minimise the risk of inappropriate

development.

They are:

- the new NCC Future DevelopmentStrategy

- the NCC District Plan, which would address the zoning issues across the region

It is critical that this planning occurs BEFORE a major developmentsuchasis proposedin Private

Plan Change28is allowed to go ahead.

Onh- 7/2
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Notified Private Plan Change 28

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December2021to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

 

 

   

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council

Freepost 76919 SRE=
PO Box 645 Submission No: +We

Nelson 7040 Ppa »

(Hand delivery or Courierto: [DateR ETStmp: Dies

Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St, TT SE Rs ef

Nelson 7010 or 08

Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in oe pap— DEC, 2021 „2

subjectline) weis AZSOS TB
 

S (APN
on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview tomer VEFVICA

 

to the Nelson
Resource Management Plan

Submitter Details

Full Name ArASTERA, rau
 

 

 

 

Organisation ra a

Contact

Person N Pr

= & ate E Phone number
Postal address |GS Se > 

SSAAA, PENASte
Z
 

  
 

?    Email Al { meof Le “a Anna, es

NJ 3

A | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may be limited byY (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

| -coutd-L] could not

(tick one)

 

Council Hearing

gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission

If jou could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

   

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

Management Act 1991,as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Signhere Date

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE:a signature is not requiredif you email your submission) 
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelatesto are asfollows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the
benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawl will change the nature ofthis valley
forever. The proposed urban development wouldresult in loss of open spacein the city’s
greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai
Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The development will create a precedent, making further urbanisationof the valley much more
likely to occurin future.

3. O tuñiti rintensffication of existing built area ould,be exhausted befo mor
| ed, allowe eke isüfficientlan housing in t son pu this
EV A

’fo
1

A , e A ; > Ar EAZine ur banisehat R etre Dn
4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignment will create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural
character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological
changes andpollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburb will cause long-
term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued
swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries
and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic
and newresident’s vehicles, plus through traffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term
alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transportwill be predominantly private
cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation
pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top
buildings will have an adverse visual impact on the city’s skyline.

10. Thefinancial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis
unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview
would be processed without notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects
of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage
(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. Add any additional reasons here: ESEUTeas
 

|u er

C | opposethe Private Plan Change Y )
[TSO

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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Resource Management Plan

RNA Submission Form for Publicly Be

Notified Private Plan Change 28 |

 

Nelson
te kaunihe:aMkate

   

  

  

Submission No: 2

Date Received Stamp:

G-dmUALA E

 

 

Retuïr your subiaission by Spm on Wednesday 8 December2021to:
Planning Adminis‘rator

RMA Flan Submissions Nelson City Council i
Freepost 76919
PO Boz 645

Nelson 7040

(Hana delivery cr Courierto:
Grow! Floor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt,

Nelser 7010 or

Email to: submi:sions@nec.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in

subject line)

 

  

 

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

to the Nelson

Submitter Details lo (
¢ =

Full Name| NavON Hordape Ofroc
 

 

Organisation| [LSaMau ~ Rd, Yakanald
Conttant Person! Lo”

Adoy | Coll(ha VOOC 1073Posiai address } |[Phone number

| 05-72 2306

 

 

      Email !
  

‘ ? 2 onan e > ma +. ‘ fr inh

yn aaron: Seas tar e aMalcom
AA

Coune:l Hearing

O I wishto be heard in support ofmy submission

Oo (If yes above) I would be preparedto consider presenting my submission in a joint case with ethers makiig a

similar submission at any hearing

Trad: Competiion

If you «re a person who could gain an advartage in trade competition through the submission yourright t¢ meke a

submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) cf part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

1 cextd O could not y gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
(tick c'e)

Ifyou gould gain an advantagein trade corpetition through this submission please complete the following:

I an {] am not d directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) doesnotrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and address is required to be made publicly available under the Resource Management Aut

1991, 9s any further submission supporting or opposing this submissionis sequired to be forwarded to cu as well as
countil.

hitosy/www.saveibemaitai.rz/wp-content/uploads/sit2s/258/2021/11/PPC28_Submission_forrna.docx 01.12.21, 15:51
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Sign here Date

 

  Sigi er (01' Pr sc authorised to sign

on hekalf of suu:-itter- NT’: a signature is not requir ed if you email your submission ) 

 

  

 

     

  
   

 

   
 

 

 

  

  

   

 

 

 

  

  

 

  

  
 

     

he a iy. 4 j i a ‘

x fai RatWheje Plant 100 5 A
My sunmission 33 nat: E jae

Private Plan h.nge! :
Reasons:

1. The Maiti Valley's rivai character and amenity shculd be protected andpreservedfor the benefit of

curreni iidfuture generations, Suburban sprawl will change the nature ofthis ver!levforever: The

propos! urban development would result in loss ofopenspace inthe city’s greenelt, and conflict with

recrea:s ital values ULadeveloped green spacesli:e the Maitai Valleyare essentialforpeople's health

and welii.eing.

2 The devotos ‘crate a precedent, makingfurtherurbanisationofthe valley much more likely to

occur  "ulure.

3. Opporte:: esforinters:ficationofexisting built areas shouldbe exhausted before anymore urban

sprawi 5 allowed ¿here is sufficient landforhou“ing in the Nelson region without this site.

4. Enginee: ¿changes zie Maitai Riverfloodplains znd Kaka Stream realignment will create afloodrisk

Jor dow: -treamn reside i's and impact onthe mana, habitat value andnatural characterofthese
waterlb.stes.

5. Ongoing:<dimen'aticn+fthe riverfromsite works ver 30 — 40 years, plus hvdrolegical changes and

polluter:from incvzaxed stormwaterrunofffrom she new suburb will cause long-term degradation of

the Mari River. is will adverselyaffect the manyhighly valued swimming holes nearby(including

Dennesi ‘ole, Black: Hele and Girlies Hole) andNelson Haven.

$. The deves: ment is conizaryto the strategyofecoloxical restoration ofthe Maitai (ibuteries and taonga

species "he value of :1e site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has nor been adeguatelv
invesireec anc' ui b:t-isation ofthis habnul coula have significant adverse impazts.

7. There we: ne significa: safety, noise, airpollution nd climate impactsfrom construction traffic and

newrecents vzhicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term alternative to

SH6. Tr :ffic assessmeats are incomplete and underestimate likely traffic volume.

& There arc 0 exisiing puAlic transport routes, meaning transport will be predominaialyprivate cars, The

develo, 2nt’s tranipet and buildings are not con-istent with the decarhonisation pathways required
to ach: ı.» net zero vite VOR.

9 The deveiuoment reg «iros significant modification o”landforms over decades, and +idge-topbuildings

will hove an adver: visual impact on the city’s sk; line.

‘etal cost t ihe communityof infrastructure to support the development ix unreasonable and

11. Ifthe Fie: Change veces ahead, allfuture subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview would
be pro. + sed withein icitificationto the public or uffected parties. despite critical aspects ofthe

develot::.2nt no: be ing specified or supported bytechnical informationatthis stave (including air

quality. £totechaic.:l aad downstreamflooding as: 2ssments). That approach unfairly excludes people

fiom being invo'vect in decisions that mayaffect them.

12. Add any ..dditional reavons here:

Logpose the Private Plain {'hange w

Thedecision I szefrom the ‘cil is that:

Private Planange 25 sould be declined

1
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Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

 

 

RMAPlan Submissions NelsonCity Council
gr

Freepost 76919
OFFICE USEGEPIE 1)

PO Box 645
Submission: | TR (Y

Nelson 7040 Date Receivedstainb: 2021
(Handdelivery or Courier to:

GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt,

    Nelson 7010 or | | Customer Service

Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28in — -

subjectline)
Objective No:AEorth)

on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan

Submitter Details

 

      Full Name

Organisation
 

Contact

Person   

 

Phone number

Postal address

  Email

Council Hearing

Ol (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may be limited by clause6 (4) of part 4 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

| could) —could not

_27Gainanadvantageintrade

competition

throughthissubmission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

| am amnot [] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment, and

(b) does notrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available underthe Resource

Management Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter -

NOTE:asignatureisnot

required

ifyouemailyour

submission )
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The specific provisions of the ProposedPrivate Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature of this valley

forever. The proposed urban developmentwouldresult in loss of open space in the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. Thereis sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered.changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentationof the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changes and pollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby(including DennesHole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitaitributaries

and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisationofthis habitat could havesignificant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development's transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequiressignificant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adversevisual impact onthecity’s skyline.

10. Thefinancial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processedwithoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involvedin decisions that may affect them.

12. Addanyadditional reasonshere:
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined  
A2746263
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Date Received Stump:

eae |
Customer Service

mien

A
7

YO1171

Return yoursubnission by Spm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Adminis rator
RMA Plan Submissions Nelson City Council
Freepost 76919

PO Box 645

Nelson 7040

(Handdelivery cr Courierto:

Grow! Floor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSi,

Nelson: 7010 or

Emai! to: submissions@nee,govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in

subjeci line)

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

to the Nelson

Submitter Details

llama! UNPING Korg |

Organisation|

ooo

  
nt Person;

Posta! address| Phone number OZ \\ 24 1 tO | OÙ NELSON N
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My zubmission :s (hat:

  vate Plan Change 28 udbe declined
Reasous:

   

1. The Maiti Valley 8 rua! character and amenityshould be protected andpreservedfor the benefit of
current cadfuture eencrvations, Suburbansprawl will change the nature ofthis valleyforever: The
Propose: urban d2velorment would result in loss efopen spacein the citvs greenbelt, and conflict with
reereasssal values t ideveloped green spaceslii 2 the Maitai Valleyare essenticlfor people 's health
and weiibeing.

   

 

 

w
e. Phe deve: mnent wil: ct aie à precedent, makingfii ther urbanisation afthe valley auch more likelyto

OCCUF fr: IUT.

u
s Opportes icesfor inters fication ofexisting built areas should be exhausted before uny more urban

spraw? +. allowed Fe is sufficient landfor housing in the Nelson region without thissite.

1. Engineer. ¿changes 1%ce Maitat Riverfloodplains andKaka Stream realignment will create aflood risk
Jordos sctream resige-its and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural characterof these
waterbcies,

   
 

 

5 Ongoing oe dimen‘ation  fthe riverfromsite works «ver 30 — 40 years. plus hydrological changes and
pollutiis fiom inevza-ed stormwater runofffrom the newsuburb will cause long-term degradation of
the Mei. i River, Lists will adversely affectthe martyhighly valued swimming holes nearby (including
Denne: ole, Baz! tinte and Girlies Hole) andNelson Haven, *%

5. The deveiopment is couuvaryto the strategy ofecoloyical restorationofthe Maitai tsibutaries and taonga
specie. The valua

of

iesite as habitat (including forpekapeka/native bats) has-not been adequately
investi 2d and 1bete isation of'tlus habitat coulé have sigiuficant adverse impacts.”

  

1. here will ve significansafety, noise, airpollution und climate impactsfrom construction traffic and
newrevic2nt’s vehicles. plus throughtraffic ifthis becomes a temporary or long-termalternative to
SH6. is fic assessmeats are incomplete and underestimate likelytraffic volume.

 

8 There av ; 0 exisiir ‘ic transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantlyprivate cars. The
develo: -2nts taaiped and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation pathwaysrequired
to achz:ı » net zero ch bon.

 

3. The deves pment requires significant modification oflandformsover decades, and1 idze-top buildings
will hean adverse visual impact onthe city 5 sk line.

10. Thefinancial cost to ho communitvof infrastructure to support the developmentts unreasonable and
inequis::-'e,

li. /fthe Fi: Change vce, ahead, allfuture subdivisión and buildings within Kaka Pallev/Bayview would
beprove sed witheia i stification to the public or uffectedparties, despite critical aspects ofthe
develo; 2nt no* be ini, specified or supported bytechnical informationat this stave (including air
quality, .2orechaiowddownstreamflooding asszssments). That approach unfairlyexcludes people
Jrombing involved in decisions that mayaffect them.

 

 

12. Addans ..dditional +a ons here:
— a

Loppose the Pit: ate Phin «henge wv

The decision I s-+<i from the ¿ouacil is that:  Private Plan ¿nange 24 snould be declined
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Email to: submissionsOncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in —
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Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details

     

 

   
    

Full Name

Organisation

 

   
Contact

Person
 

Phone number  
Postal address

  
Council Hearing

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission yourright to make a

submission maybe limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

| could could not competition
(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

 

| am] amnot CL directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does notrelate to trade competition orthe effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submissionis required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Signhere

Pobres i Claws. 5/12/9031
Safe of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalfof submitter -required)
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

| (pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the natureofthis valley

forever. The proposed urban development wouldresult in loss of open spacein thecity’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentationof the river from site works over 30 - 40years, plus hydrological

changes andpollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburbwill cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adversevisual impact on the city’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processedwithoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. additional here:
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:   Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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Full Name SOHN Hogrer Swart
Organisation

Contact

Person

Postal PS HERRINQA STREAM RO] Phone number
address Rmi 02 2029133

MOTTE:
Email \olın» Ninteys © Vesiwy oil. caus

Council Hearing :

O | wish to be heard in support of my submission
C] (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission yourright to

make a submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act

1991.

I could U] could not [_] gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

|! am{J amnot L] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) doesnot relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as anyfurther submission supporting or opposing this submissionis required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here Date

ae 6 Jiz. 202)
Signattule of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter — NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission)
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as

follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1.

10.

11.

12.

The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawl will change the nature of this
valley forever. The proposed urban developmentwould result in loss of open spacein the
city’s greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the

Maitai Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much

morelikely to occurin future.

Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without

this site.

Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill
create a flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and

natural character of these waterbodies.

Ongoing sedimentation ofthe river from site works over 30 — 40 years, plus hydrological
changes and pollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause
long-term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson
Haven.

The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries
and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats)

has not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant
adverse impacts.

There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction
traffic and new resident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-
term alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimate likely traffic

volume.

There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly
private cars. The development's transport and buildings are not consistent with the

decarbonisation pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, andridge-top
buildings will have an adversevisual impact on the city’s skyline.

The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

If the Plan Change goes ahead, all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka
Valley/Bayview would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties,

despite critical aspects of the development not being specified or supported by technical
information at this stage (including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding
assessments). That approach unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that

may affect them.

Add any additional reasons here: SEE ArTACHED NOTES .
 

l opposethe Private Plan Change Y

  The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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Notified Private Plan Change 28

Maitai Develooment

Nelson City Council’s involvement in the proposed Kaka Valley development

has been arrogant and woeful. It seems it was obviousto all but themselves

that this development would have a huge impact on the Maitai Valley.

The rural peaceful character of Nelson’s popular back yard would be

irreversibly changed. This should have been a decision put to Nelson residents,

not an in house agreement between council and developers, kept hidden from

the public for three years.

Whenit wasfinally revealed in the Nelson Future Plan in 2019, there was no

reference made to the Maitai Valley. Only Kaka Valley and Orchard Flat were

mentioned. This was a deliberate obfuscation of the fact that these areas,

which few in Nelson had everheard of, wasin fact the Maitai.

| suggest that this again was a recognition by the council and developers of the

public controversy this could cause if the exact location and impact became

known — as has become thecase.

Since then Hemi Toia, the chairman of Ngati Koata Inc has becomethe sole

spokespersonfor the syndicate, leading many in Nelson to falsely assumethis

is an iwi development oniwiland or part of a treaty settlement.

In 2006 the Nelson public rejected overwhelmingly any intensive development

in the Maitai Valley. A result Nelson City Council agreed to continue to honour

and uphold. In 2019 NCC received four submissions despite claiming to have

had a “robust” public forum. A 12,500+ and growingpetition has been

ignored.

Since 1919, after heated negotiations with the Richardson Family, the council

acquired a stretch of the river and adjacent land as a recreational assetforall

of Nelson. This included what has been,andstill are Nelson’s most popular

river swimming holes and recreation areas.



$263

This is the exact area immediately adjacent to the proposed subdivision.

Unbelievably the second of the three swimming holes, Dennes Hole, has been

chosenas the stormwater sump for what would eventually be 700 new houses

on the Maitai River Flats and Kaka Valley.

Waste water and water pipes are also planned to be dug into the solid rock

which forms the immediate western bank of DennesHole.

If this development were to be approved, then, Orchard Flat, directly opposite

on the otherside of the river is ear marked for a further 280 houses. This

would have the same distructive effect on the first and third of the trio of

swimming holes. Black Hole and Sunday Hole and completely surroundall

three with houses.

These swimming holes, because of their rural natural settings are hugely

popular and packed during the summer months. Novemberhas seen bus loads

of school children from Nelson, Tasman and Hawkes Bay enjoying end of year

activities.

To urbanise Nelson’srural river playground would be gob smackingly short

sighted and reprehensible.

This proposed development should have been rejected immediately by the

Nelson City Council purely on the groundsof location and its impact on the

river. Every Nelson council for over one hundred years has protected and

enhanced this unique Nelson attraction.

To build a housing developmentso close and to usethe river and swimming

holes as infrastructural assets, shows total disregard to the history,

environment, community value, the numerous volunteer groups who have

planted and protected the river and the generations to come.

Other areas have already beenidentified in the Nelson and Tasman regions

whichwill more than cater for future housing growth.

The Maitai Valley must continue to be protected and improved.

It is Nelson’s only river.

It is Nelson’s taonga .

THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT MUST BE REJECTED



S2CS

The cost of not doing so will be the loss of this peaceful recreation area

enjoyed by Nelsonians and visitors alike, not only during years of construction,

but for every year and generations to come.

r==
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Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021 to:
Planning Administrator
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Freepost 76919
PO Box 645 NECE IVEDSele
Nelson 7040 Date Received Stamp:
(Hand delivery or Courierto:
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subject line) =>. A

LIS153
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Nelson City Council
te kauninera O whakatu
 

 

 

    
 

to the Nelson
Resource Management Plan 

Submitter Details

Full Name mr Blake
Organisation

 

 

 

 

 

Contact

Person =

Fadel 50 Kx aso sa Denie. Phone number
address J

Steter N son 0274233006
 

       Email Waccenblake l@aqmail com
Q

Council Hearing

| wish to be heard in support of my submission

m (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with
others making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to

make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act

1991.

I could I] could not Y gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

I amll amnot IL] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

Management Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as we} as council,

Sign here

À
Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission )
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as
follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1.

C
i

8.

10.

11.

12,

The Maitai Valley's rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current andfuture generations. Suburban sprawl will change the nature of this
valley forever. The proposed urban development wouldresult in loss of open spaceinthe
city’s greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the
Maitai Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisationof the valley much
more likely to occurin future.

Opportunities forintensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawl is allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without
this site.

Engineered changesto the Maitai Riverfloodplains and Kaka Streamrealignmentwill
create a floodrisk for downstreamresidents and impact on the mana, habitat value and
natural characterof these waterbodies.

Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 — 40 years, plus hydrological
changes and pollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburb will cause
long-term degradationof the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued
swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson
Haven

The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitaitributaries
and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats)
has not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant
adverse impacts.

There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction
traffic and new resident's vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary orlong-
term alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic
volume.

Thereare no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly
private cars. The development's transport and buildings are not consistent with the
decarbonisation pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

The development requires significant modificationof landforms over decades, and ridge-top
buildings will have an adverse visual impact on the city's skyline.

The financial cost to the community ofinfrastructure to support the developmentis
unreasonable and inequitable.

If the Plan Change goes ahead, all future subdivision andbuildings within Kaka

Valley/Bayview would be processedwithout notification to the public or affected parties,
despite critical aspects of the development not being specified or supported by technical
informationat this stage (including air quality, geotechnical and downstreamflooding
assessments). That approachunfairly excludes people from being involvedin decisions that
may affect them.

Add any additional reasons here:
 

| oppose the Private Plan Change Y

  The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
A2746263

Page 2 of 2
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Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021 to: ore USE No! u

Planning Administrator i:oe 26S

RMA Plan Submissions Dat Stamp: y x

Nelson City Council ate HR Si |VE [5

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645 08 DEC 202
Nelson 7040

 

    (Handdelivery or Courier to: Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St, Let

Nelson 7010 or Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with plan change no.in ObjectiveNo?Ner Seryhs

subjectline)
A290316

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

  

to the Nelson Resource Management Plan
 

Note:
1. This form is only for the purpose of making a submission on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 to the

Nelson Resource ManagementPlan.It is NOT for making a further submission(i.e. in support or

opposition to an original submission)or for making a submission on a resource consentor on Council’s

Annual Plan.

2. It is not mandatory to useeither the cover or content sheet of this form, howeveryour submission must

be in writing and provide the necessary information as indicated on the form, e.g., what is supported or

opposed, the reason why and the decision sought, full contact details, etc.

3. Council cannot accept a submission that does notclearly indicate what a submitter wishes Council to

do(i.e. Council to makea decision to refuse, amend or accept the Private Plan Change). Please

indicate specific recommendationsif amendments are sought. Council also cannot accept a

submission that does notrelate specifically to the Private Plan Change.In these cases the submission

maybe considered ‘Out of Scope’ and may not be considered further.

4. Please note that your submission(or part of your submission) may be struck outif the authority is

satisfied that at least 1 of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission):

a. it is frivolous or vexatious:

b. it discloses no reasonable or relevant case:

C. it would be an abuseof the hearing processto allow the submission(or the part) to be taken

further:

d. it contains offensive language:

e. it is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been

prepared by a person whois not independent or who doesnot have sufficient specialised

knowledgeorskill to give expert advice on the matter.

Submitter Details
E

Full Name TEA DENNIS Verso

 

 

 

 

 

 

Organisation N/A.

Contact Person nA

Postal address

|

\\ aga Boyd ce Business Phone

NELSON ZOO Home Phone

|

©3)S4GG 74SS

Mobile Phone |82 7 472 /SE8  
    Email

|

Fon upea3s E amen! "com \

Council Hearing
 

[] I/we wish to be heard in support of my/our submission

[] (If yes above) I/we would be prepared to consider presenting my/our submissionin a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearings

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantage in trade competition through the submissionyour right to make a

submission maybe limited by clause6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

A2746263
Page 1 of 2
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/we could[ ] could not oH gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission
If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete thefollowing:

I/we am[_] amnot[] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submissionthat:
(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does notrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your nameand addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource Management
Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submissionis required to be forwarded to you as well
as council. 7 7 }

I ULLA— 11272, LOL EySignaturéof Submitter Date / /
(orperson authorised to sign on behalfofsubmitter - a
signature is notrequired ifyoumakeyoursubmission by
electronic means)

 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Changethat my submissionrelates to are as follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Insert referenceto the relevantplan provisions

 

My/our submissionis that:

(Insert your submission,including whether you support or opposespecific provisions or wish to have them amended, giving
reasons)

 

 

 

Reasons: See ATTACHED

I/we support the : |/we oppose the
Private O //we support In part the O Private Plan Change uePlan Change Private Plan Change

 

The decision I/we seek from the Councilis that:

Se4 anacrtev
 

(Give precise details.

Where amendments are sought, provide details below of what changes you would like to see)   
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RMA SUBMISSION FOR PUBLICLY NOTIFIED PLAN CHANGE 28 MAITAHI BAYVIEW:

| oppose the Private Plan change abovefor the reasonsset out below:

1) This development would destroy the environmentof the wholevalley due to the

following causes:

2)

3)

4)

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Noise increase caused by increase of population and vehicles in the area whichis

and has, already caused a lot of concernin Nile Street and Maitai Valley area.

Visual effect of the Valley would change — the beauty and peaceful nature of the

current environment enjoyed by Residents and Tourists alike would be seriously

affected. |

A build up of traffic congestion — how will this be resolved to the satisfaction of

the existing Residents and Ratepayers.

The proposed Housing Development will only bring with it the current problems

already experienced with other urban developments in Nelson eg. Sewerage and

stormwater, pollution, excess noise etc. The whole Valley has an amphitheatre

effect which amplifies the noise problems we currently experience.

Section 5 of the RMAregarding sustainable managementof natural and physical

resources to enable the Community’s well being and avoiding any adverseeffect,

will not be met.

Loss of further Land Protection for the future — Howwill this affect other existing

properties within the area?

Loss of riparian access to both sides of the River and run off from developmentinto

the river causing further pollution. How will this be properly addressed and

actioned?

Serious concern for a lack of transparency from Council e.g. the average resident

residing in this area was not made properly aware of the developmentand long term

consequenceswhich would follow. Very little or no information and a lack of

consultation with the Public has been given by the Council.

Therefore the decision | seek from the Council is that this Plan changein its’ entirety, does

not go ahead.

NAME:

PHONE:

ADDRESS:

Tony Pearson

027 4921588

19 Mayroyd Tce, Nelson

S26S
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Council Hearing

“TO | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission your right to

make a submission may be limited by clause6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 ofthe Resource Management Act

1991.

1 could could not de an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

| am] amnot ÜD directly affected by an effect ofthe subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) doesnotrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and address is required to be made publicly available under the Resource

Management Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submissionis required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here Date
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as

follows
(please list the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1.

10.

11.

12.

The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedforthe

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawl will change the nature ofthis
valley forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the

city’s greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the

Maitai Valley are essential for people's health and wellbeing.

The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisationofthe valley much

morelikely to occurin future.

Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without

this site.

Engineered changesto the Maitai Riverfloodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill

create a flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and

natural character of these waterbodies.

Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 — 40 years, plus hydrological
changesandpollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause
long-term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued
swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson

Haven.

The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitaitributaries

and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats)
has not been adequately investigated and urbanisationofthis habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction
traffic and new resident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-
term alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimate likely traffic

volume.

There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly
private cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the

decarbonisation pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top
buildings will have an adverse visual impacton the city’s skyline.

The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis
unreasonable and inequitable.

If the Plan Change goes ahead, all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka
Valley/Bayview would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties,

despite critical aspects of the development not being specified or supported by technical
informationat this stage (including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding
assessments). That approach unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that

mayaffect them.

Addany additional reasons here: $<
 

| oppose the Private Plan Change

  The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change28 should be declined : arm  
 

À
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If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete

I/we am[] amnot directly affected by an effect of the subject matterofthis submission may 8 DEC 2021

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) doesnotrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

 

Public information
Customer Service

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available underthe Resource Management

Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposingthis submission is required to be forwardedto you as well

@ Nolte Slot £-12. 2021
D

 

  
 

  

iénatdre of Submifter
(orperson authorised to sign on behalfofsubmitter

-

a

signature is notrequired ifyoumakeyoursubmission by

electronic means)

 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):)
Please Vefer to Attached Document 55 5.2-%

fv Suggested amendments to ScheduleÉ

My/our submissionis that:
 

(Insert your submission, including whether you support or oppose specific provisions or wish to have them amended,giving

A | wish to have. Gpe punuisians

amended
|

ass are provided in ha Attached Document
 

 

1/we support the
: |/we opposethe

: I/we support in part the |

Private O Private Plan Change Private Plan Change []

Plan Change

 

 
 

“The decision l/we seek from the Council is that:

suggested guageThe Pian Change be. approved wilh ungesied

(Give precise details.

Where amendments are sought, provide details below of what changes you would like to see)
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on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

  

tothe Nelson Resource ManagementPlan
 

Note:

1. This form is only for the purpose of making a submission on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 to theNelson Resource ManagementPlan.It is NOT for making a further submission (i.e. in Support oropposition to an original submission) or for making a submission on a resource consentor on Council'sAnnual Plan.

2. It is not mandatory to use either the cover or content sheetof this form, however your submission mustbe in writing and provide the necessary information as indicated on the form, e.g., what is supported orOpposed,the reason why andthe decision sought, full contact details,etc.3. Council cannot accept a submission that does notclearly indicate what a submitter wishes Council todo(i.e. Council to makea decision to refuse, amendoraccept the Private Plan Change). Pleaseindicate specific recommendationsif amendments are sought. Council also cannot acceptasubmission that does notrelate specifically to the Private Plan Change.In these cases the submissionmaybe considered ‘Out of Scope’ and maynot be considered further.4. Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) maybestruckoutif the authority issatisfied that at least 1 of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission):a. itis frivolous or vexatious:

b. it discloses no reasonable or relevant case:
C. it would be an abuseof the hearing processto allow the submission (or the part) to be taken

further:

d. it containsoffensive language:
e. it is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been

prepared by a person whois not independent or who does not have sufficient specialised
knowledgeorskill to give expert advice on the matter.

Submitter Details

 Full Name S Nelaal, Catherine Noble. 7
 Organisation

|

Frgelante. Planner
 
Contact Person

 Postal address

|

217A_ Collima wood St Business Phone
 

NeleOn South Home Phone
  elson TO10 Mobile Phone

|

021 150 239]    Email Shelaghnob leOhotmal.com
Council Hearing

[1 I/we wish to be heard in support of my/our submission

 _
| (If yes above) I/we would be prepared to consider presenting my/our submission in a joint case withothers making a similar submission at any hearings
Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make asubmission maybe limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.
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Shelagh Noble Submission S107

Proposed Private Plan Change 28 - Maitahi

Bayview

Thank youfor the opportunity to submit on PPCR 28.

PLEASE REFERTO PARA
5.2.2 AND 5.2.3 FOR SUGGESTED AM

ENDMENTS

I wish to make a personal statement to accompany my submission points.

L ABOUT ME

| qualified as an Urban/Regional Planner in South Australia in 1990, inspired by

the World Congress of Planning and Housing held in Adelaide in 1986, following

a first career in Education. As Chair ofthe Hills Montessori School Council we

boughtland from the Field Naturalist Society and took the school through a

community planning process to create a new campus.I was EO ofthe Planning

Education Foundation based at the University of South Australia, and for ten

years Manager City Developmentat CampbelltownCity Council in Adelaide.

In New ZealandI've worked at Wellington City Council (the Northern Growth

Project 2001/2001), consent/policy planning at South WairarapaDistric
t

Council, and policy planning at TasmanDistrict Council (in particular, the Golden

Bay Landscape Project, Strategic Planning and two
Plan Changes for Wakefield,

and processing 2 Private Plan Changefor a Foodstuffs Supermarketat Three

Brothers Corner). I continue to be a financial memberofthe Ne
w Zealand

PlanningInstitute.

Since leaving paid employmenta
tthe TasmanDistrict Council I've focused on

using myskills in a voluntary capacity, acting as a mentor, assisting people with

submissions, helping organise thelast National Planning Conference in Nelson

with the local NZ Planning Institute, actively engaging with pro
posed changes to

the Resource Management
Act, and advising the Vanuatu SanmaProvincial

Governmentonstrategic planning (through Volunteer Service Abroad

2018/2019).

2. WHYI WANT TO SUBMIT

Firstly, I remain passionate about Planning. Following in the footsteps of

American/Canadian planner JaneJacobs,I believe in ‘de-mystifying’ planning

and working with communities to understand our sense of place; and how to

engage with the process.

Secondly, whenI see misinformation and a lack of understanding of process I feel

compelled to engage with both parties to facilitate good planning. Given the

power of social media and the groundswell of opposition to PPCR28,it is with

sometrepidation that I put forward myopinion,as I have friends with firm views

on both sides of the spectrum.
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Thirdly, from my workevaluating the landscape of Golden Bay, with a small

representative community group and a numberoflandscape‘experts’, I know

howdifficult it is to explain and understand 2-dimensional plans and whatthey

mightlook like in a 3-dimensional world. A model wouldreally help all parties to

make clear statementsoffact. It would help to understand

+ Theprecise extent and locationof the landscape character areas

described - the BotanicHill, the MalvernHills, the Kaka Valley, the upper

and lower Kaka Stream,the Kaka Hill and the Maitai Valley;

° TheRidgeline, andindicative location of the proposed sub-collector road

and walkwaylinks;

° The extent andlocation of the Backdrop and Skyline overlay areas;

° Areas currently in public ownership (eg Council / DOC) andparcels in

private ownership;

° The extentof the existing zoning andexactlocation ofthe proposed

zoning;

e Location and extentofexisting residential consents;

e Potential future road linkages;

e Potential lower Kaka Stream re-alignment;

° The extentof the 1:100 flood risk hazard along the Maitai River:

e Significant trees and one known archaeologicalsite (to be confirmed);

e ProposedSignificant Natural Area (SNA).

Finally, engaging with this Private Plan Changeprocess maybethe only

opportunity for the community to makesure the proposedPlan Provisions are fit

for purpose, as the plan change seeks non-notification status for future

Restricted Discretionary consents. | CAN see some areas for improvement, and

these are discussed below.

I respect the Council position expressed in the Future Development Strategy

2019 that the subjectsite is suitable for residential developmentto address the

housingcrisis (supply of land); andtheclimate crisis (close to centralfacilities,

reducing transport demand).

3. WHATWE ARE SUBMITTING ON

The current Nelson Resource ManagementPlan (NRMP)is the focus of the

Private Plan Change Request.

The requestseeksto insert a new Schedule X to Volume 2 (the Zonessection) of

the NRMP,includinga Structure Plan and Landscape Overlay Plan.

The contentof the Structure Plan and Landscape Overlay Plan would be

reproducedin the relevant zoning maps (Volume4 ofthe NRMP), with the

subject site outlined and the wording ‘Schedule X’ denotingthesite.

In addition, a Services Overlay is proposed overthesite, and an indicative sub-

collector road addedto the Road Hierarchy Maps. And finally, some textual

changesare proposedtothree ofthe affected zones — the Residential Zone, the

Suburban Commercial Zone and RuralZone.
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No textual changes are proposedto the Open Space/Recreation Zone in the

PPCR, howeverI suggest an amendmentat 5.2.2 below.

4. EVALUATION

As required by the Resource ManagementAct (RMA), the requester has

submitted a Section 32 Evaluation Report which purports to establish that the

proposed map and text changes discussed above are the mosteffective and

efficient way to achieve the purposeofthe Private Plan Change.I will leavethis

Section 32 Reportfor others to debate.I can see only the ONE option is

discussed, thoughI understandthat this option has been the result of extensive

pre-consultation.

5. EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSAL AND SUGGESTED AMENDMENTSTO THE

PPCR

The RMAalso requires a consideration ofthe effects of the Private Plan Change,

should subsequent developmentoccurin accordancewith the Schedule.

I limit my commentsto landscapeandtraffic matters, trusting others to

explore othereffects and how they would be managed within the proposed Rule

frameworkof Schedule X.

5.1 Regarding TRAFFIC,therewill be adverseeffects, namely an increase

in traffic on Nile Street, and I have sympathy for individuals and families who

may experience this. I suspect the traffic generation may be under-estimated.

The NZTA standard of 10 traffic movements per dwelling per day is undoubtedly

conservative, howeverthetraffic reportbases the analysisofeffects on

6

traffic

movements per day withoutclear justification. This is, however, not fatal to the

PPCR,but maydiminish the impactonNile Street residents. The proposal does

provide an emergencyroute through to State Highway 6, which is endorsed by

NZTA.Thereis no evidence this would becomea shortcutor‘rat run’. Developer

financial contributions would be required for the East Nile Street/Maitai Road

intersection improvementsas part offuture resource consent applications. This

is ensured by the proposed Services Overlay, which also enables taking financial

contributions towards‘three water’ infrastructure upgrades.It is likely the

residents would be involved in safety improvements to Nile Street to

accommodate walking andcycling to the Maitai Valley, continued on-street

resident parking and speed calmingdevices. The roadis of adequate width

withoutloss of mature trees. No changesare put forward to the PPCR

provisions.

5.2 Regarding LANDSCAPE,I have moreto say and some proposed

amendments. Historic landscapestudieshave notidentified any landscapesof

outstanding significance; however the Kaka Hill, the Botanic Hills and the

Malvern Hills are highly valued by the community as a backdrop to the city. They

have biophysical, sensory and associative ‘values’ as described in the Rough and

Milne report.
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5.2.1 The Kaka Hillis fully protected by making any buildings‘Prohibited’

within the Backdrop,Skyline, and SNA overlay areas within the Rural Zone. This

means Council cannot accept a resource consent for developmentin these areas.

5.2.2 The upper Botanic Hill land between Centre ofNew Zealand and Walters

Bluff is part of the subjectsite. It is proposed for Open Space;in fact some 15%

or more of the subject site is proposed as Open Space (including the Kaka Stream

corridor). Howeverthere are no rules in Schedule X pertaining to the Open

Space/Recreation Zone.| believethis is an oversight. I propose a reference to

Schedule X in the Open Space/Recreation Zone to protectthis part of the Botanic

Hills face from anybuilt form incursion. This would require a new paragraphin

Schedule X.9 Prohibited Activities.

Proposed Change to PPCR 28- insert a reference to ScheduleX in the

Open Space/Recreation Zone, and specify buildings as a Prohibited

Activity within the Open Space/Recreation Zone(X.9).

Reason:Even thoughthelandis likely to be vested in Nelson City Council

as an extension to the existing reserve (abovethe Sir Stanley Whitehead

walkway)thelandis still part of the Backdrop and Skyline overlays and

needsto be protectedin a similar fashion to Kaka Hill.

5.2.3. The Malvern Hills have been assessedas being able to accommodate

residential developmentata rangeofdensities. The ‘lower density area’,

coloured orange onthe Structure Plan has a 800 square metre minimumlotsize,

whichis lower than the lower density measure elsewhere in the NRMP

(600sqm). This is supported. On the upperreaches the BackdropandSkyline

Overlay furtherlimits density with a minimum lot size of 1500 square metres

required,creating a gentle transition from the regular residential zoning (400

square metres) below.

I have concerns aboutthe Skyline overlay provisions in Schedule X. These are

identical to the Backdrop provisions, with the addition of a requirement that

buildings not be higher than the Ridgeline. When viewed from Nelson City Centre

and State Highway6 a building the sameheight as the Ridgeline would be seen

as projecting abovethe Ridgeline. If Council wishes to protect the Ridgeline (and

this would be in keeping with the current Objectives and Policies ofthe NRMP)I

suggest a morestringent control be acceptedas follows:

Proposed Changeto Schedule X ofPPCR 28:
X.8 c) The final height ofany dwelling when viewedfrom Nelson City

Centre and State Highway6,shall sit below the primary ridgeline, as

illustrated on the Maitahi Bayview Structure Plan (Sheet B1.2); or...

Anybuilding which does not comply with Controlled Activity conditions

a)-b) of this Rule shall be a Restricted Discretionary Activity ....
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Any building which does not comply with ControlledActivity
conditions c)-d) shall be a Non-Complying Activity.

Reason:| have no objection to the non-notification provisions proposed
in PPCR 28, howeverthese should not apply to Non-Complying Activities.
This suggested amendmentwouldincentivise applicants to meet the
Controlled Activity provisions regarding Skyline protection. The current
provisions in Schedule X help managedevelopment, but do notprotect
the Skylineitself.

In other respects, I SUPPORT THE PRIVATE PLAN CHANGE REQUEST.

6. OTHER ANOMALIESIN PPCR 28

I note there are twoparcels of Rural Zonelandto the north-westof the subject
site which appearto have been re-zoned Residential. Althoughit is logical to
rezone these twoparcelsto align with the surrounding zone,it should be done
via a ‘corrections’ plan changeorotherlegal tidy-up process, | am notsureif they
can be includedin this PPCRatthis stage in the process.

The archaeological site MS57is referred to in someof the text documents as
MS56 and/or MS58. A minor matter.

I have onefinal concern overthe location of the sub-collector road along the
ridgeline. I would expect that in a subdivision application care would be taken in
its contouring to avoid light spill and any other adversevisualeffects (eg
signage) alongthe skyline. I would also expect that driveway access to properties
in the Skyline and Backdrop areas would avoid adversevisual effects in their
access driveways from the ridgeline road ~ perhaps with shared access
laneways.I realise these are matters for a future subdivision application.

7. CONCLUSION

Thank youfor this opportunity to submit on the PPCR. While I do not wish to
presentto the hearing, I would be happyto discuss any mattersraisedin this
submission with Council Officers, other submitters, and membersof the Hearing

Panel. I reserve my right to commentfurther on other submissions and wish to
attend the Hearing.

SHELAGH NOBLE
8 DECEMBER 2021
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making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1. of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

| could could not ain an advaniage in trade competition through this submission
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| The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:
 

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature ofthis valley

forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open space in the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people's health and wellbeing.

2. The development will create a precedent, making further urbanisationof the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4, Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Streamrealignment will create a
flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

characterof these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river framsite works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changes and pollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimate likely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport andbuildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impactonthecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed without notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical informationat this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them. _
eUe Peconkly ce. Aer rt AY

12. Add any additional reasons here: >4 BETpile Fo ) a
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The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Peeks Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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Online submission

This is a submission that was madeonline via the Council's website.

Submitter No.

Submitter Name

Submitter first name

Submitter surname

Submitter is contact .

Email

Wish to be heard

Joint presentation

Trade competition

Directly affected

Withhold contact details?
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Natalie Gousmett

Natalie

Gousmett

Yes

natisafunkymonkey@gmail.com

No

Yes

| could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission.

N/A

No

Submission points

Plan section Provision

General- General-

Private Plan Private

Change 28 Plan

Change

28

Support/oppose

Oppose

Reasons

Welive on Nile St and walk or bike our young family

to school and daycare from there daily as well as

walking and biking up the Maitai valley for swimming

and otherrecreation. | don't feel that there is any

information that reassures me that there are sufficient

measures going to be putin place to ensure safety

from the additional traffic along our street, past our

school and around our neighbourhood. Wefeel the

safety measures currently in place are not sufficient so

with additional traffic | have real concerns for our

young family's safety. | also have concernsfor the

water quality of our awaif there is increased pressure

onit from the development. Swimmingin a clean

Maitai river is of great importance and enjoyment to

our family and | do not think this plan change, which

allows this developmenthassufficient protections for

ourvaluable river.

Documents included with submission
None

S2CA

4-12-2021

A2$0U78b

Decision sought

| do not support the

plan change

| am not sure | have

madethe correct

selections above,it is

bit more

complicated than|

have timeto fully

enage with right

now. What| would

like to say is that|

have serious

concerns about the

proposed Mahitahi

Bayview plan change

becauseof the

impactsit will have

ontraffic safety in

our neighbourhood

and secondly

becauseof the

impacts on ourlocal

awa.



RMA Submission Form for Publicly FL

Notified Private Plan Change 28
Nelson City Council

 

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December2021to: te kaunihera o whakatti

Planning Administrator

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council OFFICE USE
 Freepost 76919 =

PO Box 645 Submission No: S2e

Nelson 7040

(Hand delivery or Courierto: | DateECENert)

GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt, RE VE

 

Nelson 7010 or
    Email to: submissionsOncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in na HEC 2021 j

subject line) Objective No:aOS76 à

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview Customer Service

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details = /

Full Name Kogen Gonden Wilson

Organisation

 

 

 

Contact

Person
 

076 A Harchy Gree! Phone number

NeloN ?oto CANO 10049
Postal address 

 

  
     Email Jenrog3sE gmaihco

Council Hearing

O | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

I could LJ could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

| am amnot [] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does notrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 19914, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submissionis required to be

forwardedto you as well as council.

RRN R-/1-20]
Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE:a signature is not required if you email your submission ) 
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Thespecific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined

Reasons:

1. The MaitaiValley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedforthe

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban spraw!will change the nature of this valley

forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaces like the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The development will create a precedent, making further urbanisationofthe valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without this

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, lana value andnatural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentationof the river from site works over 30 - 40years, plus hydrological

changesandpollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburb will cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitaitributaries

and taonga spêcies. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from constructiontraffic

and new resident’s vehicles, plus through traffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport andbuildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9, The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, andridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impacton the city’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the communityof infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead, all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, Seotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. Add any additional reasons here:
A

| oppose the Private Plan Change Y (Bayton

The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined  
 

A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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AV
Nelson City Council BE BL
eoloi RMASubmission Form for

Publicly Nelson City Council

Notified Private Plan Change 28 te kaunihera o whakatú
 

OFFICE USE
 

Submission No: S27|
 

=Date Received Stamp: o7l12|202
   Objective No: A280 WA SS
 

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December2021to:

Planning Administrator

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645

Nelson 7040

(Hand delivery or Courierto:

Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt,

Nelson 7010 or

Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in
subjectline)

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

to the Nelson

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Lucy Charlesworth
 

Organisation
 

 Contact Person
 

CMB25, Maitai, Nelson, 7010
 

Postal address
 

  
   lucybcharlesworth@yahoo.co.nz

 Email
 

Council Hearing

x | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission yourright to make a

submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

I could [1 could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

 If you could gain an advantage in trade competition throughthis submission please complete the

following:

| am amnot Ll directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

adversely affects the environment; and

does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here Date

A2746263 Page À of 2



SA
Lucy Charlesworth 7/12/21

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission) 

 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

The Maitai Valley andits environs are taongafor all past, present, and future generations. The people of Nelson are

the kaitiakitanga of this exceptional area. It should not be downgradedto a suburb. It should be protected for

future generations. Any proposalwhich threatens the degradation ofthis area is stealing from future generations.

The mana andintegrity of the river are at high-risk from this proposed plan change. The resulting traffic increase

which would result as a direct consequenceofthis propsed development, would conflict with the climate emergency

which has been declared both by the NCC andthe national government.

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the natureofthis valley

forever. The proposed urban developmentwould result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future. :
3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without this
site.

4. Engineered changes to the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural
character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation ofthe river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changesandpollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburbwill cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant adverse
impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimate likely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top
buildings will have an adverse visual impacton the city’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis
unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processedwithoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change
Y
  Thedecision | seek from the Council is that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

A2746263 Page 2 of 2



Online submission

This is a submission that was made online via the Council's website.

Submitter No. S272

Submitter Name Arnott Potter

Submitterfirst name Arnott

Submitter middle name John

Submitter surname Potter

Submitter is contact Yes

Email biscotti211@gmail.com

Wish to be heard No

Joint presentation No

Trade competition | could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission.

Directly affected N/A

Withhold contact detail? No

Submission points

Plan section Provision Support/oppose

Chapter 7 - Policy - Amend

Residential RE3.9

Objectives Maitahi

and policies Bayview

- Objective Area

RE3 (Schedule

X)

Reasons

| am notin principle opposed to the provision of

additional housing in Nelson. There is a shortage of

affordable housing that needs to be addressed. However

in this case | do not believe there has been enough

consideration given to the impact of the additional traffic

as a result of this development. There are already two

serious bottlenecks in Nelson at peak hours (and the

QueenSt development in Richmondis leading to a similar

situation there), and it would be unfortunate if another

was created in the Maitai Valley Road/Nile Street area.

| would therefore like to request that the Council defers a

decision until a solution can be foundto this issue that

will be acceptable to current and future residents.

Documents included with submission
None

5372

4/12 [2021

428043)

Decision sought

| would like the

Council to defer

a decision on

thisplan for the

time being



RMASubmission Form for Publicly FL
Notified Private Plan Change 28 Nelson City Council

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 20271to: te kaunihera o whakatü

Planning Administrator
 

 

 

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council
OFFICE USE

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645 Submission No: 724

Nelson 7040

(Hand delivery or Courier to: Date Received Stamp:

GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St, 6/12. /21
Nelson 7010 or

 Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in
subject line) Objective No: AZ $0Kee   
on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Sonia Ann Corbett
 

Organisation
 

 

 

 

Contact

Person

46B WekaStreet, Phone number
Postal address

The Wood, 021 1901290

Nelson.   
 

Soniaann.corbett@gmail.com    Email
 

Council Hearing

O | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submissionyourright to make a

submission maybe limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

| could [] could not * gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

lamll  amnot U] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwardedto you as well as council.

Sign here Date

6/12/2021
 

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission)
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 
My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 
Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawl will change the nature ofthis valley
forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open space inthe city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai
Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered changes to the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural
character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation ofthe river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological
changes andpollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the manyhighly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.
6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitaitributaries

and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation ofthis habitat could havesignificant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from constructiontraffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term
alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimate likely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private
cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades,and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact on thecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.
11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed without notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects
of the development not being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. Add any additional reasons here:
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change

Y
 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:   Private Plan Change 28 should be declined 

A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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——F “ ASSion Form for Publicly |
; ‘rivate Plan Change 28 BAL

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatú

 

JE USE

 

Fi ANT
‚ubmission No: 27 >
  

Date Received Stamp:

6/12 [z,
    Objective No: ñ 2.40 Wu 9%

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December2021to:
Planning Administrator

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council
Freepost 76919 é

PO Box 645

Nelson 7040

(Hand delivery or Courierto:
GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St,
Nelson 7010 or
Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change28 in
subjectline)

  

on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

to the Nelson
  

 Submitter Details

 

Full Name |Paul Gilmour

 
Organisation

 

Contact |Paul

Person

 
Postal

|

12 Harper Street Phone number

address |con, East 021 1542997
 

  

  
 

 

Email

|

mrpaulgilmour@gmail.com
      
 
 _|

Council Hearing

O | wish to be heard in support of my submission
O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearing
Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission yourright to
make a submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct
1991.

| could O could not x gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission
(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the
following:
 

Il amO amnot x directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submissionthat:

A2746263
Page 1 of 3

245



(a) adverse)> ~ affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition

Public infor“ goma
tion

Please note 4hat your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Ree source

Managemer?= Act 1991, as anyfurther submission supportin ing thi 5

termas ces SOUaSwalae council. porting or opposingthis submission is required to be

Sign here

Date

L

u

i

_8/12/2021

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission )
 

 

  
   

  

The specifle provisionsof the Proposed Private Plan Cha
.

follows
nge that my submissionrelatesto are as

(please list the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submiss
ion is that:

 

   

     Private plan Change 28 should be declined  

2746263
Page 2 of 3



 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban spraw!will change the nature ofthis

valley forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the

city’s greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the

Maitai Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much
morelikely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without

this site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create

a floodrisk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural
character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation ofthe river from site works over 30 — 40 years, plus hydrological

changes andpollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause

long-term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson
Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai

tributaries and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/

native bats) has not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could
have significant adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction

traffic and new resident's vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-

term alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimate likely traffic
volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly

private cars. The development's transport and buildings are not consistent with the

decarbonisation pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-

top buildings will have an adverse visual impact on the city's skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community ofinfrastructure to support the developmentis
unreasonable and inequitable.

117. If the Plan Change goesahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/

Bayview would be processedwithoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite

critical aspects of the development not being specified or supported by technical

information at this stage (including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding

assessments). That approach unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that

may affect them.

12. Loss of a peaceful fun family area, especially the swimming holes.
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
A2746263 Page 3 of 3



Online submission

This is a submission that was madeonline via the Council's website.

Submitter No. S276

Submitter Name Scott Stocker

Submitter first name Scott

Submitter surname Stocker

Submitter is contact Yes

Email suzhoufamily@gmail.com

Wishto be heard No

Joint presentation No

Trade competition

Directly affected N/A

Withhold contact details? No

Submission points

Plan section

General-

Private Plan

Change 28

Provision Support/oppose Reasons

General - Support

Private

Plan

Change

28

2%

q-12-2e2 \

R 234774

| could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission.

Decision sought

Maitahi Bayview Private Plan Change Submission

Zoning —

This development should at least medium-density, with town-

houses and/or apartments. Nelson does not need more

suburban sprawl. This landis relatively close to town, we must

use it well, to house as many people as possible.

Speed within Development- Any vehicle accessorside roads

off the main Ralphine Wayshouldbe 30kph shared zones where

drivers feel that they aredriving through a pedestrian place and

children are to be expected playing on the road. These need to

feel like pedestrian areas with no kerb, but perhapsa central

drainage channel andstreettrees.

Foot/Cycle Direct Access - There must be an excellent, safe foot

and cycle path, with a gentle grade giving direct access

to the subdivision rather than pedestrians/cyclistshaving to come

up thehill of the present Ralphine Way. Gradeslike Ralphine W

ay could beenoughto put would-becyclists off.We must have as

few things putting off would-be cyclists and walkers so we can

minimise vehicular traffic on Ralphine Way.

Gibbs Bridge -Visibility is poor, the footpath is not accessible for

people with buggies and it needs something done to makeit

better for cyclists, ideally a cycle/footpath either side.

Changesto Maitai Valley Road: The Maitai Valley Road

needs somechangessoit doesnot feel like a 100kph road. One

suggestionis to plant trees down the middle ofit or perhaps

betterstill, trees in the paving either side of the road, to narrow

the roadway and makeit feel like a country lane rather than a

racetrack.

Affordable Housing — There should besomesocial housing and

affordable housing. While this may be unpopular with some of



SEC
the residents in Ralphine Way,there is a good example of what

Tasman Housing Trust has done on the old OK Coral site up The

Brook.

Winter Sun - Every section should haveaccess to winter sun for

at least three hours per day. Althoughit is possible to design a

house to be warm without any sun and with minimal heating,it is

psychologically damaging tolive in a house that doesn't get any

winter sun at all at some times of the year.

Cat and Dog Free —

A numberof subdivisions around New Zealand have been

developed as

cat and dog freeareas so the birdlife can flourish

. This would be especially good in this case because the land

backs on to some substantial areas of native/regenerating bush.

Also, with the Brook Sanctuary developing, we need to make

Nelson as safe as possible for the wildlife that will spill over from

it.

Stormwater-Replacing the animalrunoff into the river with

suburban runoff could be an improvementto the health of the

river. However,if stormwater from roads is going to go into the

river it should go through somesort of ground filtration first to

filter out brake andtire dust, oil residue etc. and only clean water

goesinto theriver.

In summary,| feel strongly that this proposal could be goodfor

Nelson.If the housing is intensive or semi-intensive and not

urban sprawl, this would provide a substantial number of

dwellings close to Nelson. Measures need to be putin place to

make access as easy as possible for walking and cycling. It is

relatively close to Nelson so that manyofthe peopleliving in this

area could walk or cycle to town on a regular basis. We do not

want hundredsof cars up and downNile Street every day. Also,if

stormwateris dealtwithas suggested aboveandtheriver flowing

through this valley is planted out, the quality of water in the

MaitaiRiver should be safeguarded.

Scott Stocker

Documents included with submission
None
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Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council OFFICE USE
 Freepost 76919

PO Box 645 Submission Nop2FF
 Nelson 7040

(Hand delivery or Courierto:

GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St, 6/1? / “A
Nelson 7010 or

Date Received Stamp:

 Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in
subjectline) Objective No: À-2 8ou \  

 

on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Kathryn Vanessa Stahl
 

Organisation
 

 

 

 

Contact

Person

178 Nile Street Phone number
Postal address

Maitai 0272332193

Nelson   
 

Kathryn.stahl@gmail.com    Email
 

Council Hearing

Oo | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

| could [] could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

laml] amnot [] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submissionthat:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submissionis required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here Date

6/12/21_
 

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission )

A2746263 Page 1 of 2



 

 

 

 

  

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelatesto are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley's rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawl will change the nature ofthis valley

forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valleymuch more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered changes to the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changes andpollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburbwill cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could havesignificant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic
and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimate likely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact on the city’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach
unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. The city should be built UP first ie 2 storey housing above shopsfor cheaper housing options

| opposethe Private Plan Change v

The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly FA

Notified Private Plan Change 28

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021 to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

 

 

   
 

RMA Plan Submissions Nelson City Council ZT

Freepost 76919 SERICEURE
PO Box 645 Submission No: 9

Nelson 7040 ; S 2?

(Handdelivery or Courier to: Date Received Stamp:
GroundFloor, Civic House, 110TrafalgarSt, 6[ee/21
Nelson 7010 or
Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in
subjectline) Objective No: A280153

on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Shalom Levy

 

Organisation
 

Contact

Person
 

17 Champion Terrace, Moana, Nelson 7011 Phone number

027 8406503
Postal address 

 

  
 

Email shalomandsally@yahoo.com    
 

Council Hearing

O | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission yourright to make a

submission maybe limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

| am Xl] amnot []l directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here Date

December 6,2021
 

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission)

A2746263 Page 1 of 3



 
The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 
My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 
Reasons:

Threat to the rural and recreational amenity of the Maitai -The Maitai Valley’s rural character and

amenity should be protected and preserved for the benefit of current and future generations.

Suburban sprawlwill change the natureofthis valley forever. The proposed urban development

wouldresult in loss of open spacein the city’s greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values.

Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

The development would also create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much

morelikely to occurin future. This would further underminethe rural and recreational amenity of

the Maitai Valley.

Increased flood risk downstream in Nelson City — Planned engineered changes to the Maitai/Kaka

floodplains and the proposed Kaka Stream realignmentwill accelerate flood water and increase the

potential for flooding for downstream residents. Thsese changeswill also degrade the sensitive

ecology ofthe fertile valley floor and theriver.

Sediment and Contaminated stormwater- Sediment from the extensive planned earthworks and

construction together with contaminated stormwaterfrom the planned suburb would severely

degrade the waterquality in the Maitai river. This would unacceptably negatively impact the river

ecology and the recreational amenity of the swimming holes downstream whichare highly valued

by Nelsonians andvisitors. This is contrary to NCC policy and objectives that clearly require

improvementofthis stretch of the Maitai river (see NRMP policy DO109).

Traffic - The plan change would lead to a permanent substantial increase in traffic in The Maitai

Valley. This would be further aggravated by a through road from SH6 and Atawhaias well as by

constructiontraffic. This would negatively impact the health and safety of all other road users,

particularly the recreational and commuting walkers, runners and cyclistists in The Maitai and on

the linking roads, including those passing Nelson schools.

Pollution — The proposed developmentandassociatedtraffic will inevitably create air, water, sound

andlight pollution,all of which will severely degrade the amenity of the Maitai Valley, Nelsons most

highly valued and mostaccessible area of tranquil rural green belt.

Housing -Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any

more urbansprawlis allowed. Thereis sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without the

proposed development. The proponents have overstated the demandfor housing and thelatest

documents have shownthatthereis sufficienct housing capacity at least to 2039/40 and probably

beyond 2051 with the newprovisions oulined in the new housing plan.Future intensification

policies are likely to further alleviate housing demand. Hence weshould not destroy our rural green

belt on the basis of an exaggerated projection of housing demand..

Climate Change- PPC 28is inconsistent with our declared climate emergency and the

decarbonisation pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.It is a greenfield development that

will severely impact the environment. The housing propsed on the floodplain will be at an increased

risk of flooding in the future. With climate change considerationsit is totally unacceptable to

further aggravate the risk of flooding for downstream populated areas.

Unfair Cost to Community- The financial cost to the community of required infrastructure to

support the developmentis unreasonable and inequitable. Current rates are already unaffordable

for many Nelsonresidents.

 

| oppose the Private Plan Change Y

  Private

The decision | seekfrom the Council is that:  Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

A2746263 Page 2 of 3
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Online submission

This is a submission that was madeonline via the Council's website.

Submitter No.

Submitter Name

S279

Bernadette Power

Submitter first name Bernadette

Submitter surname Power

Submitter is contact Yes

Email

Wishto be heard

Joint presentation

Trade competition

Directly affected

snowpower13@gmail.com

No

No

ELA

a [12 [2021

#28 OUel

| could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission.

N/A

Withhold contact details? No

Submission points

Plan section

General-

Private Plan

Change 28

Provision Support/oppose

General-

Private

Plan

Change

28

Oppose

Reasons

the scale of this

developmentwill

potentially have a

significant

negative impact

on the natural

environment and

this is too greater

risk to accept.

Additionally this

large scale

developmentwill

erode the areas

natural beauty

and will diminish

its recreational

value.

Documents included with submission
None

Decision sought

Private Plan Change 28 berejected unless there are

changesto ensure robust protection and improvement

of water quality, river ecology and associated habitat;

and that there are measures to ensuretheriver

(particularly the swimming holes) and the amenity

value of the Maitai Valley and is adequately monitored

and protected. This would need to include measures to

reduce and calm traffic.



Online submission

This is a submission that was made online via the Council's website.

Submitter No. $281

Submitter Name Morgelyn Leizour

Submitter first name Morgelyn

Submitter middle name Whegyn

Submitter surname Leizour

Submitter is contact Yes

Email phroggels@gmail.com

Wishto be heard No

Joint presentation No

Trade competition

Directly affected N/A

Withhold contact details? No

Submission points

Plan section

General -

Private Plan

Change28

Provision Support/oppose

General- Oppose

Private

Plan

Change

28

| could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission.

Reasons

1. The proposed urban development would result in a critical

loss of open spacein the city’s greenbelt, and conflict with

recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people's health and wellbeing. These

large green spaces are whatcities become famousfor-

imagine London without Hyde Park, New York without Central

Park, etc. Nobody has protected a green space near the

center ofa city and regretted it later. The Maitai Valley's rural

character and amenity should be protected and preserved for

the benefit of current and future generations.

2. The Maitai Valley is a highly valued recreational space

becauseit does not have heavytraffic volumes, urban runoff

and sealed surfaces. People ride their bicycles up and down

the road becauseit is quiet. Families swim in the river and

picnic on the banks. People walk and run on the unsealed

paths. These are notactivities that are compatible with a

sprawling subdivision. Already, the track along the ridgeline

from the Centre of New Zealand to Bayview Road has been

shut off and off road recreational activities have beenlost.

Saxton Fields provide a space for team sports, the Maitai

Valley is the equivalentfacility for walking, running, cycling,

swimming, orienteering and packrafting.

3. Increased areas of impermeable surfaces and engineered

changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream

realignmentwill increase the flood risk for downstream

residents and impact on the habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

4. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30

— 40 years, plus hydrological changes and pollutants from

increasedtraffic and stormwater runoff from the new suburb

will cause long-term degradation of the Maitai River. This will

adversely affect the many highly valued swimming holes

nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole)

and Nelson Haven.

5. The development is contrary to the strateav of ecoloaical

S23 |
q -/2 “La? |

Decision sought

Private Plan

Change 28

should be

declined.



restoration of the Maitai.

6. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and

climate impacts from construction traffic and new residents’

vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary

alternative to SH6.Traffic assessments are incomplete and

underestimatelikely traffic volume. NCC has beentrying to

encourage mountain bikers to accesstrails from the Maitai as

opposedto the Brook andincreasing traffic will make the

route unsafefor cyclists. | already have a worrying numberof

near-misses as a commuting cyclist along Nile St (noting that

cyclists were removed from this section of the off-road

shared path along theriver years ago now and nothing

whatsoever has been done to makealternative safe links for

cyclists - the shared paths along Nile St do notlink to

anything, have incredibly poorvisibility due to their low level,

parked cars and trees, and poseserious hazards,at the

eastern endin particular).

7. The developmentrequires significant modification of the

natural shapeofthe valley. Ridge-top buildings will have an

adverse visual impact on the city's skyline and the beautiful

green view up thevalley from the Centre of New Zealandwill

just be another subdivision. The Maitai Lookout will need to

be renamed to ‘Suburbia Lookout’.

Documents included with submission
None



Online submission

iZ

4iz[202

This is a submission that was madeonline via the Council's website.

Submitter No. S282

Submitter Name Neville Laverack

Submitter first name Neville

Submitter middle name Murray

Submitter surname Laverack

Submitteris contact Yes

Email nevlav@xtra.co.nz

Wish to be heard No

Joint presentation No

Trade competition

Directly affected N/A

Withhold contact details? No

Submission points

Plan section

General -

Private Plan

Change 28

Provision Support/oppose

General-  Oppose

Private

Plan

Change

28

| could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission.

Reasons Decision sought

Oneof the things that makes Nelson a great placeto live Private Plan

(and notjust exist) is ready access from the city to green Change 28

recreational areas whichis of benefit to peoples health and should be

well being and | think the region would bebetter servedif declined

the area could become a recreational reserve.

The developmentwill create a precedent, making further

urbanisation of the valley much morelikely to occurin

future.

Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas

should be exhausted before any more urbansprawlis

allowed.

There will be significant safety impacts from a hugely

increased amountoftraffic on the roadsinto the city.

Documents included with submission
None
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Subject: Re: Maitai Valley

Date: Wednesday, 8 December 2021 4:23:20 p.m.

 

   On Wed,8 Dec 2021 3:04 pm Environmental Planning
<environmental.planning@ncc.govt.nz> wrote:

Kia Ora Birgit

Thank you for your submission on Private Plan Change 28.

Submissionsfor the Private Plan Changearepart of the formal Resource Management
Act (Schedule 1) and as such require all submissions to be on Form 5 or we cannot
accept them.

Could you please respond to my questions below by replying to this email and put
your answers nextto the questions.I will enter them into our portal for you.

I/we wish to be heard in support of your submission? No

_ If yes I/we would be prepared to consider presenting my/our submission in a joint
case with others making a similar submission at any hearings? 
I could gain and advantagein trade competition through this submission? No

Please select one:

| I/we support the Private Plan Change

I/we support in part the Private Plan Change yes

I/we opposethe Private Plan Change

The decision I/we seek from Council is that (e.g. That the Council adopts the Plan
Changetaking into consideration the points I have outlined in my submission):

Ngä mihi 



$285

The Environmental Planning Team

From: Birgit Crawford <birgitandmike@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, 8 December2021 8:15 a.m.
| To: Submissions <submissions@ncc.govt.nz>
Subject: Maitai Valley

   | Weare not opposed to development ofthe Maitai Valley but it must be donesensitively.

\

| The development must be0 carbon, ie balance housing with green space. Higherdensity
| communities are better than old fashioned green field development. Tiny homes should
| be catered for. Build communities not houses.
|
|
Î

|
ji

|

Î
|

_ All accessto the site must be improved, ie two lane bridge over the Maitai River.
Improveintersection with Nile St. bike lanes.

not just built by developers who only want to make money.

Mike & Birgit Crawford

Maitai Valley residents

 This email is covered by the disclaimers which can be foundat

| Ifyou havereceived this email and any attachmentsto it in error, please take no action
| based on it, copy it or show it to anyone. Please advise the sender and delete your copy.
Thank you. 
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Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 20271to: oFree USE No:
Planning Administrator BOTSSiON NO. 5786,
RMA Plan Submissions Date Received Stamp:

Nelson City Council

Freepost 76919 2eee 01(12|202(

Nelson 7040
(Handdelivery or Courier to: Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt, —

Nelson 7010 or Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with plan changeno.in Objective No: A280 4,720
subjectline)

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

to the Nelson Resource Management Plan

Note:
1. This form is only for the purpose of making a submission on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28to the

Nelson Resource ManagementPlan. It is NOT for making a further submission(i.e. in support or

opposition to an original submission) or for making a submission on a resource consent or on Council’s

Annual Plan.

2. It is not mandatory to useeither the cover or content sheet of this form, however your submission must

be in writing and provide the necessary information as indicated on the form, e.g., what is supported or

opposed,the reason whyand the decision sought,full contact details, etc.

3. Council cannot accept a submission that does notclearly indicate what a submitter wishes Council to

do (i.e. Council to make a decision to refuse, amend or acceptthe Private Plan Change). Please
indicate specific recommendations if amendments are sought. Council also cannot accept a

submission that does notrelate specifically to the Private Plan Change.In these cases the submission

maybe considered ‘Out of Scope’ and may not be considered further.
4. Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) may be struck out if the authority is

satisfied that at least 1 of the following applies to the submission(or part of the submission):
a. itis frivolous or vexatious:

b. it discloses no reasonableor relevant case:

c. it would be an abuse of the hearing process to allow the submission(or the part) to be taken

further:

d. it contains offensive language:

e. it is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been

prepared by a person whois not independent or who does not have sufficient specialised

knowledge or skill to give expert advice on the matter.

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Richard (Ru) Collin
 

Organisation Brook Waimamarama Sanctuary Trust
 

Contact Person [RU
 

 

 

Postal address |DO box 744 Business Phone [03 546 2422

Nelson Home Phone

7040 Mobile Phone [0274742022  
    
 

Email LU: co (la 2 braolt [aN (trom: B06 +A
Council Hearing ]

[| l/we wish to be heard in support of my/our submission

Ci (If yes above) I/we would be prepared to consider presenting my/our submissionin a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearings

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

A2746263 Page 1 of 2



Dear NCC submissions

Re proposed private plan change 28 Maitahi Bayview Resource managementplan

| am sending this email as the online form does not allow me to check what| have written. The text

boxes in the format should allow text wrapping but don’t so it’s quite easy for me to make mistakes.

Our submission on 28 Maitahi Bayview Resource managementplan

Should the plan change be adopted, the Sanctuary would support suitable planting plans that help

connect the Sanctuary to the city and to the sea

Reasons

The Brook Sanctuary is always looking for opportunities to support plans that can connect the

Sanctuaryto the city. We are very interested in plans that support suitable planting corridors to

assist wildlife connecting to Nelson. Our interest in the Maitai and kaka hill development are limited

to and based on two points

1. A connector between the Sanctuary ,Nelson city and Tasman Bay.

2. Long-term planning for an environmental improvement that helps support the halo effect

Hearing

We do not wish to speak at the hearing

Support/non-support?

Wewill stay neutral to this proposed plan change and only wish to comment should the plan

changed beaccepted and implemented

For any queries, please contact me

regards

Ru Collin
Chief Executive
027 474 2022

THE

NY Brook Waimärama®°
€-Sancectuar y

— NELSON NEW ZEALAND

City Office | Suite T12, Morrison Square, Nelson | 03 546 2422
Visitor Centre - Sanctuary Entrance| 651 Brook Street | 03 539 4920
Postal Address | PO Box 744, Nelson 7040
www.brooksanctuary.org.nz

®
The Brook Waimarama Sanctuary Trust - [CC32934l - is a

registered charitable entity in terms of the Charities Act

2005. For more information aboutthe Trust, visit the

Charities Register at www.register.charities,govt.nz  

This email message and any attachment(s)is intended

QUALMARK solely for the addresse(s) named above. The informationit
(Ce | contains is confidential and may belegally privileged.

TP) FRS A

= LIGHT — = SAFE— —WARH—
FOOTPRINT 8 SOUND WELCOME

Q sFrans CI[103 fico
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly | tr
Notified Private Plan Change 28 Nelson City Council

te kaunihera o whakatü

we could] could notaan advantage in trade competition through this submission
If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the following:

I/we am|_ am notk/ directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submissionthat:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and.

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource Management

Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be forwardedto you as well

as council

  

oreo of Submitter Date 2
(orperson authorised to sign on behalfofsubmitter - a Es
signature is not required ifyou makeyoursubmission by 2o 1/2027

electronic means)

 

The specific provisions ofthe Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Insert referenceto the relevant plan provisions

ina Ou! larva, at nd Na |
My/our submissionis that:
 

(Insert your submission, including whether you support or opposespecific provisions or wish to have them amended,giving
reasons)

 

should the plan chnage be adopted, the Sanctaury would support suitable planting pl
 

Reasons:

The Brook Sanctuary is always looking at opportunities to support plans that can cot

 

|/we oppose the
I/we support in part the .

Private Plan Change O Bundle HEIENaNEe O

|/we support the

Private

Plan Change

 

The decision | from the Council is that:
plantingplane and Conditions¢ opromote planted corridors that help link the Sanca

    

(Give precise details.

Where amendments are sought, provide details below of what changes you would like to see)      
A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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10/12/2021, 09:53

Online submission

NelsonCC - Spoken

This is a submission that was made online via the Council's website.

Submitter No. S285

Submitter Name Matt Enright

Submitterfirst name Matt

Submitter middle name John

Submitter surname Enright

Submitteris contact Yes

Email enrightmatt1@gmail.com

Wishto be heard Yes

Joint presentation Yes

Trade competition | could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this

submission.

Directly affected N/A

Withhold contact details? No

Submission points

Plan section Provision Support/oppose

Chapter7 - REd Support

Residential

Objectives

and Policies -

Description

Reasons

| would like to support this

Development,it is key to the

future growth of our city.

If people are paying a million

dollars for a State house in the

Wood,the supply chain of

housing is serious wrong and

goes against the very reason why

the State was built.

We would betroglodytes for

thinking we do not need new

housing in the area. The Iwi

partnership will give a cultural

diversity to a very European,

middle age, middle class

problem of fearing development.

Documents included with submission
None

Decision sought

Nelson needs

more new

houses.

We need

Cultural Diversity

and the

partnership with

local Iwiis

brilliant.

https://perceptionplanning.knack.com/nelsoncc-spoken#raw-submission-points-download/print-individual-online-submissions/submitter-details/61... 1/2
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Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021 to: OFFICE USE :
Planning Administrator Submission No: S26

RMA Plan Submissions Date Received Stamp:

Nelson City Council

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645
oslızlzeaı

Nelson 7040 .

(Hand delivery or Courier to: Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt,

Nelson 7010 or Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with plan change no.in Objective No: AZBOGx06

subject line)

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson Resource Management Plan
 

Note:
1. This form is only for the purpose of making a submission on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 to the

Nelson Resource ManagementPlan.It is NOT for making a further submission (i.e. in support or

opposition to an original submission)or for making a submission on a resource consentor on Council's

Annual Plan.

2. It is not mandatory to useeither the cover or content sheetof this form, however your submission must

be in writing and provide the necessary information as indicated on the form, e.g,, what is supported or

opposed, the reason why and the decision sought, full contact details, etc.

3. Council cannot accept a submission that does not clearly Indicate what a submitter wishes Council to

do(l.e. Council to make a decision to refuse, amend or accept the Private Plan Change). Please

indicate specific recommendations if amendments are sought. Councll also cannot accept a

submission that does not relate specifically to the Private Plan Change.In these cases the submission

may be considered ‘Out of Scope’ and maynot be considered further.

4. Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) may be struck out If the authority is

satisfied that at least 1 of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission):

a. it is frivolous or vexatious:

b. it discloses no reasonable or relevant case:

G. it would be an abuseof the hearing process to allow the submission (or the part) to be taken

further:

d. it contains offensive language:

@. it is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been

prepared by a person whois not independent or who does not havesufficient specialised

knowledgeorskill to give expert advice on the matter.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
   

Submitter Detalls

Full Name |Mr HILARY Brun bEWw

Organisation A.

Contact Person ¿ :

Postal address (73 Nice ST Business Phone

MATA! Home Phone :

NECSON

_

7010 Mobile Phone (727 6(6 S274

Email  
 

Council Hearing

| | /we wish to be heard in support of my/our submission

|) (If yes above) I/we would be prepared to consider presenting my/our submission in a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearings

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may be limited by clause 6 (4)of part 1 of Schedule 4 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

A2746263 page 1 of 2



 

RMA Submission Form forPublicly FA
Notified Private Plan Change 28 Nelson City Council

te kaunmhera o whakatú

/we could: could not | gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the following:

I/we am amnot__— directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment: and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public Information

Please note that your name and address is required to be made publicly available under (he Resource Management

Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be forwarded to you as well

as council. IIS /
/ / L LY

FH / 1(él Saa 7/12/2

ica pecan igeend
Signature of Submitter

(orperson authorised to sign on behalfofsubmitter - a
signature Is notrequired ifyou makeyoursubmission by
electronic means)

 

 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Pian Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows
(please list the provision(s)):

Insert reference to the relevant plan provisions

 My/oursubmission is that: PDF aleched
(Insert your submission, including whether you Support or oppose specific provisions or wish to have them amended, giving

reasons}

 

 

 

Reasons;

we support the \/we oppose the
je ag = KenDue the | Dto Plan Changea
Plan Change E

 

The decision /we seekfrom the Council is that: oppose flo Dias lama 247 :
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Submission to Nelson City Council
On Private Plan Change 28 - Maitahi Bayview

December8th 2021

from: Mr Hilary Blundell

Dear Nelson City Council,

Who am |?

The HousingCrisis.

Climate Science.
Issuesin favour.
Issues against.
Conclusions.D

M
A
O
N

1. Who am I?

| live at 173 Nile St, and also own 207Nile St, the original Maitai House, long dividedinto 5 rental

flats. All 6 residencieswill be heavily affected by these plans,let alone everyoneelseliving in the

quiet and semi-rural Maitai backwaterdistrict of Nelson. | am well aware of enormouspublic

opposition to these plans.

| have lived in Ruby Bayfor 30 years, moving into town recently to reduce mytravel, consistent

with many topical Climate subjects. For 25 years | have been a builder and developer, using

various skills to build a medium-sized rental portfolio of lowerlevel flats for people to live in, around

Nelson and Richmond(all 17 of which | maintain myself), but also 7 in Auckland. Severaltimes|

have experienced more than 30 people pleading for one myflats, and once in Richmond| had over

100. It was horrible, and an indictment on non-existent TDC “FLATS”policy. As a development

investor, | have been involved in several major subdivisions around Mapua - Aranui Downs (my

idea originally), Mapua Rise and ApplebyHills, so | know the business well. I’ve been involvedin

the property market- rentals and sales - for over 40 years, in the Uk and NZ.

2. The HousingCrisis.

New Zealandis experiencing a bunch of pressuresincluding a “housing crisis”, felt more in some

places than others, and acutely in the Nelson area, caused by a combination of high immigration

under National, low interest rates, and being a popularlocation to live. This is now slowing quickly

with therising of interest rates andall sorts of new govtinitiatives, the wave has passed. With

prices and affordability rising so high, and material costs, “out-of-stock”, and new regulations also

rising to fill the gap, house values are nowfar too high andarelikely to slip back quite a way.

Muchof it has involved speculation and riding the wave- a classic NZ way for middle-income

peopleto get aheadin life. There has been pressureto “build a thousand more houses”, mostof

which involve green-field subdivision spreading over farm-land (in Richmond Westat sealevell!),

and encouraging at least 2 more cars per house. Our Nelson/Tasmandistrict roading infrastructure

is bursting at the seems, and often incapable of handling the volumeoftraffic. The turning of

affordability is already showing that new-builds are becoming too expensive for many buyers,

severalsituations that will compound badly. This could well create a strong negative risk to

expected Bayview outcomes.

3. Climate Science.

| have also been an amateurClimate scientist for 30 years, with a large library of peer-reviewed

climate scienceliterature, and my own popular book published onthetopics, TheCliff in The Fog,

in 2009. | moved from Bristol Uk to Ruby Bay in 1989, primarily due to climate concerns already at

that time. | am a memberof the Nelson Tasman Climate Forum - Transport Group and Science
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Group. We advocate with various council employeesfor reducing driving and traffic congestion,
towards alternative ways of moving around,orliving where the needto travel is reduced,
consistent with NZ’s signature at Paris, our NDC, and NCC’s declaration of a Climate Emergency.
So far, very little has changed, and all subdivisions quickly make it worse. Green-field subdivision
has been a successful 20th century expansionist practise, under heavy demand, but | have now
ceased involvement. 21st century Climate Pressures suggest the wormis turning against this now,
favouring ONLYbuilding up in centres to reduce travel needs dramatically.

The IPCC, and pressures on the Cop26 delegates, show a serious urgency to reduce emissions
fast, and our recent “Net-Zero-by-2050”law is already unfit for purpose. The underestimated
science in the IPCC’s 2014 AR5 has moved on with majorirreversible Earth transitions now on the
cusp. We now have an urgent need for 50% reduction by 2030if we wanta habitable future -
everyone, everywhere- this translates into a 10% reduction before the next general election here.
Weare in BIG trouble going forward, at Cop26 wecrossed a very serious threshold by NOT
globally agreeing to sufficient Climate Action. Climate Scientists now see Climate Mitigation
disappearing into the rear view mirror, with “serious weather events” now accelerating and
escalating for everyone. | sit ina house on the Ruby Bay beachfront that received a foot of

seawaterright through it during Fehi. TDC announced the storm wasa “oncein 300 year” event.
In 300 years this house site, and most of Mapua,will be below the low tide mark. All subdivision
makesthis worse, and is completely inconsistent with NCC’s declaration of a Climate Emergency.
Maitahi/Bayviewis simply monstrous hypocrisyif it goes ahead.

4. Issuesin favour.

As a person who understands the subdivision business and pressures, | understand the Maitahi/
Bayview landowners and the NCC as wanting to “add to our housing stock” as a contribution to
NZ's “housing crisis”, strong government pressure to build more houses, and permanent perceived
demandfor growth. It is land highly suited, close to town, sloping gently, adjacent to other

residential areas, and a natural extension to Nelson’s larger residential area, when “great need”is
expressed and goodclean suitable land is in very short supply. It is also a large potential money-
spinner and jobs-providerfor those directly involved - landowners, Ngati Koata, builders,
speculators, movers-to-Nelson, the NCC rates system, and the whole building industry. It would
contribute widely to Nelson’s economy, and may be seen by Council as a good plan to push
through at almost any cost.

| have visited the land at a distance, perused all the maps and plans, and according to 20th century
values, would have beeninterested to be involved myself as a well-thought-out plan providing a lot
more housing matching various topical needs- if | didn’t live and support other residents onits
main accessroad, and also understand the horrendous threats coming our way from Nature very
soon. Oops mybad.

Projected sealevelrise (likely to be underestimated) suggeststhat a significant percentage of
Nelson’s housing stock - Tahuna and The Woodin particular, will succumbto repetitive flooding all
too soon, and becomeincreasingly uninhabitable by 2100 or soon after. The sameappliesto all
NZ’s coastal roadsandinfrastructure that currently enjoys proximity to the sea. This argument
runsin favourfor this subdivision, as land out of reach of the sea for a long time and close to parts
of Nelson centre also above the sea. Accesstoit, either by the coastal Atawai route, or by the
Maitai river route, may also becomechallenging at some stage beyond ourtime.

5. Issues against.

a. Traffic and congestion. Nelsonis already in trouble with too many cars and insufficient
parking orinfrastructure, and needs to REDUCEcaruse, not add to it. Council knowsthis very
well. One mitigating factor could be to block car access completely from the Maitai road,forcing all
car and new-build traffic to use the new Atawai access upoverthe hill. Of course this will be
unpopular with all Atawairesidents andall potential Bayview buyers and builders! Bikes, dedicated
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buslinks and walking via Nile St would assist manylocal residents’ existing worries, butstill won't

reduceextra traffic caused by 500 extra stand-alone houses.

b. The whole green-field subdivision system is now contrary to NCC’s Climate Emergency

Declaration, and our government’s recent NDC to Paris. Embodied carbon per houseis huge.

Pushing aheadwith this project would now be prime hypocrisy. The supply of new homes and

residencies needs, from now on, to be by building up a lot in the centre. This fundamental change

to policy is already overdue. The days of preciously limiting building heights, worrying about car

parks and light angles, are over. Nelson needsto increase centralliving densities fast, and get

ready for 10 stories throughout the CBD,using locally laminated timber- and far less concrete and

steel. Building large single-storey houses across the countryside really needsto end.

C. | understand all NZ councils’ many processes and plans and ways-of-doing-things areall

geared to growth systemsovertime, using 10-year-plans, submissions, and projections etc. Itis a

huge business, balancing so manyopinions and needs, now badlyirritated by Covid. Polarities are

rife in all directions. Sadly the world is changing muchtoo fast. 10-year-plans, as a system,is

losing its capacity to keep up with what Naturewill now be throwingat us, and with our capacity to

adapt correctly or appropriately. The New Library arguments are an example. Bythe time the sea

has enforced various radical changesthroughrepetitive flooding of many useful parts of Nelson,

and everywhereelse coastal, the 10-year-plan system will be dead, things will be moving too fast.

Adaptation will be permanently on the back-foot as flooding droughtfire and insects escalate, and

coastalretreat will be ongoing effectively forever - mainly because we have not heededthe grave

warnings from the IPCC to REDUCEemissionsfast and now. This is a government responsibility,

they also havefailed to act sufficiently, and their inaction is inline with globalinaction, increasingly

imperilling our future. The main consequenceis to build now with an expectation of veryfierce

weatherof every sort coming, rapid sealevel rise, very low travel of everything and everyone, and

shortages of everything. Subdivision, as we knowit, does notfit this future any more.

d. It has beenin the paper that 17000 people have signed a petition against this proposal. |

don't think it is ok for a Council to override a third of its population for the interests of a few

landowners and business-men. | don’t think its ok for a Council to ignore the Climate Emergency

Declaration they signed, and supported by our government. Just because we knowhowto doit

and there is a demand, doesn’t meanit is the right thing to do. This applies to manythings.

6. Conclusions.

| expect and dread that widespread opposition to this plan will be over-ruled in the end, and the

subdivision will proceed for business expediency. Yes, Councilis in a difficult position, but times

have changed. In several recent submissions to governmenthere | haveincludedthislist for them

to direct towards councils around New Zealand going forward, given our climate issues:

Rapidly increasecity centre living densities and heights without any spacefor cars

End “subdivisions” spreading overthe land that encourage car-use
Mandate pedestrian-friendly car-free zonesin all town and city centres across NZ

Increase Park-and-Ride and Congestion Charge systems with reduced carparksin centres

General commuting-by-car discouragement, with increasing road closure to cars

A major effort on buses and safe bike pathsin all cities, car VKT must reduce

Recognition that all travel distance expectation must fall - commuting holidaying etc

Councils’ Climate policies have been hamstrung by a lack of governmentleadershipO
N
O
A
R
W
N

>

My personalrequestis that Plan Change28fails and this subdivision does not proceed.

Thank youfor the opportunity to submit on a proposal that would have a profound negative effect

on the road | live on, and would contribute very badly to car-traffic and climate change forall of us.

H. Blundell.
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|
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Council Hearing

x | wish to be heard in support of my submission

U (If yes above) | would be preparedto consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 2 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

I could U] could not lX] gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition throughthis submission please complete the

following:

1 aml] amnot [l directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource Management

Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be forwardedto youas well

as council.

Sign here Bill Dahlberg Date 7'' December 2021

e ie.
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€ Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign on behalf of submitter
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Thespecific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submission relatesto are as follows

(please list the provision(s)):

The whole plan
 

My submissionis that:

Decline - Private Plan Change 28
 

Reasons:

1.

10.

NCChasfor manyyears held policies for intensification of existing built areas, that these
should be maximised before any more urban sprawl is accepted. The Government has
made going up notout, a priority for the future housing of New Zealand. The regional
development plan showedthereis sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without
this site. This is especially so as we have not seen the population growth numbers of over
10% that was reported three years ago.This is not the best use of resources.

The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much
morelikely to occurin future. Our family has enjoyed the Maitai Valley for 40 years, this is
an iconic area of Nelson and should be kept that way for future generations.

The Maitai Valley's rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the
benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature of this
valley forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the
city’s greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values.

Our communities are taking notice of wellbeingness and mental health issues, undeveloped
green spaceslike the Maitai Valley are essential for a large numberof people in our
community for health and wellbeing.

Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill
create an additionalflood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat
value and natural character of these waterbodies.

Ongoing sedimentationofthe river from site works over 30 — 40 years, plus hydrological
changes and pollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause
long-term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued
community swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole)
and Nelson Haven.

The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitaitributaries
and taonga species. The valueofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats)
has not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant
adverse impacts.

There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly
private cars. The development's transport and buildings are not consistent with the
decarbonisation pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

If the Plan Change goes ahead, all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka
Valley/Bayview would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties,
despitecritical aspects of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical
information at this stage (including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding
assessments).

A lot of cities make the mistake of developing everything close to the city, thoughit is the
cities that have preserved greenspaces,like Christchurch’s Hagley Park, that are
considered great cities. This is our councillors chance to retain the uniquenessof the Maitai
Valley with a show of Kaitiakitanga / guardianship in managementof our environment.

 

l opposethe Private Plan Change Y

  The decision | seek from the Council is that:

The Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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Organisation
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11 Harper St
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Phone number  
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jacq@nelsonmedia.co.nz  Email
 

Council Hearing

XI | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission yourright to make a

submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

| could CJ could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

1 amCl amnot C1 directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submissionthat:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here

Signature of Submitter (or person authorisedto sign

7/12/2021

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission )
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are asfollows
GeneralProvisions:
Stormwater
Sediment
Amenity value

Climate change and net carbon zero requirements

 

My submissionis that:

PPC 28 be rejected.

 

Background:

| am retired journalist, an environmentalist, a fifth generation New Zealander and a Nelsonian since 1982.| live in
Nelson East and use the Maitai Valley frequently for walking, biking, swimming and general restorative recreation.

From 2014 | have been a memberof Friends of the Maitai. While we have worked hard to improve the water quality
of the Maitai River, it remains at risk, mainly from the increased sedimentload from forest harvesting.

| have conducteda series of interviews for the Nelson City Council on the history of the Maitai Valley. | feel privileged
to have spokenwith older residents and to have recorded the late John Mitchell on the importance ofthis valley to
Tangata Whenua.

| am oneof over 12,700 people who havesignedthepetition against the rezoning of Kaka Vally, the largest petition
in Nelson'shistory, and yet one which has beenignored by the Nelson City Council.

The Council hasalso failed to deal with assertions thatits 2019 Future Development Strategy wentagainst the
views ofcitizens. The 2006 Urban Growth Strategy, wherethelast clear and transparent consultation was done,
showedthathousing wasnot wanted in the Maitai Valley. Even a superficial reading of the FDS processindicatesit
wasflawed. This matter is now the subject of an investigation by the Ombudsman’s Office.

The people of Nelson havenot beenlistened to, and | ask that the Commissioners usetheir role asit is intended, to
uphold the Resource ManagementActin its intention to protect the environment.

Myreasonsfor opposingthe rezoning of the Kaka Valley are:

Te Mana o te Wai

| am a grandmother and | very much want my mokopunato be able to swim in the Maitai River as | have donefor
mostof mylife.

If 750 housesare built in the rezoned area, the stormwaterrunoff andpollutants will inevitably maketheriver less
pleasant for swimming. The construction phasealonewill cause serious damage. There are swimming holes that are
part of our history, such asGirlies’ Hole where a grandmother in my whanau once competedin Girls’ College
swimmingsports.It is hard to believe that these will not be a lot less swimmable.

The developerssay that ‘particular care and attention has beengivento the adoption ofsensitive environmental
design principles to achieve the goals of Te Mana te Wai.’

But their drastic and invasive earthworksto shift the floodplain, reroute Kaka Stream, and somehow get stormwater
and sewagepast DennesHole, show absolute disrespectfor the river and do not represent ‘Te Mana te Wai’ atall.
It is an understatementto saythis is disappointing from a project fronted by Ngati Koata.

Anotherfactoris the water take from theriverto service an additional 750 homes.This would inevitably see the
Maitai running at minimum flow more often, with resultant loss of water quality and habitat, and increased incidence
of cyanobacteria blooms.

Nelson’s green belt

In Nelsonweareprivileged to have a green andleafy rivervalley within easy distance ofthe city. The rural character
and amenity value ofthis should be protected and preservedfor the benefit of current and future generations. The
proposed housing and associatedtraffic will change the natureofthis valley forever. We mustnotlose this open
spacein thecity’s greenbelt.

The area has been enjoyedfor years for walking, running, swimming and picnics. School groups walk there for
nature study and endofyear gatherings. In recent years mountain bikers have discoveredthe valley and the access
it offers to Nelson’s hinterland. These are all examplesof the Maitai Valleyfulfilling its essential role in providing
quietness and greenspacethat is essential for people’s health and wellbeing. As we intensify housingin thecity this
green spacewill be even more important. The Covid lockdowns of 2020 and 2021 showedjust how much people  see the Maitai Valley asa ‘life-saver’, with individuals and families seen walking every day in increased numbers.

A2746263 Page 2 of 4
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If this plan changeis allowedit will be the ‘thin end of the wedge’ - the quiet amenity value of the valley will be gone,

housing developmentswill creep upriver and Nelsonwill have lost a Taonga.

Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more urban sprawlis allowed.

Research showsthereis sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis site.

The importance of access to greenspace andnatureis increasingly recognised by psychologists and the medical

profession.

Flood risk

Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and the Kaka Stream realignmentwill impact on these

waterways’ mana,habitat value and natural character. The changes proposedtothe floodplain demonstrate an
ignoranceof very recenthistory. In 1970 Nelson suffered a flood event that cost twolives, isolated the city and took
outall the bridges on the Maitai exceptthe Trafalgar St bridge, which was undermined and damaged.

At the peak ofthis flood the Maitai broke its banks at Clouston bridge, forged downNile St, through homes and
gardens downPitt St and across the Botanic Reserve, going on to flood streets and homesin the Wood.

Science, commonsenseandhistory tell us that a floodedriverwill find a path. Building on a floodplain is a foolhardy
plan that must not be allowed to happen,for the sakeof the low income home-owners who would havetolive in this
damp and shadyarea,andfor the downstream residents whoseproperties will lose value and becomeuninsurable

whenthe flood risk becomesclear or eventuates.

Please watchthis interview with retired City Engineer Mac Crampton regardin the 1970 flood. Even thoughthis flood

predates the dam, the dam would notstop suchflooding if the rain was severe over a periodof days asit was in
1970. Climate change makes severe weather events morelikely. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRzkMCIUrA8

Ecological restoration

In the last year Council's Project Mahitahi project, backed with Jobs for Nature government funding has planted

30,000native trees, trapped more than 1000 possums, set up and monitored 98ha of trapping network for rats

and mustelids, and tackled 26ha of pest plants. This restoration of the ecosystem of the Maitai Valley is admirable

and builds on work that landowners and Friends of the Maitai have been doing for manyyears.

PPCR28 flies in the face of this strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries and taonga species. The

value of thesite as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has not been adequately investigated and will be

adversely impacted by urbanisation.

Environmental impacts

The plan change does not assess or addressthe effects of construction or urbanisation on sediment runoff and

otherpollutants entering the Maitai River. The earthworks and construction of stormwater and sewage systems

neededto service the subdivision will cause long-term sediment and pollutant degradation to the Maitai River

ecology.

There has been no assessmentof how air quality in the valley would be impacted by increased car use, urbanisation

and potentially from the low emission wood burnersstill allowedin this airshed.

Carbon impact

The development'stransport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation pathways required to achieve

net zero carbon.Thereis no detail in the PPCR of the type of housing planned, but we can assumefrom developers
involvedthatit will be their usual style with the minimum eco-measures required to meet the building code.

This subdivision may have gained more public support if it paid more attention to the times welive in and sought to
minimise the carbonfootprint of the housesin both the construction and operational stages.If it does go aheadthis
should be remedied with the enforcement of measures such as minimal garaging, powerpointsfor e-vehicles, solar

powersystems,co-housing and public transport.

Traffic

The Maitai Valley Road is already a dangerousroute, with residential commutertraffic, recreational users, log trucks,
mountain bikers and their often large vehicles. The traffic assessments in the PPCR are incomplete and

underestimatelikely traffic volume.

Therewill be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from constructiontraffic and new resident's
vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term alternative to SH6.

There are noexisting public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private cars. The consortium
is duplicitousin its claims that peoplewill bike or walk - they do not do so from other suburbsa similar distance

from the CBD.

Cost to ratepayers    
A2746263 Page 3 of 4
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Nelsoniansfirst heard about this development when Council agreed to put the necessary stormwater upgrade
forward as a $25m post-Covid Shovel Readyproject. The consortium is also seeking government Infrastructure
Accelerator Funding. Neither of these have been approved, leaving the infrastructure likely to become an
unreasonable andinequitable financial cost to the community.

Future protection

If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview would be processed
without notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects of the developmentnot being specified
or supported by technical informationat this stage(includingair quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding
assessments). This approach unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

Conclusion:

‘Weareliving in a precarious world where the balance between nature and man-madechangeis at a critical point for
the survival of our species.

Commissioners, please respectthe wishes of the 12,700 people who have opposedthis plan changeby signing the
petition. Please reject PPC28 and ensurethat the amenity value of the Maitai Valley is protected and preserved for
future generations.

Thank you.

 

| oppose the Private Plan Change V

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be rejected.

Orthat:

Private Plan Change 28 be accepted for Bayview/Atawhaionly and declined for the Maitai/
Kaka catchment.   
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Organisation Ching Contracting 08 DEC 2021

Postal Address PO Box 2284, Stoke, Nelson 7041

Mobile Phone 021-547-680 Customer Service

Email neil@chings.co.nz

Council Hearing

| wish to be heard in support of my submission

| would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others.

Ny. ln A

Signature of Submitter Date: 8December 2021

Thespecific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submission relates to are as

follows:

Each of the proposed changes to the Nelson Resource ManagementPlan,as set out in PC28, and as

listed in table format below.

Provision

Map A2.1 and A2.2

Zoning Maps 5, 7, 8, 11, 15 and 52

Zoning Maps 5, 7, 8, 11, 15 and 52

Overlay Maps 5 7, 8, 11, 15 and 52

Residential Zone

REd

RE3.1.viii

RE3.9

REG

RE6.1

RE6.2

RE6.3

Contents of Residential Zonerule table  PC28 Submission N. Donaldson (8/12/2021) Page 1 of 5
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13 REr.106D

14 REr.109.5
New Schedule X
 

15 |X.1 Application of the schedule

X.2 Comprehensive Housing Developmentin the Residential Zone - Higher density Area

X.3 Subdivision — General (Residential Zone)

X.4 Backdrop Area

X.5 Skyline Area

X.6 Prohibited Activities

X.7 Esplanade Reserve Standards

X.8 Cultural Values and Engagementwith Te Tau Ihu Iwi

X.9 Ecological outcomesand freshwater

16 Maitahi Bayview Structure Plan and Landscape Overlay Map
Suburban Commercial Zone

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

17 SCd.1

18 SCd

19 SCX

20 Consents Page for the Suburban Commercial Zone

21 SCr.71.2
Rural Zone

22 RUd

23 RU2.1.iA

24 RU2.ii(b)
25 RU2.2.iA

26 RUS

27 Consents Pagefor the Rural zone-

28 RUr.77C     
| fully support the Private Plan Change.

My submission and reasoning follows:

PC28 has been prepared to address the urgent need to increase the supply of residential land in

Nelson. The Plan Change will enable the community to better provide forits social, economic and

cultural well-being. The proposed changes to the NRMP will ensure the best practice principles are

followed in the subdivision and developmentprocesses, administered through obtaining the various

resource consents,all as a part of sound resource management.

The applicant’s have a proven track record of delivering residential sections in a variety of densities

and typologies to the Nelson and Tasman communities. Combined with the valuable input from

Ngati Koata, and otheriwi that have been consulted,this is a significant opportunity for this

community being so close to Nelson City, with excellent linkages, away from the futurerisks of sea

level rise, and with positive recreational, biodiversity, and social outcomes. This proposal delivers

the outcomessought by the National Policy Statement on Urban Development 2020 and National

Policy Statement for Freshwater Management2020.

As set out below, this submission also seeks to enable reasonable changesto be madeto anyof the

specific provisions of PC28 if considered reasonable and necessary as a part of best planning

practice.
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The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Approve PC28,including making any reasonable changes/amendmentsaslisted in table format

below.

A end 2 O Pia p ap 0 e 4 4 end e O

Provision

1 Map A2.1 and A2.2 Anyreasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

2 Zoning Maps5, 7, 8 11, 15 and 52 Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

3 Zoning Maps5, 7, 8 11, 15 and 52 Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potentialeffects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

4 Overlay Maps 5 7, 8, 11, 15 and 52 Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

Amendments Sought

 

 

 

 

    

 

   Amendmentsto Text (Volume2)
Residential Zone

5 REd Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

6 RE3.1.vili Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

7 RE3.9 Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

8 RE6 Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

9 RE6.1 Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potentialeffects or better give effect

to any National Policy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

10 RE6.2 Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the ConsentAuthority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

11 RE6.3 Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the ConsentAuthority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.
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12 Contents of Residential Zone rule

table

Anyreasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document. 

13 REr.106D Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.
 

14 REr.109.5 Anyreasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.
 

New Schedule X
 

15 X.1 Application of the schedule Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.
 

X.2 Comprehensive Housing

Developmentin the Residential Zone-

Higher density Area

Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.
 

X.3 Subdivision — General (Residential

Zone)

Anyreasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.
 

X.4 Backdrop Area Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual orpotential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.
 

X.5 Skyline Area Anyreasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.
 

X.6 Prohibited Activities Anyreasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.
 

X.7 Esplanade Reserve Standards Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.
 

X.8 Cultural Values and Engagement

with Te Tau Ihu Iwi

Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.
 

X.9 Ecological outcomes and

freshwater

Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.
 

16  Maitahi Bayview Structure Plan and

Landscape Overlay Map  Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.   
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Suburban Commercial Zone

17 SCd.1 Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

18 SCd Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any National Policy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

19 SCX Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

20 SCr.69C Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any National Policy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

21 SCr.71.2 Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rural Zone

22 RUd Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any National Policy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

23 RU2.1.iA Any reasonable changes fairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any National Policy Statement, orother relevant planning

document.

24 RU2.ii(b) Any reasonable changes fairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actualor potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

25 RU2.2.iA Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any National Policy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

26 RUS Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

27 Contents Page for the Rural Zone Any reasonable changesfairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potential effects or better give effect

to any NationalPolicy Statement, or other relevant planning

document.

28 RUr.77C Any reasonable changes fairly arising from submissions or

assessments undertaken by the Consent Authority, necessary

to address the actual or potentialeffects or better give effect

to any National Policy Statement, orother relevant planning

document.
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Online submission

This is a submission that was madeonline via the Council's website.

Submitter No. S290

Submitter Name Lindie Nelson

Submitterfirst name Lindie

Submitter surname Nelson

Submitter is contact Yes

Email lindie548@gmail.com

Wish to be heard No

Joint presentation No

Trade competition

Directly affected N/A

Withhold contact details? No

Submission points

Plan section Provision Support/oppose

General- General- Amend

Private Plan Private

Change 28 Plan

Change

28

| could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission.

Reasons

Transport

This proposal has the potential to support achievement of

community outcomesset out in the long term plan -- in

particular that our urban and rural environmentare

‘people friendly, well-planned and sustainably managed".

It is essential that the proposed re-zoning go handin

hand with a transport infrastructure plan that favours

active transport (walking and cycling) and public transport

as the preferred means to get to work and the shops

(especially for the Kaka Valley development).

Consideration of the Services Overlay at the time of the

subdivision proposal will only be adequate if appropriate

policy and planning actions have been taken by NCC to

secure this low-carbon outcome.

Dark Skylighting

Kaka Valley is currently dark andit is much easier to avoid

excess light contamination at the beginning of a

development

Energy efficiency

This contributes to our need to reduce greenhouse gases

High density housing

A minimum size of 400 square meters may require thatall

housesare free standing, whereasan alternative

construction style could be both more affordable and

more energyefficient.

S24 0

10/12 [2072 (

Decision sought

| would like NCC

to support the

private plan

change SUBJECT

to amendments

of th PPCR and

ancillary actions

by NCC to

achieve the

following

outcomes:

1. Taking early

action to provide

for effective

public transport,

especially along

Maitai Valley Rd

and Nile St, eg,

by designating a

priority lane for

public transport

2. That the

future

subdivision in

the Kaka Valley

has ‘dark sky'

lighting

requirements

3. That the

future

subdivision

requires energy

efficient



Documents included with submission
None

construction, e,g,

maximising

passive solar

design

4. That the plan

rules for high

density housing

do not preclude

construction of

affordable and

energy-efficient

townhouses

such as those

located on the

corner of

Tantragee Rd

and Brook St

In addition,|

submit that

given the

uncertainties in

the widerpolicy

setting and

matters of

discretion to

achieve the

above outcomes,

the Kaka Valley

subdivision

proposal should

require limited

or public

notification.
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   Objective No: 428042 lol

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021 to:

Planning Administrator

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645

Nelson 7040

(Handdelivery or Courier to:
Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St,

Nelson 7010 or

Email to: submissionsOncc. govt.nz
on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Jonas Asmussen
 

Organisation
 

 

 

Contact

Person

Postal 142 Cleveland Tce Phone number

address NELSON 03 5483002
 

  
    Email jonas.asmussen@icloud.com
 

Council Hearing

x | wish to be heard in support of my submission

x (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with
others making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission yourright to

make a submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act

1991.

I could I could not X gain an advantage in trade competition through this

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

|! amO amnot D directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information
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naa)
Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

Management Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter —- NOTE:a signature is not required if you email your submission)

 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelatesto are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

 

My submissionis that:

  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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Reasons
«The proposed development in the Maitai/Kaka valley would destroy the last of the remaining rural

recreation areas nearthe city centre and continue the trend to irreversibly destroy a communally

ownedtreasurefor the sake of a few “developers”profit.

Noneof the touted benefits of the plan changecanjustify this destruction of an asset whose

value is perhapsless tangible than the appreciation of real estate, but whose value is becoming

increasingly obviousas it disappears from our human habitat.

In this it is akin to tourism, where the desire of people to enjoy unspoilt nature in NZ has led to

the degradation of the very attractions that has brought them herein thefirst place. The

Queenstown landscape has become a mere advertising backdrop for movies, tourism operators

and real estate speculators. The infrastructure can’t cope and locals can’t afford to live there

anymore.

« Allowing urban spread into the Maitai valley, perhaps with a through connection to the State

Highway, would not only increase the pressure on the existing parks, picnic areas and swimming

holes. The traffic would drastically increase in all of the Nelson East/Maitai area, right into the city

centre and past Nelson Central School and NMIT. The intersection at Clouston Bridge is dodgy

as it is and would have to be upgraded as would the other bridges along the way into town.

Otheruses,that are part of the attraction of the existing zoning, would come under pressure to

be upgraded orrelocated eg walking, cycling, picnic and swimming access.

The construction activity around this proposed developmentis sure to lead to massive erosion

and runoff problems and | don’t see how this can be helpful for the improvement of the water

quality in the river, an issue that seemed important to the Council during the last election

campaign.

+ Whois going to safeguard proper sewerage treatment for another 750+ households, when

according to a newspaperarticle a few months ago, the Council is several million dollars behind

in the upkeepofthe existing facilities?

+ The proposed housing wouldto create all sorts of problems for the community, while not

solving any (except a fundamental onefor the investors). There is no shortage of housesin

Nelson, only a shortage of AFFORDABLEhousing. According to the developers only a few of the

houses in the proposed development would be affordable though, and we would only know for

sure after the damageis done,if we allow this thing to go ahead.

* The changeof plan should also be declined on more fundamental grounds. The way |

understand lawslike the RMAis that they should help to conserve natural resources and help

mitigate the effects of human activity, espescially asit affects others. The purposeof the activity

of “developers”is to make profit and this proposed plan change would help this purpose at the

expenseof the wider public. A large part of this expense would bethe loss of a valuable asset to

the community, but also the loss of trust in the people who wehaveelected to representus in the

Council. ———Aîter | discovered that the legal Right of Way to a property | bought in 1988 did

not actually pertain to the driveway that had provided access since 1948, | had to go to Court to

resolve the issue. A High Court Judge found that | had acted at least negligently by trusting the

real estate agents assurancesandthetitle search by a lawyer that my access waslegal. | learned

that the baris set this high, because somepeople tried to make a profit by getting properties they

knowingly bought without legal accessretrospectively legalised, knowing that by law a house has

to have formed, legal access. It seems to methat investors should be held to a standard at least

as high. Unlike me, when | bought my house, they cannot have been misinformed aboutthe legal

status, when they decided to buy the land. Why would they have expected to have their

investment retrospectively justified by a zone change? And why would the Council

accommodatetheir interests against the interests of the public, they are elected to represent?

 

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
A2746263 Page 3 of 3
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RMA Submission 

Notified Private Plan Change 28  

(PPC28) 

 

OFFICE USE 

Submission No: 

Date Received Stamp: 

 

Submitter: Monika Clark-Grill MD, PhD 

Postal Address: PO Box 234, Nelson 7040 

Residential address Unit 2 62A Tipahi St 

Email: monikaclarkgrill@gmail.com 

Cell: 0210508580 

 

Council Hearing 

 I wish to be heard in support of my submission 

 I wish to present my submission by myself. 

 I could not and will not gain any advantage in trade competition through this 

submission 

 I will not sustain a trade disadvantage if the proposed plan change is approved 

 Should any part PPC28 proceed in any form to resource consent stage I would like to 

be notified of such applications and have opportunity to submit. 

 

Submission 

1. Introduction 

My name is Monika Clark-Grill. I am a retired GP and University Lecturer, and ongoing 

Bioethics Consultant. I used to practice from premises on 166 Collingwood Street, which is 

now leased to other primary care practitioners. 

I have always been a regular user of the Maitai Valley walking tracks, swimming holes and 

the recreational areas adjacent to the proposed Maitahi- Bayview subdivision, and a regular 

walker to the Centre of NZ. The lower Maitai valley has been hugely important to me when I 
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was a practicing GP and mother. It has given me respite from my challenging work and was 

an easily accessible recreational place for myself and my son. The Maitai Valley has been the 

place of innumerable hours of good times. I have also often recommended the use of the 

lower Maitai Valley to my patients as it is beyond any doubt now that quiet, peaceful, 

undeveloped natural spaces play a crucial role for physical, mental and spiritual wellbeing. 

This has become particularly obvious during the Covid pandemic. Numerous scientific papers 

have been published about the beneficial effect of undeveloped wooded spaces on people’s 

health outcomes. Some examples of these are attached to this document. 

The rural character of Kaka and Maitai Valleys are absolute key to the presently green and 

peaceful ambience of the lower Maitai Valley, and close-by places like the Centre of New 

Zealand. 

Apart from the well-being aspect, my concern is also that this equitable recreational 

opportunity that can be used by all, including the old, young, physically or financially 

challenged, people without cars etc, be maintained. Many people would be affected by the 

loss or degradation of the lower Maitai Valley as there is no other spacious, easily accessible 

and walkable, flat, peaceful, wooded natural place close to Nelson. The Maitai Valley is the 

last valley in Nelson that has not been urbanized.  

As shown by the by the nearly 13000 signatures on a petition that was organised by the Save 

the Maitai community campaign, and the multiple submissions to the Nelson City Council at 

various stages preceding this RMA process, my concern is widely shared by Nelsonians and 

by people from other parts of New Zealand.    

In short: The Maitai Valley is a valuable and irreplaceable public asset that has been 

appreciated by many previous generations, contributes greatly to the health and wellbeing of 

Nelsonians, and deserves to be preserved and protected for present and future generations.  

1. The decisions I seek from the Council concerning  Private Plan 

Change 28 are: 

a. The PPC28 should not be permitted. 

b. All that land from the uppermost ridgeline of the Malvern/Atawhai slopes that is 

part of the Kaka River/Maitai river catchment should not be permitted to be 

rezoned. 
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Reasons for the decisions sought 

 

2. Failure to meet sound planning objectives 

 

3.1 PPC28 promises good environmental outcomes but provides no certainty that 

these outcomes will be achieved.  The Structure Plan approach leaves a large number 

of matters to be determined at the subdivision/resource consent stage. A proposal of 

this magnitude, with such profound and widespread environmental and social impacts 

must provide clarity on these matters in order to ensure that the zoning decision is 

appropriate.  This applies in particular to biodiversity corridors, earthworks and 

structures on geotechnically-challenged land, landscape values and visual impacts of 

earthworks, vegetation clearance and structures, traffic and air quality impacts on 

adjoining residents, preservation of natural character of waterbodies, protection of 

wetlands, and flooding impacts. Information is also lacking on water supply and water 

take reduction measures. 

 

 

3. Water catchment and waterbody degradation 

4.1 The proponents state in the PPC28 Executive Summary that “Particular care 

and attention has also been given to the adoption of sensitive environmental design 

principles to achieve the goals of Te Mana o te Wai.”  This does not correlate to the 

construction work proposed.  The developers intend to cut into the bank of the Maitai 

River, extensively excavate the lower part of the floodplain and raise the upper part.  

They also plan to artificially contain and change the course of Kaka Stream and 

discharge stormwater from the huge subdivision into the Maitai river very close to a 

popular swimming hole. They seek to undertake these invasive earthworks to prevent 

the Maitai river from inundating its natural floodplain, and in order to raise up several 

hectares of the site to make it suitable for a proposed high density ‘village’. 

4.2 Radical modification of the Maitai River and its floodplain from their natural 

form constitutes modern disrespect for the river and does not recognise Te Mana o te 

Wai. 
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4.3 The proposal to cut into the bank of the Maitai River beside Dennes Hole, to 

extensively excavate the lower part of the floodplain will have adverse effects on 

natural character.  These have not been assessed by the proponent and the extent of 

the earthworks adverse effects has not been assessed.  It is not acceptable to leave 

environmental assessments to the subdivision stage. 

4.4 The proposed realignment of the Kaka Stream will adversely affect natural 

character.  The subdivision layout is premised on this realignment being authorised by 

consents, which are unlikely to be forthcoming given the direction of the NPSFM and 

NES-F. 

4.5 Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site excavation, roading and 

construction works over more than 20 years; hydrological changes from impervious 

surfaces and engineered river management/catchment changes, and household 

pollutants from the new suburb will cause long-term degradation of the Maitai River.  

None of these works constitute sensitive environmental design. The effects of 

substantive construction on this scale are likely to adversely affect the water in highly 

valued swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) 

and Nelson Haven. 

4.6 Provision for fish passage has not been secured and the effects of large-scale 

land excavation on water-based wildlife have not been sufficiently assessed. 

However, it is accepted scientifically that sediment is a major degrader of waterbody 

ecology. 

4.7 The adverse effects of suburban construction in this area will undermine and 

work to the detriment of other projects in the area.  The Maitai Valley catchment is a 

significant environmental and recreation area that has received substantial government 

funding.  In July 2020 the Ministry for the Environment allocated $1.7 million 

funding over five years to Project Mahitahi to improve the health of the Maitai River. 

A further $2 million was allocated by the Department of Conservation, for ecological 

restoration of the Maitai in September 2020.  Most restorative work is being done by 

the Council and volunteers to reach these goals. These facts attest to the special status 

of the area and the high value that central government, local government and the 

Nelson community place on the area that will be diminish under the impacts of the 

PPC28. 
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4.8 PPC28 contravenes NCC’s strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai’s 

tributaries (Project Mahitahi).   One of the Council's Biodiversity Strategy objectives 

is ‘protecting and restoring alluvial, riparian and coastal ecosystems of the Maitai 

Valley’.  Kaka stream is a tributary of the Maitai.  Project Mahitahi is working 

towards improving catchment water quality and improving habitat. This proposed 

subdivision will produce multiple sources of pollutants that will have negative 

impacts on taonga species such as koura/freshwater crayfish, tuna/eels and 

inanga/native fish. 

 

5 Land-based biodiversity loss 

 

5.1 The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has not 

been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant 

adverse impacts. PPC 28 does not protect at risk wetlands vegetation and native 

species within them. 

5.2 The proposed development seeks to conquer rather than respect the site’s 

environmental constraints relating to terrestrial biodiversity.  Biodiversity corridors 

are inadequate to ensure connectivity between significant natural areas (SNAs), and as 

a result will adversely affect the ecological functioning of adjacent SNAs. 

5.3 At a minimum, the much larger biodiversity corridors set out in Appendix 1 to 

Council’s letter dated 3 August 2021 should be applied.  It is unrealistic to expect that 

effective biodiversity corridors will be achieved at the subdivision consent stage as 

proposed in the proponents’ response letter.  The location of biodiversity corridors 

should be clearly specified in the Structure Plan at this stage. 

5.4 The high ecological value of the site is due to it being an integral part of a 

much larger tract (c500 ha) of native forest/scrub vegetation that runs almost 

continuously for approximately 8km from the Kaka Hill area northward. This larger 

tract (of which this site is a part) is a significant corridor for native forest birds and 

other wildlife between the Nelson City area and the Hira area. NCC officers have 

recommended that it is crucial to have a continuous corridor of vegetation  maintained 

along the length of this site so that these important connectivity values are retained.  
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5.5 The narrow biodiversity corridor proposed along the NE boundary in the 

Structure Plan is inadequate at protecting the important value of the site as an 

ecological corridor from the Mahitahi to the North. 

6. Landscape and visual amenity threats 

6.1 The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, 

and ridge-top buildings will have an adverse visual impact on the city’s skyline from 

many kilometres away. Associative values for the site are very high and have not been 

adequately considered by the proponents. 

6.2 The full extent of earthworks has not been assessed; however, given the 

geotechnical challenges associated with the northern part of the site, earthworks are 

likely to be significant.  Building construction zones sketched in PPC28 will require 

large-scale modification of landforms. These can currently be seen in the adjoining 

Bayview subdivision that has the appearance of an opencast mine. Landscape and 

visual amenity effects of construction earthworks are significantly adverse therefore 

these should be rigorously assessed  

6.3 The location of stormwater storage and pumping is unclear – a site near the 

road by the Maitai Cricket Ground has been suggested. The potential effects 

(including odour) if the infrastructure breaks down have not been assessed. The 

substantial risks of environmental damage from a subdivision of this size warrant full 

risk assessment and environmental crisis management plans. In this area there is little 

offered in PPC28. 

7. Unresolved Geotechnical risks 

 

7.1 The proponents have not demonstrated that areas of “high geotechnical risk” 

proposed for residential development can be developed safely.  It is acknowledged 

that this will require a detailed geotechnical assessment that has not yet been 

provided.  This information should not be left to the subdivision stage, when it is 

critical to determining whether the PPC 28 zoning is appropriate, and whether 

indicative infrastructure e.g., roads can proceed as planned. 

 

8. Negation of public consultation 
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8.1 Permitting PPC28 will seriously negate public consultation in an area of high 

public use. The public have not been asked if they agree to this site being developed 

into a large suburb. If permitted, all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka 

Valley/Bayview would be processed without notification to the public or to affected 

parties, despite critical major aspects of the development not being specified or 

supported by technical information at this stage (including air quality, geotechnical 

and downstream flooding assessments). That approach unfairly excludes people from 

being involved in decisions that may adversely affect them. This is a substandard 

planning protocol for such a major proposal that adversely affects several thousand 

nearby residents. 

 

9. Unintegrated and unsustainable development 

 

9.1 PPC28 purports to be an integrated and sustainable development close to 

Nelson City Centre. However, the proposal seeks to develop a new suburb in an 

isolated area that is not well integrated into the city’s urban boundary and cannot be 

integrated without major infrastructure development.  

 

9.2 PPC28 is not a sustainable development as it proposes to build on a flood 

plain, reconstruct a river and stream, and there is evidence that greenfield 

developments produce net carbon load increases that exacerbate global warming. The 

unsustainability includes the lack of a rigorous assessment of  the immediate local 

impacts of increased traffic flows and the wider impacts of these on Central Nelson. 

 

9.3 The proposed suburb is not directly or immediately linked in any way to 

existing residential areas. The closest housing areas by road are approx. 1km away. 

Historical records show both the Nelson City Council and large sections of the Nelson 

community were invested in preserving this area in perpetuity for recreational use. 

 

9.4 PPC28 it provides little evidence that the large-scale development of 750 

homes on a disconnected land island will not have massive detrimental effects on the 

quality of life for people living in adjoining areas. It treats the area concerned “as if ” 
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the effects of development can be contained “on site,” as if the site was separated 

from adjacent and adjoining areas, when many of the adverse effects such as traffic 

clearly cannot. This isolated Greenfields approach does not fulfil contemporary 

planning models for integrated sustainable development. 

 

10. Loss and degradation of public amenity 

 

10.1 The area named ‘Maitahi’ is a south-facing valley, currently rurally-zoned, 

bordering large public recreation reserves within the Maitai Valley, which is Nelson’s 

premium recreation and leisure area.   This area is highly valued and used by the 

community for its rural amenity and peaceful nature, secluded from, yet close to the 

urban environment. This destination provides equitable access for everyone.  

By treating  the land in question as if it is an island where development will have few 

consequences for surrounding areas, PPC28 minimises the fact that its cumulative 

adverse effects will negatively impact on the peaceful and easily accessible amenity 

values present in immediately adjoining spaces. 

 

10.2 The proposed suburban development will result in loss of open space in the 

city’s greenbelt, and conflict with the current recreational values that large numbers of  

locals and visitors alike enjoy e.g., walking, running, mountain biking,  picnicking, 

river swimming, sports, community activities and social & family events.  

 

10.3 The 2015 River Users Survey prepared for Nelson City Council assessed use 

of the Maitai river for a range of purposes including walking, swimming, looking at 

the water, kayaking, jumping off the bridge, fishing, fossicking etc. Of 418 people 

surveyed at the Maitai in 2015, 75% were from Nelson, and of those, only 10 (i.e., 

4%) were from “Maitai”. The remaining 25% were: 5% from Tasman, 5% from other 

parts of South Island, 5% from the North Island, 10% from overseas.  The 

significance of the Maitai to the people of Nelson (beyond immediate residents) is 

reflected in those findings. 

 

10.4 On the Maitai River survey, 29% of survey respondents were visiting alone 

(compared with 3% on the Roding River in Aniseed Valley) – this most likely reflects 
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the excellent accessibility of the Maitai, which people can visit spontaneously.  In 

contrast, for a river like the Roding, visiting is more of an event that requires time, 

transport, and other preparation; therefore, people are more likely to visit that river in 

groups on less spontaneous visits. 

 

10.5 418 intercept survey respondents were asked to name their best and worst 

aspects of both rivers via an unprompted open question. For the Maitai River, its calm 

or peaceful nature and its proximity to town appealed.   The accessibility of the Maitai 

River and its scenic qualities were its top ‘best aspects’. Undeveloped green spaces 

like the Maitai Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing. 

 

11. Flooding risk, loss and degradation of flood plain 

 

11.1 The developers propose to modify the Maitai River beside Dennes Hole, and 

to extensively excavate the lower part of the floodplain. To mitigate against flooding, 

it is intended to artificially raise the floodplain. This would displace the flooding 

problem downstream towards Nelson’s CBD.  Tonkin & Taylor acknowledges that 

further modelling of this option is needed to demonstrate downstream effects but this 

is proposed to occur as part of future resource consent applications. This does not 

provide adequate confidence that the rezoning proposed by PPC 28 is appropriate and 

achievable. The inherent flood risk makes Mahitahi a substandard site for 

development with the potential for poor social and environmental outcomes. 

 

11.2 Tonkin & Taylor’s mitigation modelling is based on limited and outdated data 

which is insufficient for such a major plan change request. 

 

11.3 Narrowing the floodplain combined with increased stormwater runoff from the 

new suburb, would vastly increase sedimentation run off. Mitigation options are not 

secure. Therefore, it is likely that sediment will contaminate the Maitai. 

 

11.4 Climate change is already bringing more severe weather events, flooding, and 

erosion.  It is now globally accepted cities are facing increased danger of flooding.   
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PPC 28 has not adequately considered climate change in its assessment of 

hydrological changes. 

 

11.5 Effects on the natural flow regime of Kaka Stream and Maitai River have not 

been adequately assessed. 

11.6 The proponents have argued the need for affordable  housing. However, the 

development is inequitable, placing lower-cost houses in areas of higher flooding risk.  

The lower-value housing in the proposal will be in the coldest dampest darkest part of 

the valley subdivision.  Building affordable houses on flood plains is both 

unsustainable and inequitable because it leaves lower income homeowners in 

potentially dangerous circumstances with rising insurance costs (or uninsurable 

homes) and depreciating house values. 

11.7 Despite mitigation measures building on a floodplain is not a sustainable 

practice and is no longer recommended.  Internationally experts are advising against 

new developments on floodplains.  

11.8 The undercutting and infilling of the floodplain, and the increase in runoff 

from the massive amount of impervious surface in the suburb will bring polluted 

water that will degrade the ecology, habitat and the recreational values of adjoining 

areas of the Maitai River. The PPC28  anticipates stormwater runoff will increase due 

to the increase in impervious surfaces, but does not account for its downstream 

environmental effects. 

11.9 The PP28 does not assess the effects of construction on sediment runoff 

effects into the Maitai River. It is likely that the huge on-site earthworks over many 

years and the construction of the external pipework needed to service the subdivision 

will cause long-term sediment and pollutant degradation to the Maitai River ecology. 

 

11.10 Construction and hydrological modifications will artificially modify 

catchment water flows and affect adjacent swimming holes including Dennes Hole, 

Black Hole and Girlies Hole. These areas are hugely popular with people of all ages.  

 

11.11 The development does not respect the taonga of the Maitai River catchment 

and is contrary to the substantial NCC and community strategy of ecological 

restoration of the catchment. The value of the site as habitat (including for 
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pekapeka/native bats) has not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this 

habitat could have significant adverse impacts. 

 

12 Adverse transport and traffic impacts 

 

12.1 There is much missing or inaccurate information in PPC28 concerning 

transport and traffic.  Due to this PPC28 minimises the potential adverse effects that 

would be produced. Missing or inaccurate areas include the following: 

a. A mode shift plan and transport emissions impact assessment are required to 

indicate how the PPC28 would achieve lower vehicle emissions in the long 

term and how walk/cycle and public transport accessibility would be the more 

attractive, preferred transport mode for all residents of the PPCR. 

b. An evaluation of expected walk/cycle and public transport users from the 750 

dwellings, taking into consideration the number and location of various 

dwellings within the PPCR, their elevations and route/mode choices/journey 

times to central Nelson. 

c. The provision for a public transport service (or equivalent) and the potential 

funding mechanisms to deliver these services, noting Policy 1(c) and Objective 

3(b) of the National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity (NPS-

UDC), and NRMP DO13A.5.1(f) of the Nelson Resource Management Plan.  

d. An assessment of the increased traffic noise, vibration, pollution at Branford 

Park, the Maitai Cricket Ground, Waahi Taakaro Reserve, various swimming 

holes and walking and cycling tracks. 

e. A comprehensive assessment of the current vehicular and active transport 

network safety and capacity deficiencies from the PPCR to central Nelson, 

noting the Transportation Infrastructure report, March 2020 by Traffic 

Concepts is not included in the PPCR.  

f. As roading requirements will potentially affect Nelson ratepayers, a detailed 

schedule of required improvements for roading, active transport and public 

transport facilities and services should be provided including when they would 

be completed (in terms of PPCR staging) as: - 
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(i) proposed by Council and included in their Long Term Plan, and  

(ii) proposed by the PPCR, and confirming which improvements proposed 

by Council are included as part of development contributions. 

g. It appears there are several specific dispensations proposed as part of the PPCR 

from the Nelson Tasman Land Development Manual (NTLDM).  These have 

the potential to impact potential active and public transport modes. The PPC28 

should advise what dispensations have already been agreed, and clearly 

indicate what further dispensations would be requested. 

h. The PPC28 has inaccurate and insufficient traffic count detail. With reference 

to the 19 July 21 to 13 Aug 21 traffic count it should advise where the count 

was located, the number and type of dwellings within the catchment included, 

and an assessment of how typical the demographics of the residents are in 

relation to those expected within the PPCR. 

i. An assessment of existing summer traffic (including heavy commercial 

vehicles), parking and active mode use in the Maitai Valley should be provided 

to accurately assess traffic flows. 

j. Information to support the statement in section 9.2 (TIR, January 21) that there 

would be an increase in future movements up the Maitai Valley. 

k. Robust analysis is not provided of the Gibbs Bridge and Ralphine Way 

intersection, taking into account the Sunday Hole car park at Waahi Taakaro 

Reserve in terms of traffic and active modes, turning, queuing and safety. 

l. Evidence of any specific community engagement relating to any proposed on-

street parking loss between the PPCR and central Nelson has not been 

provided. 

12.2 PPC28 figures are based on an unrealistic traffic count of 6 trips per household 

per day, rather than the NZTA Waka Kotahi accepted standard of 10.7. Therefore, 

traffic flows in and out of the valley are likely to increase by around 8000 trips per 

day. This serious inaccurate underestimation negates the ruinous social and 

environmental impacts arising from more realistic traffic flow projections. Traffic 

increases in the order of NZTA’s standard will have major congestive effects on the 
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Nile St – Collingwood intersection,  nearby linkage streets such as Milton St, 

Brougham St, Van Diemen ST, Tasman St and others nearby connecting streets. 

 

12.3 Being a semi-isolated valley and not on a current public transport corridor, 

there are no existing public transport routes, and transport will be predominantly by 

private cars, as is the case in other similar Nelson suburbs. 

 

12.4 An additional 8025 vehicle trips per day from the development will contribute 

to significant loss of amenity in areas with particularly high recreational use/values 

such as Branford Park, Maitai Cricket Ground, Waahi Taakaro Reserve, swimming 

holes, walking and cycling tracks.  

 

12.5 In addition, the increased congestion will put pressure on parking within 

Maitai Valley (including around the Maitai Cricket Ground and Branford Park), and 

to on-street parking on roads towards central Nelson, and in the CBD which are 

already oversubscribed. 

12.5 The heavy vehicle traffic required to develop a semi-isolated valley suburb 

will cause significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts for adjacent and 

nearby streets. Over many years, during construction, extra traffic will increase the 

risks to cyclist, motorcyclists and pedestrians. 

12.6 The pressure on linking roads such as Nile St, Collingwood St, Milton St, 

Brougham St and others will increase surface and edge deterioration.  No assessment 

of increased road damage or the required maintenance and improvements, nor details 

of when these would be undertaken, has been provided. 

 

12.7 PPC28 will cause additional carbon emissions, contrary to New Zealand’s 

commitment under the Paris Agreement, the Council’s declared Climate Emergency 

and Council’s Regional Land Transport Plan. Greenfield development transport 

requirements, coupled with baseline standard buildings are not consistent with the 

decarbonisation pathways required to achieve net zero carbon. 

 

12.8 The traffic associated with an influx of around 2-2500 new residents will 

produce excessive noise and air pollution. It will degrade the existing good quality air 
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and low noise quality currently experienced by residents living on Nile St, 

Collingwood St and others living on areas such as the hillsides above these adjoining 

streets. 

 

12.9 PPC28 raises the potential need for the one-way Gibbs Bridge  to be replaced 

and other major roading upgrades. The proponent has not anticipated these effects due 

to underestimating vehicle movements. 

 

12.10 Waka Kotahi NZTA sees the Kaka Valley roading infrastructure as a potential 

alternative transport route should State Highway 6 be temporarily closed and suggests 

this could become a regular or even permanent highway route. No assessment of the 

impacts of Kaka -Maitai Valley becoming a temporary or permanent transport route 

for through traffic has been completed. This is potentially a major strategic transport 

decision that would have massive detrimental effects on existing road networks and 

the communities living on them and should be addressed in PPC28. 

 

12.11 The route in and out of this satellite development passes schools, 

kindergartens, established communities, and is entirely unsuitable as an alternative 

state highway or as a major network highway. If the road is used as an alternative 

route for state highway traffic, the adverse effects identified in this submission will be 

worsened by an order of magnitude. 

 

12.12 The characteristics giving high quality experience to the recreational activities 

enjoyed by thousands of people in adjacent areas are predominantly peacefulness, 

quietness, spaciousness and natural features. The influx of around 2500 people and 

8025 associated traffic movements will completely degrade the social and recreational 

experiences currently available in the area. 

 

12.13 Based on the low use of existing commuter cycleways in Nelson and the 

distance involved (5-6km to Nelson CBD) it is unlikely that active commuter 

transport modes will be substantially taken up by residents in this proposed satellite 

suburb. The distance places the development within cycling distance for the very 

keen; however, the same proximity of other suburbs to Nelson CBD has not correlated 

to increased uptake in active transport modes. 
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12.14 NCC Statistics show most people will not commute 5-6km to Nelson CBD. 

Only 4% of kiwis identify as committed bicycle commuters.  This fact and the NZTA 

standard of 10.7 trips / household / day indicates that PPC28 will generate additional 

8025 daily vehicle movements which will cause serious congestion, increase road 

hazards, and substantially increase air and noise pollution in the Maitai and in nearby 

areas where the vehicles will travel. 

 

12.15 There are no existing public transport routes in the vicinity and none are 

planned.  The unexamined transport and traffic flow faults in PPC28 will 

exponentially increase pressure on parking in the CBD and existing link roads which 

are not designed for large increases in traffic.  This will weaken NCC projects to 

make the inner city more pleasant and vibrant, and denigrate the quality of life for 

those on the CBD’s second tier suburban link roads. 

 

 

13. Excessive air and noise pollution 

13.1 There will be adverse noise and air quality impacts from 750 houses plus 

associated traffic within Kaka Valley and Maitai Valley, Hanby Park and Nile, Tory, 

and Pitt streets.  The proponent has not undertaken any modelling or assessment of 

these impacts.  As well, the potential for additional solid fuel burners is still available 

in Nelson East airshed which would add to the deterioration of the area. 

 

13.2 Air pollution caused by the increase in traffic will adversely affect the Maitai 

Valley recreation areas, Hanby Park, Collingwood St, Nile, Tory, and Pitt streets and 

others.  This pollution will add to carbon emissions, contrary to New Zealand’s 

commitment under the Paris Agreement, the Council’s declared Climate Emergency 

and Council’s Regional Land Transport Plan. 

 

13.3 Noise effects include permanent loss of tranquillity and rural/open space 

amenity.  Traffic noise, ongoing for ever, if PPC28 proceeds, will annihilate the 

characteristics that make the family recreational opportunities of the lower Maitai so 

special. 
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13.4 Multiple noise sources, from cars, heavy construction machinery (as already 

seen on Bayview development ), motorbikes and general suburban noise from lawn-

mowers, leaf-blowers, tradesmen working etc..will degrade the areas peaceful and 

tranquil ambience. 

 

13.5 The absence of intense suburban development in the area and the fact that it is 

not a transport corridor are important factors that give the area its special peace and 

tranquillity, qualities rarely found within 6km of a town centre. This is why over 

12000 people signed a petition to leave the area with rural zones. 

 

13.6 The area is visible from the iconic and internationally famous Centre of New 

Zealand viewpoint and from some walking tracks leading there. The huge landscape 

and landform modifications and buildings will destroy the pleasant spacious rural 

eastern view and replace it with urban views. In addition, the Maitai Valley Road will 

often be busy with traffic and the noise rising up to the lookout will denigrate the 

quiet experience of those at the lookout. 

14. Historical & Cultural significance 

 

14.1 A Ngāti Kuia burial ground is sited on Kaka Hill. Iwi have historical links 

with the area through pakohe (argillite), food, and travel. There were many Māori 

kainga (settlements) in parts of the valley. Refer link to John Mitchell video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nUv3sgbw1o&t=5s 

 

14.2 The high value of the Maitai has been recorded by the Nelson community 

from early colonial days through to the present day.  In the past, citizens lobbied the 

Council to preserve the area and make it a reserve. In 1918 land was taken under the 

Public Works Act including Dennes, Sunday and Black Holes, and 16 acres of prime 

flat land designated as the Maitai Reserve. The NCC has undertaken many activities 

since 1918 to preserve and enhance the reserve status of areas adjacent to the 

proposed subdivision. 
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15. Resource Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other 

Matters) Amendment Bill 

15.1 Approving PPC28 opens the door for unconstrained development in an area 

cherished by thousands of people for its tranquil recreation opportunities. The 

Government is introducing new medium density residential standards (“MDRS”) 

through the Resource Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters) 

Amendment Bill.  The MRDS can apply to Tier 2 urban environments (including 

Nelson). In this case Council cannot prevent development up to the higher densities of 

the new MDRS unless “qualifying matters” apply.  This means that up to three houses 

can be built on most sites within a residential zone without resource consent. If this 

was to proceed the degrading effects on the Maitai catchment would render futile the 

best efforts currently underway to restore the catchments ecological health. If 

permitted rezoning this site as residential provides for a level of future development 

well beyond that anticipated in PPC 28.  The character of the Maitai Valley will be 

lost forever. 

 

16. Planning regulations and effects 

16.1 The maximum densities anticipated in PPC 28 may be increased over time in 

order to meet the intensification requirements of the NPSUD.  Once this area becomes 

zoned for residential development, a policy imperative would be created to intensify 

further, with less regard for adverse environmental impacts as quality environments 

will have already been urbanised. The first steps towards this can be seen in the step 

that Council has taken, without adequate consultation, to identify nearby Orchard 

Flats for urban development. 

16.2 PPC 28 does not give effect to the NPSUD. In particular: 

a. “Well-functioning urban environments that enable all people and communities 

to provide for their social, economic and cultural wellbeing will provide protection for 

greenspace close to the urban environment.” Erosion of greenspace through urban 

sprawl into the last remaining areas of existing rural/recreational character is contrary 

to Objective 1. 
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16.3 The location of PPC 28 does not meet the criteria in Objective 3 of the 

NPSUD. 

16.4 PPC 28 will not support reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and is not 

resilient to current and future effects of climate change as sought by the NPSUD. 

17. Housing supply 

17.1 PPC 28 has been incorrectly rationalised on overstated projections for housing 

demand. The Housing Bottom Line included in Nelson City Council’s Housing and 

Business Capacity Report dated July 2021 (HBA) is based on an inherently flawed 

methodology for population projection. Council’s methodology fails to meet the 

requirement of the NPSUD Guide on Evidence and Monitoring.  Consequently, the 

Housing Bottom Line cannot be relied on, and neither can information that relies on 

the Housing Bottom Line including graphs in the HBA that purport to show the 

intersection point when the “demand” for housing exceeds its “supply” (Figures 1, 23 

and 25). This includes Figure 25, which suggests the future date by which the 

intersection of demand and supply of housing might occur if the Maitahi Bayview 

development is included on the supply side. As the Housing Bottom Line is based on 

a flawed population projection it cannot be used as valid information to support PPC 

28. 

17.2 Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted 

before any more urban sprawl is allowed into unconnected rural areas such as this.  

There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without sacrificing a site 

which will denigrate an area already utilized by many people for other valuable 

purposes. 

17.3 Nelson's average population growth rate in the last 10 years was 1.6% per 

year, the same as for NZ as a whole. The long-term population growth rate for Nelson 

(1996-2020) is 1.2% per year, slightly below the New Zealand average. As the 

Housing and Business Capacity Assessment figures show, even without the Maitahi 

subdivision, Nelson & Tasman have capacity for sufficient housing until 2039/40.  By 

this stage, other development strategies including the intensified urban development 

provided for in the Resource Management  (Enabling Housing and other matters) Bill 

2021 will have taken effect, without the loss of Nelson’s greenspace. 
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17.4. Nelson City Council policies prioritise intensification over greenfield 

developments (NUGS, FDS).  PPC 28 is not intensification; it would be a greenfield 

subdivision on rurally-zoned land disconnected from the urban border. 

18. National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020 

(NPSFM) 

18.1 PPC 28 does not give effect to the following section of the NPSFM 2020: 

a. Substantial engineered changes to the Maitai River flood plains;  

b. Realignment of Kaka Stream; 

c. Increased impervious surfaces and associated changes in hydrology and 

quality of stormwater; 

d. Failure to adequately and comprehensively identify and protect natural 

wetlands. 

18.2 As a result PPC 28 will not give effect to: 

a. the fundamental concept of Te Mana o Te Wai;  

b. the requirement to manage freshwater in an integrated “whole-of-catchment” 

way including with regard to effects on receiving environments; 

c. the requirement for no further loss of natural inland wetlands;  

d. the requirement to protect the habitats of indigenous freshwater species. 

 

18.3 The PPC28 has not comprehensively identified wetlands within the area 

proposed for rezoning.  While the developers say that this can occur at a later stage 

through subdivision consent, it is likely that areas zoned residential will be treated as 

“plan-enabled” for the purposes of wetland protection rules, giving the development 

priority over retaining wetlands.   As a result, it is important that wetlands are 

identified and given protection at the zoning application stage. 

19. Draft National Policy Statement on Indigenous Biodiversity 

(NPSIB) 

19.1. Although this document is not operative, it is relevant to consider aspects of 

the draft NPSIB.  PPC 28 is not consistent with the protection of SNAs, ecological 

connectivity and biodiversity maintenance anticipated in the draft NPSIB. 

20. Nelson Regional Policy Statement 
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20.1 PPC 28 will not give effect to the following parts of the Nelson Regional 

Policy Statement: 

a. DH1 urban expansion. This section is underpinned by the principle that future 

development needs to meet identified minimum environmental standards.  PPC 28 

does not meet these standards, and thus does not constitute urban expansion that is 

anticipated or provided for by the RPS. 

b. DH1 specifically directs decision-makers to have regard to community 

expectations when determining the extent and location of new urban development.  

There is a long-standing community view that the Maitai Valley should not be used 

for urban development and should be preserved for its rural and recreational character. 

Council has received multiple submissions and petitioners making this point. A 

petition presented to NCC was signed by over 12,000 people who opposed rezoning 

land in Kaka/Maitai Valley for urban development. 

c. The Nelson Urban Growth Strategy 2006 concluded, after widespread and 

robust consultation, that future residential zoning should not be provided for in the 

Maitai Valley.  Although the Future Development Strategy identified Kaka Valley as 

a location for urban development, it was produced through a flawed consultation 

process that did not clearly identify “Kaka Valley” as being within Maitai Valley, and 

did not involve direct consultation with Maitai Valley residents.  A legal challenge to 

the Future Development Strategy remains under consideration, but has not proceeded 

on the basis that Council has already commenced consultation on a replacement 

Future Development Strategy in accordance with the NPSUD. 

d. The NA1 Amenity objective  is specific and directive. Amenity is to be 

preserved or enhanced.  The visual, noise, air quality and traffic effects of PPC 28 

mean that it does not preserve or enhance the amenity of the Maitai Valley. 

e. NA2 Landscape Values and Natural Features specifically identifies loss of 

landscape values from urban intensification as a key issue. The provisions in NA2 

relating to landscape are specific.  Landscape values are to be protected.  

Development which detracts from landscape and amenity values afforded by gateways 

between urban and rural areas and different landscape units is to be avoided.  The 

Kaka Valley, and the area along Maitai Valley Road, is such a gateway.  The general 

rural landscape values of the proposed site and the landscape values of parts of the 
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wider area are also not protected by the proposal, in particular through development 

(earthworks, vegetation clearance and buildings) in backdrop and skyline areas.  PPC 

28 is not consistent with the outcomes sought in the RPS. 

f. WA1 and WA2. These provisions are important because the PPC will affect 

the kaka stream and significantly alter the floodplains of the Maitai River.  Under the 

RPS, protection of riparian margins is required, public access should be maintained, 

and anything happening on land needs to ensure that water quality and life supporting 

capacity is maintain or improved.  The extent of engineering works plus changes in 

stormwater quality and quantity are inconsistent with WA1 and WA2.  

21. Nelson Resource Management Plan (NRMP) 

 21.1 PPC 28 will not implement the objectives and is not consistent with the 

policies of the NRMP, in particular but not limited to landscape objectives and 

policies and protection of a green belt between the Maitai Valley and Nelson’s urban 

area (Policy DO15.1.3,; DO17.1.3,;DO18.4.1,and  .DO19.1.6ii). Adverse effects on 

existing rural character and amenity values should be avoided, remedied or mitigated 

in the Maitai Valley. 

21.2 The proposed urbanization of Kaka Valley will inevitably result in degrading 

the water quality downstream of the subdivision. This directly contravenes the 

objectives of the NRMP 10.19. 

22. Draft Nelson Plan 

22.1 Nelson was on the verge of notifying the new Nelson Plan (NP), until a 

decision to pause its release in late November. The direction of the Nelson Plan is to 

provide for stronger protection of freshwater, natural character of waterbodies and 

protection of ecosystems compared with the older operative planning documents.  The 

extent of earthworks, engineered changes to floodplains and stream alignment and 

sedimentation effects associated with PPC 28 are contrary to the direction indicated in 

the Nelson Plan. 

23. Relief 

23.1 Decline PPC 28. 
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24. If PPC 28 is recommended, require the following information 

before further decision: 

a. Complete full air quality impacts, including for adverse effects from traffic 

from the subdivision and from Atawhai. 

b. Comprehensive flood risk modelling. 

c. A detailed geotechnical assessment of areas of high geotechnical risk. 

d. Pekapeka survey. 

e. Accurate, best practice demographic projections.  

25. If PPC 28 is recommended make the following changes: 

a. Apply residential zoning only to the Bayview land on the northern side of the 

Bayview ridgeline sloping towards Atawhai. This will protect the amenity 

character, catchment water values, landscape and recreational values of the 

Kaka/Maitai Valley and the social values of nearby areas that would be 

spared huge traffic effects. 

b. Delete all regulatory provisions specifying non-notification of future consent 

applications for any additional proposed development in the area..  

c. Apply development contributions to recover the full costs of infrastructure 

required for the subdivision which should be borne by the developers, 

including downstream requirements such as replacement of Gibbs Bridge, 

reconfiguration of Clouston Intersection, traffic signals on Nile Street and all 

walking and cycling connections. 

d. Require provision for walk, cycle and public transport facilities with full 

walk and cycle connections to the city at the outset of the development i.e., 

not delayed by staging. 

e. Prevent use of solid fuel burners, including low emission burners.   

f. No modification permitted of the Maitai flood plain or river bed/banks. 

g. No realignment of Kaka Stream permitted. Survey and protect all existing 

wetlands. 
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h. No housing permitted to be constructed on the flood plain. 

i. Require prevention of sediment entering all waterbodies from construction and 

earthworks.   

J  Require waterbody quality protection to the highest possible evidenced design 

and require the highest possible extent of filtration to be applied to all 

stormwater entering waterbodies. 

k. Require protection of swimming holes from contamination by sediment and 

other waterbody pollutants with measures such as: Minimum 100m riparian 

planting.  No landform modification of river bank at Dennes Hole, and no 

unfiltered storm-water discharge. No loss of visual amenity at swimming 

holes. 

l. Require retention/restoration of indigenous vegetation/habitat in biodiversity 

corridors and upper reaches of Kaka Hill as proposed by Nelson City Council 

in Appendix 2 to the letter of 3 August 2021. 

m. Require building designs to incorporate carbon zero standards.  

n. Require riparian planting along all waterways to a minimum width of 50 

metres. 

o. Incorporate covenant rules requiring no dogs, cats, or other pests such rats, 

rabbits, or mice are to be kept by owners or occupiers of properties within the 

PPC 28 area. 

p. Require covenant against further urban intensification in Kaka Valley 

 

Envisaging a different Future for Kaka Valley 

Many people, when asked what they would like to see in Kaka Valley instead of 

urbanization, spoke out for the idea of a buy-back of the land and the restoration of 

the present farm land into a wooded space, a Kaka Valley Park.  

Ownership would be held by a charitable trust and funding would come from a mix of 

central and local government, as well as public donations. This is not a new idea, and 

communities who have achieved to protect their natural assets consider them precious 
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and would never turn back. Awaroa beach, Chums Beach in the Coromandel, even 

our highly valued Abel Tasman National Park needed that public protection from 

development. 

Kaka Valley is an ideal empty canvas at present, open for a wide range of options for 

both cultural and nature-centred possibilities. There could be re-planting of native 

flora as well as spaces for biological diversity representing the diversity of Nelson’s 

population. It could become a community hub, including artistic and educational 

endeavours.  

The most important aspect though is to widen and further enhance the easily 

accessible recreational space of the lower Maitai, in a time where population growth, 

an aging population, and housing intensification are indisputably Nelson’s future.  

We would be well advised to orientate ourselves on our intuitive knowledge that 

being in bio-diverse natural spaces is good for our well-being, and take note of the 

science that gives quantifiable prove of this knowledge (examples attached). 

 

Monika Clark-Grill 

10 December 2021 
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Summary
Background Several small experimental studies and cross-sectional observational studies have shown that exposure to 
the natural environment might protect against attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or moderate the 
symptoms of ADHD in children. We aimed to assess whether exposure to the natural environment protects against 
ADHD and whether this hypothesised protective effect varies across a child’s life course.

Methods We did a longitudinal study with data collected from all children born in New Zealand in 1998, excluding 
those without an address history, those who were not singleton births, and those who died or emigrated before 
18 years of age. We used Statistics New Zealand’s Integrated Data Infrastructure to identify children with ADHD and 
to define covariates. ADHD was defined according to hospital diagnosis or pharmacy records (two or more 
prescriptions for ADHD drugs). Exposure to green space for each year of a child’s life (from gestation to 18 years of 
age) was estimated at the meshblock level (the smallest geographical unit for which the New Zealand Census reports 
data) using normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI), and land-use data from Landcare Research New Zealand. 
We used logit models to assess the associations between ADHD prevalence and minimum, maximum, and mean 
lifetime NDVI, as well as rural living, controlling for sex, ethnicity, mother’s educational level, mother’s smoking 
status, mother’s age at parturition, birth order, antibiotic use, and low birthweight.

Findings Of the 57 450 children born in New Zealand in 1998, 49 923 were eligible and had available data, and were 
included in the analysis. Children who had always lived in a rural area after 2 years of age were less likely to develop 
ADHD (odds ratio [OR] 0·670 [95% CI 0·461–0·974), as were those with increased minimum NDVI exposure after age 
2 years (standardised OR for exposure vs first quartile: second quartile 0·841 [0·707–0·999]; third quartile 0·809 
[0·680–0·963]; fourth quartile 0·664 [0·548–0·805]). In early life (prenatal to age 2 years), neither rural living nor NDVI 
were protective against ADHD. Neither mean nor maximum greenness was significantly protective against ADHD.

Interpretation Rurality and increased minimum greenness were strongly and independently associated with a reduced 
risk of ADHD. Increasing a child’s minimum lifetime greenness exposure, as opposed to maximum or mean 
exposure, might provide the greatest increment of protection against the disorder.

Funding None.

Copyright © 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an Open Access article under the CC BY NC ND 
4.0 license.

Introduction
Globally, around 7·2% of children have attention-deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),1,2 which can lead to a 
range of adverse outcomes, including poor academic 
performance,3 difficulty interacting socially with peers,4 
reduced lifetime earnings,5 and increased suicide risk.6 
Although ADHD has a genetic component,7 several 
environmental risk factors have also been identified, 
including maternal alcohol use and smoking during 
pregnancy,8 underweight or premature birth,9 lead and 
pesticide exposure,10 poor nutrition,11 and infections.12 In 
addition, several studies have shown that exposure to the 
natural environment might be protective against ADHD13 
or moderate its symptoms in children.14–16

Several experimental studies have investigated the effect 
of exposure to the natural environment on the symptoms 

of ADHD in children. van den Berg and van den Berg16 
studied two groups of six children (aged 9–17 years) who 
stayed at a residential care facility for ADHD in the 
Netherlands. Groups were randomly assigned to visit 
either a natural setting (woods) or an urban setting (town) 
for half a day. Both groups concentrated better upon 
visiting the natural setting than the urban setting. 
Similarly, Faber Taylor and Kuo17 studied the effect of a 
20-min guided walk on concentration (measured using a 
digit span backwards test) in 17 children with ADHD. 
Each child was exposed to three settings: a city park 
and two well kept urban settings, with a 1-week separation 
between each walk. The greatest improve ments in concen-
tration were seen after the walk in the park setting.

A number of population-level observational studies 
have also examined the relationships between exposure 
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to the natural environment and the prevalence of 
symptoms of ADHD. In a sample of 452 US families 
who had a child diagnosed with ADHD, Kuo and 
Faber Taylor15 noted that children who engaged in more 
outdoor activities in green settings had reduced ADHD 
symptoms. Amoly and colleagues13 showed, using 
geocoded home addresses and questionnaires from 
teachers, that increased time in green space or at beaches 
was associated with less severe mental health issues 
including ADHD (defined using teacher questionnaires) 
among a sample of 2111 children aged 7–10 years from 
35 schools in Barcelona. Knopf and colleagues18 examined 
the prevalence of ADHD in a nationally representative 
sample of 17 450 children in Germany and found that 
children living in rural areas were significantly less likely 
to be prescribed ADHD medication than were urban 
children. Another German study19 that followed a cohort 
of 66 823 children from birth (in 2000–04) until 2014 
showed that air pollution was a risk factor for ADHD, 
and that residential greenness (measured using 
normalised difference vegetation index [NDVI]) was 
protective against ADHD. In Spain, Dadvand and 
colleagues20 found that higher lifelong exposure to 
greenness (measured by NDVI) was associated with 
improved attention, as measured by computer-based 
tests, in two birth cohorts. Finally, in a study by Berry and 
colleagues,21 204 undergraduates were shown images of a 
natural scene, a built scene, or geometric patterns, then 
tested for their willingness to delay receiving a monetary 
reward. Students who had viewed natural images were 
less impulsive than students who had viewed built scenes 
or geometric patterns.

The underlying mechanisms linking the natural 
environment to a reduction in ADHD symptoms are 
unclear, but could be related to reduced stress,22 which 
can exacerbate symptoms in patients with ADHD.23 
Concentration difficulties associated with ADHD might 

also be partly mitigated by exposure to green space, as 
suggested by attention-restoration theory.24 This theory 
posits that the natural environment can be psychologically 
restorative because humans interact with the natural 
environment through so-called soft fascination, which is 
effortless, in contrast to their interaction with many non-
natural environments, which require directed attention 
and might erode capacity to focus. Exposure to the 
natural environment might also reduce impulsivity,21 
which is, along with problems focusing, a diagnostic 
criterion for ADHD.25 Finally, exposure to the natural 
environment can affect commensal microbiome 
diversity,26 which has been linked to ADHD. Specifically, 
using a case-control design (14 cases and 17 controls), 
Prehn-Kristensen and colleagues27 found that children 
with ADHD had lower gut microbial diversity, and Aerts 
and colleagues28 found that the gut biome of children 
with ADHD was less diverse. Furthermore, using 
functional MRI, they found that this lower microbial 
diversity was associated with decreased neural reward 
anticipation, which is a well established indicator of 
ADHD.

Most studies to date have been cross-sectional or 
focused on the short-term effects of the natural 
environment on small samples of children already 
diagnosed with ADHD. Therefore, we did a longitudinal 
study of the relationship between exposure to the natural 
environment and risk of ADHD in a large linkage study 
of children in New Zealand.

Methods
Study sample and data sources
Our sample consisted of all children born in New Zealand 
in 1998. We excluded children without an address history, 
those who were not singleton births, and those who died 
or emigrated before 18 years of age. Beyond birth records, 
we had little to no data for many of the excluded children.

Research in context

Evidence before this study
We searched Scopus and Google Scholar on Nov 15, 2018, with 
the search terms “ADHD” (or “attention-deficit hyperactivity 
disorder”), “greenness”, “natural environment”, “mental health”, 
“behavior”, and “NDVI”, in various combinations, with no 
particular date or other restrictions. A small number of 
cross-sectional studies suggest that children with greater exposure 
to the natural environment are less likely to be diagnosed with 
ADHD. In addition, some small experimental studies have shown 
that exposure to the natural environment might moderate 
symptoms in children already diagnosed with ADHD. However, 
few longitudinal studies have examined the association between 
ADHD and exposure to the natural environment.

Added value of this study
This large linkage study strengthens the evidence that exposure 
to the natural environment protects against ADHD. We showed 

that increasing a child’s minimum lifetime greenness exposure 
(from age >2 years to 18 years) provides the greatest protection 
against ADHD. Greenness exposure in early life (prenatal to age 
2 years) was not protective against ADHD, suggesting that 
exposure to the natural environment might moderate the 
symptoms of ADHD rather than preventing its development. 
Living in a rural area and greenness exposure (measured by 
normalised difference vegetation index [NDVI]) were 
independently and significantly protective against ADHD in a 
multivariate model, suggesting that NDVI is not merely a proxy 
for rural living.

Implications of all the available evidence
Exposing children to the natural environment might moderate 
the symptoms of ADHD. Increasing a child’s minimum greenness 
exposure throughout life, as opposed to their maximum or mean 
exposure, might provide the greatest increment of protection.
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We identified our sample, obtained data on outcomes 
and covariates, and did our analysis within Statistics 
New Zealand’s Integrated Data Infrastructure (IDI), 
which was established in 1999 and contains routinely 
collected individual-level data on 95% of residents of 
New Zealand.29 The IDI consists of a central spine to 
which data on health, education, benefits, criminal 
justice, population (births, deaths, and immigration), 
income and work, and housing are linked. The IDI 
provides residential history for individuals based on 
residential meshblocks, which are the smallest 
geographical units for which Statistics New Zealand 
reports data (geocodes and precise addresses for 
individuals are not provided). Residential history is 
derived from multiple sources and algorithms are used 
to resolve conflicts on the basis of the reliability of data 
sources. On average, 95 people live in a meshblock, and 
there were 46 637 meshblocks nationally in 2013. In 
urban areas, the mean meshblock size was 20·4 hectares, 
and the mean area for a rural meshblock was 
2498 hectares. For comparison, many previous studies of 
the relationship between the natural environment and 
health outcomes have defined exposure metrics in 
buffers around participants’ residential addresses 
ranging in radius from 50 m (0·8 hectares)30 to 1000 m 
(314 hectares).31 Our sample included children who lived 
in 24 486 of the 46 637 meshblocks in New Zealand.

Because the Inland Revenue Department is one of the 
major sources of address history within the IDI, 
children’s residential history is sparser than that of 
adults. Therefore, we used maternal data to supplement 
a child’s residential history if their residential history 
suggested cohabitation. We assumed a mother and child 
lived together if, for years when residential history was 
available for both mother and child, their residential 
meshblock matched more than half the time. We also 
used the mother’s residential history to determine the 
child’s prenatal meshblock.

As this study involved anonymised, linked, routinely 
collected data, and did not involve participant 
recruitment, it was classified as low risk by the Massey 
University Ethics Committee (#4000017243) and was 
approved by Statistics New Zealand (#MAA2017–11). Our 
research adhered to the principles of the Declaration of 
Helsinki.

Outcomes
We defined a child as having ADHD if one of 
two conditions occurred before 18 years of age: a child 
was diagnosed with ADHD in hospital (code F90.9 in the 
International Classification of Diseases 10th revision); or 
a child received two or more prescriptions for methyl-
phenidate hydrochloride, atomoxetine, or dexamfetamine 
sulfate. These three drugs are the main ADHD drugs 
funded by PHARMAC (the New Zealand agency that 
provides access to publicly funded pharmaceuticals) and 
are, in New Zealand, used almost exclusively for the 

treatment of ADHD. Although the drugs can be used to 
treat narcolepsy, narcolepsy is extremely rare in children. 
We chose a two-prescription threshold because more 
than one prescription suggests that ADHD is ongoing. 
In addition, 2% (n=986) of our sample received two or 
more prescriptions, which is the lower bound of the 
published 2–5% prevalence of ADHD in New Zealand,2,32 
but lower than the global prevalence of 7·2%.1 Because 
prescription data from before 2005 were not available in 
the IDI, we did not capture data on children who were 
prescribed ADHD medication before 7 years of age, 
unless prescribing continued until 2005 or the child was 
diagnosed while in hospital (at any age).

To ensure that results were not an artifact of our 
definition of ADHD, we did a sensitivity analysis using 
three alternative ADHD definitions based on having 
either a hospital diagnosis or one of the following: one or 
more (2·1% of sample [n=1057]), five or more (1·8% of 
sample [n=894]), or ten or more (1·6% of sample [n=798]) 
prescriptions for ADHD drugs.

Exposures
We used three metrics to describe exposure to the natural 
environment at the meshblock level. We computed NDVI, 
a greenness index derived from satellite imagery, using 
Landsat 7 data up to 2013 and Landsat 8 data thereafter. To 
evaluate the effects of the Landsat 7 scan line corrector 
failure, we computed NDVI for both platforms for the 
year 2013, which showed a mean NDVI discrepancy 
between the two platforms across all terrestrial mesh-
blocks of less than 0·015 (SD 0·018). The observed level 
of scan line corrector-induced variability was lower than 
the uncertainty introduced by atmospheric effects and 
was, therefore, considered negligible for the purposes of 
this study. Large water bodies were represented as 
individual polygons, delineated precisely using high-
resolution airborne imagery, and were excluded from the 
calculation of NDVI. Small waterbodies (eg, streams and 
ponds) were included in NDVI calculations, but occupied 
only a small area relative to the size of a Landsat pixel 
(30 m) and the area of a meshblock.

The mean annual NDVI value for a meshblock was the 
mean of the maximum value in each 30-m pixel within 
that meshblock. Combining these data with residential 
history, we calculated maximum NDVI for each year of a 
child’s prenatal period and life. Little to no information 
was available on the dose–response relation ship between 
the natural environment and ADHD, including possible 
minimum or maximum dosage thresholds. Therefore, to 
explore dose and threshold effects, we calculated the 
minimum, maximum, and mean of these annual NDVI 
values across a child’s lifetime (eg, minimum NDVI 
across a child’s lifetime was the smallest value among 
that child’s annual maximum NDVI values). To explore 
possible differential effects across a child’s life course, we 
calculated mean, minimum, and maximum NDVI for 
two periods: early life (prenatal to age 2 years) and later 
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life (age >2–18 years; which might include years after a 
child receives their first prescription or hospital 
diagnosis). We split these variables into quartiles to 
better elucidate the dose–response relationship between 
the natural environment and ADHD. We chose to define 
exposures in this way because ADHD is typically a 
chronic, ongoing condition.

We also described a child’s exposure to the natural 
environment using the 2012 Land-Cover Database, 
produced by Landcare Research New Zealand, which 
categorises all land cover in New Zealand into one of 
35 classes. We calculated the proportion of each 
meshblock covered by each of the land-cover classes. As 
with NDVI, we calculated mean lifetime exposure, early-
life exposure, and later-life exposure.

Finally, we designated meshblocks as urban or rural 
using definitions from the 2013 New Zealand Census, 
which defines urban areas as cities, towns, and other 
conurbations (an aggregation of urban settlements) of 
1000 people or more.

Covariates
We used IDI data to control for individual-level variables 
associated with risk of ADHD in previous research, 
including sex and ethnicity; underweight or premature 
birth; birth order; parental smoking; parental education 
and occu pation; infections and antibiotic use; and 
parental age at childbirth.

Past research has also found a positive association 
between traffic-related air pollution and ADHD;33 
therefore, we calculated the density of major roads in 
each meshblock using data from Land Information 
New Zealand and mean annual nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 
concentrations at the meshblock level. These NO2 
estimates were developed by the National Institute of 
Water and Atmospheric Research and are based on the 
sum of two semi-empirical models: an urban background 
estimate and a local increment from nearby roads.

Finally, we used the New Zealand Deprivation 
Index (NZDep), a well validated index calculated from 
nine census variables,34 to account for the overall socio-
economic conditions in each meshblock, with higher 
values indicating higher social deprivation.

Statistical analysis
Four key covariates—mother’s smoking status (n=10 799), 
mother’s educational level (n=10 799), antibiotic use 
(n=6912), and mother’s age at parturition (n=10 914)—had 
a large number of missing values, and key covariates (eg, 
ethnicity) were significantly different in the subsample 
that had missing values compared with the rest of the 
sample. To estimate values for these missing observations, 
we used chained multiple imputation that was able to 
accommodate four imputed variables with a pattern of 
missing values that were not perfectly nested within each 
other (not every observation that had a missing value for 
antibiotic use also had a missing value for mother’s 
smoking status). We used ten repetitions (results using 
100 replications were identical to three decimal places) 
and seeded the imputation process to ensure that results 
could be replicated. The final analytical sample was 
slightly smaller than the eligible sample because of 
missing values in other covariates that we did not impute. 
The distributions from which the imputed values were 
drawn were estimated with regression models (linear for 
continuous variables and logit for binary variables) that 
included all the independent variables from the final 
regression model plus ADHD occurrence.

We did the analysis in four stages. First, we imputed 
missing values. Second, we estimated a logit model of 
ADHD incidence with variables describing a child’s 
exposure to the natural environment and rurality. Third, 
we tested whether results were sensitive to our definition 
of ADHD. Fourth, we estimated stratified models on 
subsamples of our data based on key covariates.

We used a backwards stepwise selection process to 
estimate logit models of ADHD incidence, with variables 
dropped from the model using progressively lower p value 

Total sample 
(n=49 956)*

Sex

Female 24 250 (48·5%)

Male 25 705 (51·5%)

Ethnicity†

European 27 876 (56·3%)

Māori 14 149 (28·7%)

Pacific 4208 (8·5%)

Middle Eastern, Latin American, or African‡ 191 (0·4%)

Asian 2652 (5·4%)

Other 281 (0·6%) 

Maternal smoking§

Never 19 832 (50·6%)

Ever 19 324 (49·4%)

Maternal education§

No high-school qualifications 8770 (22·4%)

Some high-school or higher qualifications 30 386 (77·6%)

Birthweight

Low 6061 (12·1%)

Normal or higher 43 894 (87·9%)

Always lived in rural meshblock 3419 (6·8%)

Maternal age at parturition, years¶ 29 (5·7)

Birth order|| 1·49 (0·92)

Number of antibiotic prescriptions in 2005–16 6·17 (7·04)

Mean lifetime NDVI 0·549 (0·091)

Data are n (%) or mean (SD). NDVI=normalised difference vegetation index. 
*In accordance with Integrated Data Infrastructure protocols, all sample sizes have 
been rounded to the nearest multiple of three. †Missing n=598. ‡Aggregate 
ethnicity category used in New Zealand. §Missing n=10 799. ¶Missing n=10 914. 
||Missing n=30.

Table 1: Characteristics of children born in New Zealand in 1998
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thresholds (final threshold p<0·05). For groups of related 
variables (eg, those describing a mother’s socioeconomic 
status), we retained the variable with the lowest p value 
when individually regressed against ADHD. Additionally, 
to avoid including highly collinear combinations of 
variables in models, we estimated simple linear models of 
the number of ADHD prescriptions (results not shown). 
This estimation allowed us to calculate variance-inflation 
factors for all independent variables. If the variance-
inflation factor for any variable exceeded 2·0 in these 
linear models, we did not include it in our logit models. 
Variables not significantly associated with health outcomes 
of interest can still be confounders,35 so we systematically 
reintroduced dropped variables and retained them if they 
induced a 10% or greater change in exposure variables of 
interest. We took care to reintroduce variables that past 
research showed to be associated with ADHD risk.

Finally, to aid interpretation of coefficients, we 
standard ised—by subtracting the mean and dividing by 
the SD—all NDVI variables and the number of antibiotic 
prescriptions.

All data analysis was done using Stata software 
(version 15).

Role of the funding source
This study did not receive any external funding. The 
corresponding author had full access to all the data in the 
study and was responsible for the decision to submit for 
publication.

Results
Of the 57 450 children born in New Zealand in 1998, 
7494 (13·0%) were excluded, and the remaining 
49 956 (87·0%) eligible children were included in the 
sample. Descriptive statistics for the sample are shown in 
table 1. 22 079 (44·2%) children were non-European, 
including 14 149 (28·3%) who were Māori. 3419 (6·8%) 
children had always lived in a rural area, 6061 (12·1%) had 
low birthweight, and 8770 (22·4%), of 39 157 with available 
data, were born to mothers who did not complete high 
school or the equivalent.

After excluding 33 children with missing data on 
covariates that were not imputed, the final analytical 
sample consisted of 49 923 children. Having always lived 
in a rural meshblock (age >2–18 years) was protective 
against ADHD (odds ratio [OR] 0·670, 95% CI 
0·461–0·974), as was increasing minimum NDVI (age 
>2–18 years; 0·834, 0·773–0·901; figure 1, appendix). 
Table 2 shows estimates of the associations of ADHD 
with NDVI and rural living among children born in 
New Zealand in 1998, adjusted for ethnicity, sex, birth 
order, antibiotic use, mother’s smoking status, mother’s 
education, low birthweight, and mother’s age at 
parturition (household income was not significantly 
associated with ADHD; appendix). Splitting minimum 
NDVI into quartiles revealed a possible dose–response 
relationship between minimum greenness and ADHD 

(table 2). We tested several metrics describing whether a 
child moved between an urban and a rural area, or 
between more and less green neighbourhoods, and none 
were significant (appendix).

In contrast to later-life exposure, minimum NDVI in 
early life (prenatal to age 2 years) was not significantly 
associated with ADHD (results not shown), nor were any 
of our measures of mean NDVI (table 2). Maximum 
NDVI (age >2–18 years) was a risk factor for ADHD, but 
this relationship was only significant in the third quartile 
(table 2). Further subdividing later-life exposure was not 
possible because of multicollinearity.

Land cover within a child’s residential meshblock, 
neighbourhood deprivation (NZDep), NO2 concentration, 
and proximity to roads were not signifi cantly associated 
with ADHD. When we re-estimated the reported models 
as simple linear models by replacing the binary dependent 
variable with the number of ADHD prescriptions, none 
of the independent variables had a variance inflation 
factor greater than 2·0 (results not shown). Findings for 
the associations between covariates and ADHD were 
consistent with previous research. Female sex, non-
European ethnicity, and no maternal smoking were 
associated with a reduced risk of ADHD. Low birthweight 
and increasing birth order were associated with an 
increased risk of ADHD (table 2).

0 0·5 1·0 1·5 2·0

Minimum NDVI (>2–18 years of age)

Lived in rural meshblock (>2–18 years of age)

Number of antibiotic prescriptions

Birth order

Low birthweight

Maternal age at parturition

Maternal education: no high-school qualifications

Maternal smoking status: never

Ethnicity: Pacific Islander

Ethnicity: Māori

Ethnicity: Asian

Female

OR

≥1
≥2
≥5
≥10

Number of ADHD drug 
prescriptions

Figure 1: ADHD prevalence among children born in New Zealand in 1998 (n=49 923)* by definition of ADHD
Data are OR (95% CI). Numerical data are provided in the appendix. ADHD definitions consisted of hospital 
diagnosis or one of the following: at least one ADHD drug prescription; at least two ADHD drug prescriptions; 
at least five ADHD drug prescriptions; or at least ten ADHD drug prescriptions. ADHD=attention-deficit 
hyperactivity disorder. NDVI=normalised difference vegetation index. OR=odds ratio. *In accordance with 
Integrated Data Infrastructure protocols, all sample sizes have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three.

See Online for appendix
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The protective effect of NDVI was not sensitive to 
different definitions of ADHD. By contrast, when we 
used a less restrictive definition (one or more ADHD 
drug prescriptions), living in a rural mesh block was not 
significantly associated with ADHD (figure 1 and 
appendix).

In the stratified analysis (figure 2), minimum NDVI 
and rural living had wider CIs than those in the full 
model, which was expected because of the smaller 
sample size within each stratum. The protective effect of 
NDVI was significant for boys but not for girls, and for 
children of European ethnicity but not for those of Māori 
ethnicity. The loss of a significant protective effect of 

NDVI in the female-only model might have, in part, 
occurred because ADHD is less common in girls than in 
boys. Rural living did not show any significant protective 
effects in the subgroup analyses. The OR point estimate 
was slightly lower for children of European ethnicity 
than for those of Māori ethnicity but, in contrast to 
NDVI, was slightly higher (indicating a slightly reduced 
protective effect) for boys than for girls.

We did a post-hoc comparison of the minimum NDVI 
model presented in table 2 (in which imputation was 
used to estimate missing values) to an equivalent model 
that dropped observations with missing values (case-
wise deletion; appendix). The models were consistent, 

Minimum NDVI model Mean NDVI model Maximum NDVI model

OR (95% CI) p value OR (95% CI) p value OR (95% CI) p value

Covariates

Female (vs male) 0·312 (0·269–0·362) <0·001 0·314 (0·270–0·364) <0·001 0·313 (0·270–0·364) <0·001

Ethnicity (vs European)

Asian 0·139 (0·072–0·270) <0·001 0·143 (0·074–0·278) <0·001 0·151 (0·078–0·294) <0·001

Māori 0·458 (0·388–0·539) <0·001 0·451 (0·383–0·532) <0·001 0·450 (0·382–0·531) <0·001

Middle Eastern, Latin American, or African† 0·622 (0·197–1·964) 0·42 0·638 (0·202–2·017) 0·44 0·679 (0·215–2·146) 0·51

Other 0·549 (0·203–1·484) 0·24 0·558 (0·207–1·508) 0·25 0·556 (0·206–1·503) 0·29

Pacific 0·100 (0·059–0·170) <0·001 0·098 (0·058–0·167) <0·001 0·103 (0·06X–0·175) <0·001

Mother’s smoking status: never (vs ever) 0·690 (0·595–0·800) <0·001 0·686 (0·592–0·795) <0·001 0·689 (0·594–0·799) <0·001

Mother’s education: no high-school 
(vs high-school or higher)

1·382 (1·170–1·632) <0·001 1·390 (1·177–1·642) <0·001 1·395 (1·181–1·648) <0·001

Mother’s age at parturition 0·972 (0·960–0·986) <0·001 0·971 (0·958–0·984) <0·001 0·971 (0·958–0·984) <0·001

Low birthweight (vs normal or higher birthweight) 1·459 (1·033–1·725) <0·001 1·454 (1·229–1·720) <0·001 1·455 (1·230–1·722) <0·001

Birth order 1·155 (1·081–1·233) <0·001 1·156 (1·082–1·235) <0·001 1·153 (1·079–1·231) <0·001

Number of antibiotic prescriptions (standardised) 1·295 (1·170–1·433) <0·001 1·286 (1·162–1·424) <0·001 1·289 (1·165–1·427) <0·001

Exposures at >2–18 years of age

Always lived in rural meshblock (vs lived ≥1 year 
in urban meshblock)

0·563 (0·392–0·806) 0·002 0·487 (0·342–0·693) <0·001 0·439 (0·310–0·621) <0·001

Minimum NDVI standardised‡ (vs quartile 1)

Quartile 2 0·841 (0·707–0·999) 0·049 ·· ·· ·· ··

Quartile 3 0·809 (0·680–0·963) 0·017 ·· ·· ·· ··

Quartile 4 0·664 (0·548–0·805) <0·001 ·· ·· ·· ··

Mean NDVI standardised‡ (vs quartile 1)

Quartile 2 ·· ·· 1·045 (0·870–1·256) 0·64 ·· ··

Quartile 3 ·· ·· 1·016 (0·847–1·219) 0·86 ·· ··

Quartile 4 ·· ·· 0·924 (0·766–1·116) 0·41 ·· ··

Maximum NDVI standardised‡ (vs quartile 1)

Quartile 2 ·· ·· ·· ·· 1·065 (0·874–1·296) 0·53

Quartile 3 ·· ·· ·· ·· 1·224 (1·016–1·475) 0·034

Quartile 4 ·· ·· ·· ·· 1·150 (0·953–1·389) 0·15

Models were adjusted for ethnicity, sex, birth order, antibiotic use, mother’s smoking status, mother’s educational level, low birthweight, and mother’s age at parturition. 
Missing data were accounted for by multiple imputation (ten imputations total). NDVI=normalised difference vegetation index. OR=odds ratio. *In accordance with 
Integrated Data Infrastructure protocols, all sample sizes have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three. †Aggregate ethnicity category used in New Zealand. ‡All NDVI 
variables were standardised by subtracting the sample mean and dividing by the SD. 

Table 2: Associations of attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder with sociodemographic and minimum, mean, and maximum greenness (NDVI) among 
children born in New Zealand in 1998 (n=49 923)*
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although the SEs in the case-wise deletion model were 
higher, leading to some loss of significance. In particular, 
the second NDVI quartile was not significantly associated 
with ADHD prevalence in the case-wise deletion model.

Research in other countries has consistently found that 
greenness is positively associated with socioeconomic 
status, which can raise environmental justice concerns. 
To determine whether this is the case in New Zealand, 
we calculated the mean value for minimum NDVI (age 
>2–18 years) for different strata of socioeconomic status 
in the sample (appendix). Consistently with other 
countries, greenness was inversely correlated with socio-
economic status, except in the fourth quartile of 
neighbourhood deprivation. The higher greenness in the 
fourth quartile is probably because rural areas in 
New Zealand are, on average, greener and more socially 
deprived than are urban areas.

Discussion
In a cohort of children born in 1998 in New Zealand, 
increased minimum NDVI exposure and living in a rural 
area in later life (>2–18 years of age) were protective 
against ADHD. The effects of other covariates were 
consistent with previous research. Maximum NDVI in 
later life was associated with an increased risk of ADHD, 
although only in the third quartile. Nonetheless, it is 
possible that above some maximum threshold, greenness 
might be a risk factor for ADHD.

The protective effect of increased minimum greenness 
and the non-significance of mean greenness suggest that 
interventions to increase exposure to greenness that 
focused on the least green areas would be the most 
protective against ADHD. The results suggest that there 
might be a minimum threshold of greenness below 
which children suffer adverse health consequences, 
including an increased risk of developing ADHD. 
However, it is not clear whether this threshold is absolute 
or relative. In addition, as this was a linkage study that 

did not collect biological samples, our results provide no 
insights into the mechanisms linking greenness and 
ADHD. Notably, without access to longitudinal data on a 
child’s lifetime greenness exposure, we would have been 
unable to identify the protective effect of minimum 
greenness. This underlines the values of longitudinal 
databases such as Statistics New Zealand’s IDI.

Before age 2 years, neither exposure to greenness nor 
rural living were protective against ADHD. This might 
be because most children are diagnosed with ADHD 
when they are older than 2 years, or because exposure to 
the natural environment simply moderates current 
symptoms of ADHD rather than protecting against the 
development of ADHD.

Living in a rural area and NDVI were independently, 
and significantly, protective against ADHD in a 
multivariate model, suggesting that NDVI is not merely 
a proxy for rural living. When we restricted our analysis 
to children who had always lived in an urban area, NDVI 
was still protective. Both rural living and greenness 
exposure might partly exert their protective effect 
through increased microbial exposure, as suggested for 
asthma.36 The positive association between number of 
antibiotic prescriptions and ADHD risk supports this 
mechanism. However, higher birth order (having older 
siblings) was also a risk factor for ADHD, and, if 
microbial exposure were the primary mechanism linking 
greenness and ADHD, we would expect having older 
siblings to be protective.

The protective effect of living in a rural area should be 
interpreted with care. Children living in rural areas 
might not have the same access to health care as do 
urban children, so they might be less likely to be 
prescribed drugs to treat ADHD or admitted to hospital 
for ADHD treatment.18 In addition, rural areas are 
significantly greener than urban areas, and, because 
rural meshblocks are larger, meshblock-level exposure is 
subject to greater exposure misclassification. Future 

0·834 (0·773–0·901)  

0·882 (0·756–1·030)  

0·820 (0·751–0·896)  

0·809 (0·740–0·885)  

1·025 (0·751–1·041)  

0·905 (0·591–1·386)  

0·821 (0·749–0·899)  

0·787 (0·705–0·879)  

0·832 (0·720–0·961)

0·670 (0·461–0·974)

0·489 (0·213–1·120)

0·731 (0·480–1·112)

0·668 (0·436–1·025)

0·752 (0·329–1·715)

NA  

NA  

0·721 (0·483–1·076)

0·515 (0·071–3·749)

0 0·5 1·0 1·5 2·0
OR

A Minimum NDVI

OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI)

0 0·5 1·0 1·5 2·0
OR

B Rural living

Full model (n=49 923)

Female (n=24 237)

Male (n=25 686)

Ethnicity: European (n=27870)

Ethnicity: Māori (n=14133)

Always rural (n=3390)

Always urban (n=38205)

Green (n=26148)

Grey (n=26148)

Figure 2: Association of ADHD with minimum NDVI (age >2–18 years) and rural residence for different strata of the full sample (n=49 923)*
Data are OR (95% CI). “Green” denotes children whose minimum NDVI exposure (age >2–18 years) was above the median NDVI value, and “grey” denotes those with 
NDVI values below the median. ADHD=attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder. NDVI=normalised difference vegetation index. OR=odds ratio. *In accordance with 
Integrated Data Infrastructure protocols, all sample sizes have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three.
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research could valuably focus on ascertaining whether 
the observed protective effect of rural living is an artifact 
of health-care access. If not, it would be useful to identify 
the elements of rural living that are most protective 
against ADHD.

Our study had several limitations. First, as a single 
observational study, we were unable to establish a causal 
link between greenness and ADHD. Second, because we 
used coarse overall greenness metrics, we could not 
conclude which elements of the natural environment are 
most protective. For example, NDVI cannot distinguish 
between the effects of highly maintained parks and 
natural green areas. Improvements in remote-sensing 
technology (notably, Lidar) will allow future studies to 
use more sophisticated exposure metrics that will help 
design, and target, effective green public health 
interventions. Third, we did not have access to data on 
ADHD diagnoses by primary care doctors, although we 
did have detailed hospitalisation and prescription data, 
and the results were not sensitive to different definitions 
of ADHD. However, the 2% prevalence of ADHD in our 
study was at the lower bound of the reported 2–5% 
prevalence in New Zealand, and was below the global 
prevalence of 7·2%. Therefore, we probably under-
estimated the true prevalence of ADHD in New Zealand. 
Children who were diagnosed with ADHD but not 
treated using drugs or diagnosed while in hospital were 
not included in our sample. This undercounting might 
be an issue especially in rural areas, where getting 
medical care and filling prescriptions can be more 
difficult. In addition, our definition of ADHD involved 
multiple prescriptions or a hospital diagnosis, which 
occurred at several points in time. Therefore, in some 
cases, our exposure measures include time periods after 
diagnosis. This is another potential source of classifi-
cation error. Finally, exposure metrics were based on 
residential meshblock rather than residential address, 
which introduces measurement error, especially in 
sparsely populated rural areas with large meshblocks. 
Restricting the analyses to more populated urban areas 
(thus reducing measurement error) strengthened rather 
than weakened the association (figure 2), suggesting 
that measure ment error was unlikely to explain the 
significant inverse association between increased 
minimum green ness and ADHD. In addition, we had 
no information on how long children spent outside, the 
activities they engaged in, or the amount of screen 
time they were exposed to, which might result in 
measurement error.

In conclusion, in this longitudinal study of the 
relationship between natural environment exposure and 
ADHD, rurality and increased minimum greenness 
were strongly and independently associated with a 
reduced risk of ADHD. Exposing children to the natural 
environment might moderate the symptoms of ADHD, 
and increasing a child’s minimum greenness exposure 
might provide the greatest increment of protection.

For Statistics New Zealand see 
https://www.stats.govt.nz
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Since the pioneering work of Roger Ulrich1—who found that 
patients with a view of a natural scene recovered more quickly 
from surgery—research has shown that exposure to the natural 

environment is associated with a wide range of beneficial health out-
comes, including lower mortality2,3, higher birth weight2–6, reduced 
risk of cardiovascular disease7 and improved mental health8,9. 
However, most studies have used a cross-sectional study design that 
measured the natural environment and health outcomes at the same 
point in time. This is a major limitation, as the health consequences 
of environmental exposures often do not manifest immediately10, 
and timing of exposure across the life course may strongly affect 
the outcome, with the first few years of life believed to be particu-
larly critical11. In addition, past studies have relied heavily on a sin-
gle measure of overall greenness called the normalized difference 
vegetation index (NDVI), which is typically derived from satellite 
imagery. However, markedly different landscapes can have similar 
NDVI values, so the use of NDVI has limited researchers’ capacity 
to determine which aspects of the natural environment provide the 
greatest public-health benefits.

Several recent studies suggest that exposure to the natural envi-
ronment may be protective of asthma, although the evidence is 
mixed12. Asthma is a chronic health condition that affects 334 mil-
lion people worldwide and its prevalence is increasing13. Although 
asthma treatment has improved, it is not effective for all asthmat-
ics, and there is no cure. In addition, there are limited public-health 
interventions that can reduce asthma risk, and these interventions 
are often difficult to implement. Therefore, there is considerable 
interest in understanding how exposure to the natural environment 
may protect against asthma and in identifying what specific aspects 
of the natural environment afford the most protection.

An ecological study in 42 health catchment areas in New York 
City14 showed that areas with more street trees within 1 square kilo-
metre had lower rates of asthma among 4–5 year olds, but there 
was no relationship between tree density and hospitalizations for 
asthma. A follow-up study15, using individual-level data from 549 

African American and Dominican children, who lived in socially 
deprived neighbourhoods in New York City, found that tree cover 
was not protective of asthma. Furthermore, more trees within 250 m 
of the prenatal address was a risk factor for allergic sensitization.

In a 10-year follow-up study of a large (n =  65,000) birth cohort 
in Vancouver, British Columbia16, it was found that greenness was 
protective of early-life asthma, but not of school-age asthma. The 
authors measured greenness using NDVI. The results held after 
controlling for air pollution and proximity to major roads. A study17 
on greenness (measured using NDVI) and asthma rates in 14 met-
ropolitan statistical areas in Texas found no association, although 
this may be an artefact of the ecological study design and small 
sample size.

A study18 in 3,178 9–12 year olds in Sabadell, Spain, found no 
relationship between greenness around a child’s residential address 
(NDVI in buffers of 100 m to 1,000 m) and asthma. However, chil-
dren who lived closer to a park were at greater risk, which the 
authors speculate may be because parks in Catalonia have more 
non-native species than other green areas.

A recent cross-sectional study19 in Australia, not focused exclu-
sively on asthma, examined the relationship between the natural 
environment and rates of hospital admission for respiratory disease 
in local government areas. They found that multiple measures of the 
natural environment were protective of a respiratory disease.

One reason for the observed inconsistent association between 
the natural environment and asthma may be that NDVI is a rela-
tively coarse measure of greenness: different plants can have similar 
spectral profiles. In addition, most studies only measured greenness 
at one point in time and a single measure is unlikely to accurately 
represent a child’s lifetime exposure. Indeed, using a one-point-in-
time measure may result in systematic measurement error as dem-
onstrated previously by Brokamp et al.20. The authors tracked all 
the residential addresses (from birth to age 7) of a cohort of 613 
children in Cincinnati, OH, and showed that, across time, children 
moved to less socially deprived, greener neighbourhoods, with 

Vegetation diversity protects against childhood 
asthma: results from a large New Zealand birth 
cohort
Geoffrey H. Donovan   1,2*, Demetrios Gatziolis2, Ian Longley3 and Jeroen Douwes1

We assessed the association between the natural environment and asthma in 49,956 New Zealand children born in 1998 and 
followed up until 2016 using routinely collected data. Children who lived in greener areas, as measured by the normalized 
difference vegetation index, were less likely to be asthmatic: a 1 s.d. increase in normalized difference vegetation index was 
associated with a 6.0% (95% CI 1.9–9.9%) lower risk of asthma. Vegetation diversity was also protective: a 1 s.d. increase in 
the number of natural land-cover types in a child’s residential meshblock was associated with a 6.7% (95% CI 1.5–11.5%) lower 
risk. However, not all land-cover types were protective. A 1 s.d. increase in the area covered by gorse (Ulex europaeus) or exotic 
conifers, both non-native, low-biodiversity land-cover types, was associated with a 3.2% (95% CI 0.0–6.0%) and 4.2% (95% 
CI 0.9–7.5%) increased risk of asthma, respectively. The results suggest that exposure to greenness and vegetation diversity 
may be protective of asthma.
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less traffic-related air pollution. In addition, they found that resi-
dential greenness affected the probability that a child would move. 
Therefore, a child’s birth address, for example, would systematically 
underestimate lifetime greenness exposure. The problem of using 
a one-point-in-time greenness measure may be compounded by 
differential responses to the natural environment across a child’s 
life course. Other methodological limitations that may have con-
tributed to inconsistent results include small sample size, ecological 
study design and inadequate control for other risk factors.

The mechanisms linking greenness and asthma remain unclear, 
but may include improved air quality21, reduced stress22 and 
increased physical activity23. In addition, the relationship between 
greenness and asthma may be partly explained by the hygiene 
hypothesis: exposure to the natural environment may increase 
microbial exposure, resulting in improved immune function, and 
subsequent decreased risk of immunoglobulin E-mediated allergic 
diseases, such as allergic asthma24.

We address the limitations and inconsistencies of the avail-
able literature by assessing the association between asthma and 
the natural environment in a large (n =  49,956) New Zealand 
birth cohort followed for 18 years. We make use of a uniquely 
rich source of longitudinal, individual-level data: the integrated 
data infrastructure (IDI) maintained by Statistics New Zealand25. 
The IDI consists of multiple datasets describing drug prescrip-
tions and hospitalizations, education and benefits, criminal 
justice, social deprivation, population (births, deaths and immi-
gration), income and work, and residential history, all linked by 
a common ID number for each individual for the majority of the  
New Zealand population.

results
Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for selected exposures and 
covariates.

Table 2 shows associations between exposure to the natural envi-
ronment and asthma prevalence. Model 1 accounts for overall green-
ness; model 2 accounts for overall greenness plus vegetation diversity 
(number of land cover types); model 3 accounts for overall greenness, 
vegetation diversity and exposure to specific land-cover types.

Mean greenness across a child’s life course (prenatal to 18) was 
protective of asthma: a 1 s.d. increase in mean lifetime NDVI in a 
child’s residential meshblock was associated with a 6.0% (95% CI 
1.9–9.9%) lower risk of asthma. Vegetation diversity was also pro-
tective of asthma: a 1 s.d. increase in the mean lifetime number of 
natural land-cover types in a child’s residential meshblock was asso-
ciated with a 6.7% (95% CI 1.5–11.5%) reduction in asthma risk. 
In contrast, two land-cover types were a risk factor for asthma. A 1 
s.d. increase in mean lifetime exposure to gorse (Ulex europaeus) in 
a child’s residential meshblock was associated with a 3.2% (95% CI 
0.0–6.0%) increase in asthma risk, and a 1 s.d. increase in mean life-
time exposure to exotic conifers in a child’s residential meshblock 
was associated with a 4.2% (95% CI 0.9–7.5%) increased risk. The 
percentage risk reduction was calculated by subtracting the hazard 
ratio from 1 and multiplying by 100 (if the hazard ratio is greater 
than 1, then this translates into an increase in risk). For example, 
the hazard ratio on mean lifetime NDVI in model 3 is 0.940, so the 
percentage risk reduction is 6%.

The protective effect of lifetime NDVI exposure was attenuated 
by controlling for the number of natural land-cover types (model 
2) and further attenuated by controlling for exposure to gorse and 
exotic conifers (model 3). In contrast, controlling for gorse and 
exotic conifers increased the protective effect of the number of natu-
ral land-cover types (model 3). Meshblock size was included in all 
models, so number of land-cover types is not simply a proxy for 
larger meshblocks.

Consistent with previous research, we found that girls are less 
likely to have asthma than boys. Asian and Māori children had 
higher rates of asthma than Europeans, whereas Pacific Island chil-
dren had lower rates. Underweight or premature birth, the number 

Table 1 | sample descriptive statistics (n =  49,956)*

Variable Mean s.d.

Ethnicity: European white (%) 55.8 49.7

Ethnicity: Māori (%) 28.3 45.1

Ethnicity: Pacific (%) 8.4 27.8

Ethnicity: Asian (%) 5.3 22.4

Ethnicity: MELAA† (%) 0.38 6.2

Ethnicity: other (%) 0.56 7.8

Father’s age in 1998 32 6.4

Mother’s age in 1998 29 5.7

Father no high-school qualifications (%) 27.6 44.7

Mother no high-school qualifications (%) 22.4 41.7

Father never smoked (%) 53.3 49.9

Mother never smoked (%) 50.6 50.0

Number of antibiotic scripts (2005–2016) 6.2 7.0

Born before 37 weeks gestational age (%) 6.0 23.8

Number of siblings 1.5 1.5

Always lived in a rural meshblock (%) 6.8 25.3

Mean lifetime land cover: built (%) 29.3 13.5

Mean lifetime land cover: agricultural (%) 10.8 12.8

Mean lifetime land cover: forest (%) 3.8 5.2

Mean lifetime land cover: water (%) 0.89 2.3

Mean lifetime land cover: non-native conifer (%) 1.3 4.4

Mean lifetime land cover: gorse (%) 0.37 2.5

Mean lifetime NDVI 0.549 0.091

*Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three. 
†Aggregate ethnicity category used in New Zealand denoting Middle Eastern, Latin American or 
African (MELAA) ethnicity.

Female

Mother never smoked

Mother no high-school qualifications

Low birth weight

Premature birth

Number of antibiotic scripts

Number of children in family

Meshblock area

Always lived in rural meshblock
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Exotic conifer
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1.4 1.6
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Fig. 1 | Odds ratio plots of asthma prevalence among children born in New 
Zealand in 1998 (n = 39,108). Four different definitions of asthma: four or 
more asthma scripts or hospital diagnosis; seven or more asthma scripts 
or hospital diagnosis; ten or more asthma scripts or hospital diagnosis; 
hospital diagnosis only. Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes have been 
rounded to the nearest multiple of three.
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of antibiotic prescriptions and having a mother who did not receive 
any high-school qualifications also increased the risk of asthma. 
In contrast, a mother who never smoked and more siblings were 

protective of asthma. Always having lived in a rural meshblock was 
also protective of asthma although not at conventional significance 
levels (Table 2). Finally, neither road density nor mean annual nitro-
gen dioxide concentration were significantly associated with asthma.

To ensure that the results were not an artefact of our asthma defi-
nition, we repeated the analysis using three other definitions (Fig. 1;  
for scaling reasons, we excluded ethnicity from the figure). With 
the exception of the hospital-only definition of asthma, the asso-
ciations between asthma, NDVI, number of land-cover types, gorse 
and exotic conifers were not sensitive to asthma definition.

Splitting greenness exposure into early (prenatal to age 2) and 
later-life exposure (age 2+ ) reduced the magnitude and significance 
of the association between NDVI and asthma, but both NDVI 
measures remained significant suggesting that greenness may be 
protective of asthma throughout a child’s life course (Fig. 2). The 
association between asthma and number of land-cover types, gorse 
and exotic conifers became statistically insignificant when stratified 
into early- and late-life exposure, most likely because of a reduced 
number of children in each stratum and the collinearity of early- 
and late-life exposures.

Figure 3 shows associations among asthma, mean lifetime NDVI 
and mean lifetime number of natural land-cover types for different 
strata of the sample (asthma was defined as seven or more prescrip-
tions or hospital diagnosis). Both NDVI and the number of land-
cover types were more protective for children who had always lived 
in an urban area. Note that children who always lived in a rural area 
had significantly higher lifetime exposure to greenness (Fig. 4).  
NDVI was also more protective when the analysis was restricted to 
children living in more socially deprived neighbourhoods (mean 

Table 2 | Logit regression results of asthma prevalence among children born in New Zealand in 1998 (n =  39,108)†,‡

Variables Model 1 (NDVI) Model 2 (NDVI plus number of  
land cover types)

Model 3 (NDVI plus number and 
type of land cover)

Odds ratios 95% CI Odds ratios 95% CI Odds ratios 95% CI

Female 0.692*** 0.653–0.734 0.693*** 0.653–0.734 0.691*** 0.652–0.733

ethnicity (european white excluded)
Asian 1.386*** 1.215–1.582 1.381*** 1.210–1.576 1.381*** 1.210–1.576

Māori 1.233*** 1.147–1.324 1.231*** 1.146–1.322 1.232*** 1.147–1.323

MELAA§ 1.119 0.603–2.077 1.116 0.601–2.070 1.122 0.605–2.082

Pacific 1.01 0.680–1.500 1.011 0.681–1.502 1.012 0.681–1.504

Other 0.863** 0.762–0.976 0.857** 0.757–0.970 0.856** 0.756–0.969

Mother never smoked 0.947* 0.890–1.007 0.947* 0.890–1.008 0.947* 0.890–1.007

Mother no high-school 
qualification

1.129*** 1.052–1.212 1.127*** 1.050–1.210 1.128*** 1.051–1.211

Low birth weight 1.167*** 1.059–1.287 1.167*** 1.059–1.286 1.165*** 1.057–1.285

Premature birth 1.260*** 1.107–1.435 1.260*** 1.107–1.435 1.259*** 1.106–1.434

Number of antibiotic scripts 1.084*** 1.080–1.088 1.084*** 1.080–1.088 1.084*** 1.080–1.089

Number of children in family 0.949*** 0.929–0.971 0.949*** 0.928–0.970 0.949*** 0.929–0.971

Always lived in a rural meshblock 0.853** 0.738–0.985 0.886 0.761–1.032 0.896 0.770–1.044

Mean lifetime NDVI (standardized) 0.919*** 0.888–0.951 0.938*** 0.899–0.978 0.940*** 0.901–0.981

Meshblock area (standardized) 1.021 0.992–1.051 1.032** 1.000–1.064 1.034** 1.002–1.067

Number of natural land-cover 
types (standardized)

0.96 0.913–1.009 0.933** 0.885–0.985

Exotic conifer land cover 
(standardized)

1.042** 1.009–1.075

Gorse land cover (standardized) 1.032** 1.004–1.060

***P <  0.01, ** P <  0.05, * P <  0.1. †Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three. ‡The sample size in our regression model was lower than the full sample 
because of missing data. Variables derived from the 2013 census (education and smoking status) accounted for the majority of missing values. §Aggregate ethnicity category used in New Zealand denoting 
Middle Eastern, Latin American or African ethnicity.
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Fig. 2 | Odds ratio plots of asthma prevalence among children born in New 
Zealand in 1998 (39,108). Exposure to greenness represented as either 
mean lifetime NDVI (above dotted line) or split into early- and late-life 
exposure (below the dotted line). Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes 
have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three.*For clarity, only the 
coefficients on NDVI are shown.
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lifetime NZDep score ≥ 6). The protective effect of NDVI was stron-
ger in the high-NDVI group than the low-NDVI group. In contrast, 
the protective effect of number of land-cover types was higher in the 
low-NDVI group (Fig. 3).

Discussion
In a large cohort of children born in 1998, we found that expo-
sure to greenness was associated with a significantly lower risk of 
developing asthma and exposure to a greater number of natural 
land-cover types provided an additional increment of protection. 
To our knowledge, this is the first longitudinal study showing that 
vegetation diversity can protect against a specific adverse health 
outcome, and supports recent findings of an ecological study in 
Australia19 that biodiversity may protect against respiratory dis-
ease. In contrast, exposure to gorse and exotic conifers was a risk 
factor for asthma. The effects on asthma of gender, ethnicity, edu-
cation, smoking and adverse birth outcomes were consistent with 
previous research.

The reasons for the observed protective effects of exposure to 
greenness and vegetation diversity are unclear, but we found no 
evidence that the relationship is mediated by reduced air pollution. 
Instead, we hypothesize that the natural environment may protect 
against asthma through greater and more diverse microbial expo-
sure. Past research supports a mediating role for microbial biodi-
versity. Specifically, children living in more biodiverse areas have 
skin bacteria with greater genetic diversity and a reduced preva-
lence of atopic sensitization26. This is consistent with the hygiene 
hypothesis, which posits that reduced early-childhood exposure 
to microbes increases children’s susceptibility to allergic diseases 
such as asthma, through a biased T-helper 2 immune response27. 
Our findings are also consistent with research suggesting that envi-
ronmental microbial diversity in farm environments may underlie 
the lower prevalence of asthma in children growing up on a farm28. 
Alternatively, ecological diversity (including plant and microbial 
species) may itself be protective through currently unknown bio-
logical mechanisms.

Number of land-cover types and plant biodiversity are posi-
tively correlated but not in a linear or systematic fashion, as plant 
diversity varies considerably across land-cover types. Nonetheless, 
our results are suggestive of a link between plant biodiversity and 
asthma. However, it is unlikely that all plants provide the same pro-
tection. Indeed, several plants species are known to provoke asthma 
in susceptible people. Therefore, future research could valuably 

focus on identifying which plants provide the greatest protection 
against childhood asthma.

We found that early- and late-life exposure to greenness were 
equally protective of asthma, which suggests that the relationship 
between asthma and the natural environment is not solely medi-
ated by the hygiene hypothesis (the hygiene hypothesis is often 
associated with early-life exposure). However, although early life 
is a critical period for many environmental exposures (including 
those associated with the hygiene hypothesis)29, later-life expo-
sures can also protect against asthma30. Other factors that may 
mediate the relationship between the natural environment and 
asthma include reduced stress31 and increased physical activity32, 
although this could not be assessed from our data. In addition, 
increased greenness and vegetation diversity may encourage chil-
dren to spend more time outside, which would increase microbial 
exposure and also reduce exposure to indoor allergens. Also, it 
is possible that a more complex outdoor ecosystem may increase 
the diversity of the indoor microbiota, which in turn may protect 
against childhood asthma.

Other results support a role for the hygiene hypothesis in medi-
ating the relationship between the natural environment and child-
hood asthma. Specifically, we found that having more siblings was 
protective of asthma and past research has shown that more siblings 
increase a child’s microbial exposure33. Similarly, we found that anti-
biotic use was a risk factor for asthma, and past research has shown 
that antibiotics reduce gut microbial diversity, which has been 
shown to be associated with allergic sensitization and asthma34. 
However, the association between antibiotic use and asthma may 
also be due to the infections (particularly respiratory infections) 
that prompted antibiotic use35.

Exposure to gorse and exotic conifers was a risk factor for child-
hood asthma, which may be due to the low biodiversity of these 
land-cover types. Radiata pine (Pinus radiata), the most common 
exotic conifer in New Zealand, is the country’s dominant commer-
cial tree species. Plantations are typically managed as monocul-
tures on short rotations and herbicides are often used to manage 
competing vegetation, which further reduces biodiversity. Gorse 
(Ulex europaeus), in contrast, is not a commercially valuable spe-
cies. Indeed, gorse can significantly reduce the productivity of New 
Zealand agricultural land, because it is highly evolved to aggres-
sively colonize recently disturbed landscapes. Native New Zealand 
plants did not evolve in competition with gorse, so it has rapidly 
spread often reducing the biodiversity of affected landscapes36. The 
negative effect of gorse on biodiversity is consistent with the effect 
of other successful invasive plants on the biodiversity of native 
landscapes37.

NDVI Land-cover types

Full model (n = 39,138)

NZDep<6 (n = 22,041)

NZDep> = 6 (n = 17,094)

European (n = 24,054)

Maori (n = 9,936)

Pacific Islander (n = 2,577)

Female (n = 19,053)
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Urban, high NDVI (n = 14,880)
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Fig. 3 | Odds ratio plot of asthma prevalence in different strata of children 
born in New Zealand in 1998. Asthma defined as seven or more asthma 
scripts or hospital diagnosis. Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes have 
been rounded to the nearest multiple of three.
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Fig. 4 | standardized, mean lifetime NDVI for children who always lived 
in a rural meshblock (n = 3,420) versus children who always lived in an 
urban meshblock (n = 38,229).  Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes 
have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three.
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There may be other reasons why both species are risk factors for 
asthma. In particular, radiata pine pollens, as well as several other 
species in the Pinus genus, are a well-documented source of allergen 
exposure in New Zealand that can provoke respiratory symptoms 
in sensitized individuals (less is known about the allergic potential 
of gorse)38. Results suggest that the allergic potential of these two 
low-biodiversity land-cover types outweigh any protective effect 
they may offer. This may be because the protective effects of these 
landscapes are unusually low or, alternatively, gorse and radiata pine 
may provoke a more potent allergic response than other land-cover 
types. It is notable that other low-biodiversity natural landscapes 
(exotic grassland, for example) were not risk factors for asthma 
(results not shown).

Previous studies have also found that non-native vegetation may 
be a risk factor for asthma. For example, children who lived close to 
a park in Sabadell, Spain, were at greater risk of developing child-
hood asthma18. The authors note that parks in Catalonia have more 
exotic plants than native landscapes and that these exotic plants may 
be responsible for the higher rates of asthma near parks. Perhaps 
the particular exotic plant species used in parks in Catalonia are 
more allergenic. Alternatively, it is possible that some of the parks 
in Catalonia—sports playing fields, for example—are less biodi-
verse, and this lower biodiversity is at least partly responsible for the 
increased asthma risk rather than the higher proportion of exotic 
plants, per se. However, low biodiversity is unlikely to be the sole 
reason for the observed increased asthma risk, as some parks have 
higher biodiversity than surrounding urban areas39.

In our stratified analyses, NDVI and number of land-cover 
types were generally protective of asthma, although there was some 
(inevitable) loss of significance. Both were more protective, when 
we restricted our analysis to children who had always lived in an 
urban area, which suggests that greenness and vegetation diversity 
may provide greater protection to urban children, and more green-
ness is not simply a proxy for living in a rural area. NDVI was also 
more protective for children who lived in more socially deprived 
neighbourhoods. This finding is consistent with past research that 
found a stronger association between greenness and health among 
people with lower socio-economic status4,40. In addition, NDVI was 
more protective in meshblocks with above average NDVI, which 
is consistent with previous research showing that greenness was 
only protective of health above a minimum threshold6. In contrast, 
number of land-cover types was most protective in areas with below 
average NDVI. This suggests that, in low-greenness areas, vegeta-
tion diversity may act as a substitute for greenness. Therefore, in 
densely populated areas, where there are limited options for increas-
ing overall greenness, it may be possible to increase the protective 
effect of the natural environment by increasing vegetation diversity.

This is a longitudinal study of the relationship between the natu-
ral environment and asthma. Significant strengths include the large 
number of study subjects followed from birth, the multiple mea-
sures of exposure to the natural environment used and the ability 
to assess this relationship at different life stages. Previous (cross-
sectional) studies were often relatively small and used only one or 
two coarse measures of exposure to the natural environment, which 
may not adequately capture the complex relationship between the 
natural environment and public-health outcomes. This is especially 
true, if some elements of the natural environment protect against a 
health outcome, whereas others may be risk factors. For example, 
we found that always living in a rural area was protective of asthma 
when we did not control for vegetation diversity. However, the asso-
ciation lost significance when we included the number of natural 
land-cover types in the model, which suggests that rural living is, at 
least in part, a proxy for vegetation diversity. Similarly, the associa-
tion between asthma and the number of land-cover types increased 
in magnitude and significance when we controlled for gorse and 
exotic conifers. The use of coarse exposure measures may, therefore, 

partially explain why previous studies have not found a consistent 
relationship between the natural environment and asthma. Our 
study also has several limitations. This is an observational study, 
so we were not able to show a causal link between greenness and 
asthma. In addition, our exposures were based on residential mesh-
blocks rather than children’s addresses. For small urban meshblocks, 
meshblock-level greenness may be a reasonable approximation 
of residential exposure, but in rural areas, our use of meshblock-
level exposure is likely to have introduced non-trivial measurement 
errors. Finally, our definitions of asthma were based on prescrip-
tions and hospital diagnoses and, therefore, may be influenced by 
access to healthcare and cultural issues.

In conclusion, this large longitudinal birth cohort study has 
shown, for the first time, that exposure to greenness and vegetation 
diversity may be protective of asthma. If true, and when biologi-
cal mechanisms are better understood, this would help inform the 
design of public-health interventions to reduce the global burden of 
childhood asthma.

Methods
Study population. We identified our study population and obtained data 
on outcomes and covariates from Statistics New Zealand’s Integrated Data 
Infrastructure (IDI), which is a collection of national individual-level datasets 
joined by a common ID. Currently, it holds 166 billion pieces of information in 
datasets describing health, education and benefits, criminal justice, population 
(births, deaths and immigration), income and work, and housing (social-housing 
use and tenancy bond data)25. The IDI has a central spine to which individual 
datasets (hospital discharges, for example) are linked. This spine is based on data 
from the Inland Revenue Department, births and visa applications and covers 
almost 95% of New Zealand residents41. Individual datasets have been added to 
IDI over time, so the coverage of the data varies. The datasets we used had the 
following temporal range: births and deaths (1840 to present), census (2013), 
pharmaceutical (2005 to present), hospital discharges (1988 to present) and 
immigration (1997 to present).

Our IDI-based sample consisted of all children born in New Zealand in 1998 
(n =  57,451). After removing children without an address history, multiple births 
and children who died or emigrated before age 18, the sample was reduced  
to 49,956.

This study was assessed as low risk by Massey University Ethics Committee 
(#4000017243) and was approved by Statistics New Zealand (MAA2017-11).

Outcomes. We identified children with asthma using pharmacy and hospital-
discharge records. We defined asthma on the basis of two criteria: (1) a diagnosis 
of asthma in hospital (ICD-10 codes J45 or J46); or (2) having received seven or 
more prescriptions for inhaled corticosteroids or an inhaled beta-adrenoceptor 
agonist between 2005 and 2016. We chose seven or more prescriptions, as this 
corresponded to an asthma prevalence rate of 14.4%, which closely matches the 
15.1% prevalence of childhood asthma in New Zealand42. To assess whether results 
were sensitive to our definition of asthma, we used three other definitions in 
our analysis: four or more asthma prescription or hospital diagnosis (prevalence 
19.0%), ten or more asthma prescriptions or hospital diagnosis (prevalence 9.4%) 
and only hospital diagnosis (prevalence 5.1%).

Residential history. IDI provides residential history for each individual based on 
residential meshblock, which is the smallest geographic unit for which Statistics 
New Zealand reports data. On average, 95 people live in a meshblock (46,637 
meshblocks nationally in 2013). Residential history is derived from multiple 
sources and algorithms are used to resolve conflicts based on the reliability of 
data sources. The accuracy of a person’s residential history, therefore, depends 
upon these algorithms and the frequency with which addresses are updated. 
Children don’t interact as frequently with bureaucratic systems as adults, so we 
used the residential history of a child’s mother to supplement a child’s residential 
history, if both shared the same address. Specifically, we assumed that mother and 
child lived together, if, for years when residential history was available for both, 
their residential meshblock matched more than half the time. We also used the 
mother’s residential history to determine the child’s prenatal meshblock. Finally, 
we classified each meshblock as either rural or urban based on definitions from 
the 2013 Census. The mean area for an urban meshblock is 20.4 hectares and the 
mean area for a rural meshblock is 2,498 hectares. The mean area of an urban 
meshblock is equal to the area of a circle with a 255 m radius, which is equivalent, 
or somewhat smaller, than the buffers used in previous studies of asthma and the 
natural environment15,18,43.

Environmental exposures. We used two external data sources to describe 
exposure to the natural environment at the meshblock level, which we linked to 
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IDI data. The NDVI is a greenness index (bounded by − 1 and 1) derived from 
satellite imagery. Specifically, we used maximum annual NDVI (1998–2016) 
derived from Landsat imagery archives (30 m resolution)44. The NDVI was 
calculated at the top of the atmosphere, so all atmospheric effects were normalized 
(the atmosphere-induced noise embedded in the satellite signal has been largely 
removed). Using these data, we calculated the mean NDVI for each meshblock 
for each year from 1998 to 2016. We also used the 2012 Land-Cover Database, 
produced by Landcare Research New Zealand, which categorizes all land cover 
in New Zealand into one of 35 classes (Supplementary Table 1). We calculated 
the proportion of each meshblock covered by each of the land-cover classes. As 
measures of vegetation diversity, we calculated the total number of natural land-
cover types present in each meshblock, the number of native land-cover types 
present in each meshblock and the number of non-native land-cover types present 
in each meshblock (Supplementary Table 1). In contrast to NDVI, we only had 
access to land-cover data from 2001, 2008 and 2012. However, the classification 
schemes were not consistent across the three years. In addition, when we compared 
2008 and 2012 data, we found that the net area of New Zealand that changed 
from one land class to another was only 0.903%. Therefore, we used 2012 data to 
represent land cover throughout the study period. Finally, to ensure that exposure 
measures were not confounded by meshblock size, we included meshblock area in 
regression models.

We used two measures of air pollution. First, to estimate exposure to traffic-
related air pollution, we calculated the length of major roads in each meshblock 
using data from Land Information New Zealand45. We first calculated the length of 
roads in each meshblock and then converted from a linear to a planar and finally 
to a raster representation relying on the number of lanes present in each road 
segment and an estimate of the mean lane width (3.5 m). The latter was obtained 
by randomly selecting 500 locations on the road network, stratified across lane 
number classes, where width was measured manually using overlays with high-
resolution imagery from Google Maps.

In addition to road density, we used data on mean annual nitrogen dioxide 
concentration at the meshblock level developed by the National Institute of 
Water and Atmospheric Research. These nitrogen dioxide estimates are based 
on the sum of two semi-empirical models: an urban background estimate and 
a local increment from nearby roads. The urban background model is based on 
observational data from 41 locations in Greater Wellington, 15 in Hamilton, 
3 in Auckland, 2 in Christchurch and 1 site each from a further 10 towns. The 
roadside increment model is based on data from 19 sites alongside major roads  
in central Auckland and predicts additional nitrogen dioxide as a function of 
traffic volume weighted by the proportion of that meshblock that lies within  
the road’s influence.

We merged these exposure estimates with children’s residential history to create 
exposure estimates for each year of a child’s life, early life (prenatal to age 2), late 
life (age 2+ ) and lifetime mean (prenatal to age 18).

Covariates. We used IDI data to control for a range of variables that previous 
research has shown to be associated with childhood asthma including being born 
prematurely or low birth weight46, antibiotic use47, parental smoking48, ethnicity42, 
birth order and number of siblings49, and parental occupation50. Using birth 
records, we identified children whose birth weight was below the 15th percentile51 
based on their ethnicity and gender (the reference population was all New Zealand 
births from 1993 to 2003); children born before 37 weeks’ gestational age; ethnicity 
of children and parents; parents’ occupations; parents’ ages; birth order; and 
number of siblings. Using prescription data, we identified the number of asthma 
and antibiotic prescriptions dispensed to each child from 2005 to 2016. Parental 
smoking and education level were specified using 2013 Census data. Note that 
parental education may vary across the study period (2005–2016) but was only 
measured in 2013.

To account for the social conditions within a child’s residential meshblock, 
we used NZDep, which is a well-validated social deprivation index based on nine 
census variables52. The index ranks meshblocks into deciles from 1 (least deprived) 
to 10 (most deprived).

Statistical analysis. We used a three-stage modelling approach. First, we estimated 
a logit model of asthma occurrence at the individual level accounting for a 
child’s overall greenness exposure as measured by the NDVI (model 1). Asthma 
occurrence was defined using pharmacy and hospital records (see Outcomes). 
We controlled for roads, air pollution, ethnicity, gender, birth outcomes, parents’ 
occupation, parents’ education, parents’ smoking status, antibiotic use, number of 
siblings, meshblock size and birth order. Second, we added variables describing 
the diversity of a child’s greenness exposure (number of natural land-cover types 
in a child’s residential meshblock) (model 2). Third, we added variables describing 
a child’s exposure to specific land-cover types (model 3). To allow for a consistent 
comparison of regression coefficients, all continuous variables describing the 
natural environment were standardized by subtracting the mean and dividing by 
the standard deviation. Although our data were longitudinal, we estimated a cross-
sectional logit model. We created average exposures (NDVI, for example) over 
three different periods of a child’s life: prenatal to age 18, prenatal to age 2 and age 
2+  to age 18.

Within each modelling stage, we used a backwards stepwise model selection 
process. Variables were dropped from the model using progressively lower P-value 
thresholds. For groups of correlated variables (those describing parents’ education, 
for example), we used the variable with the lowest P-value when individually 
regressed against asthma. To avoid including highly correlated variables in 
the same model, we consulted a correlation coefficient matrix of all candidate 
variables. To avoid more complex patterns of multicollinearity, we calculated the 
variance inflation factor of all independent variables in simple linear models in 
which the dependent variable was the number of asthma prescriptions a child 
received rather than a binary definition of asthma. We systematically reintroduced 
insignificant variables and retained them, if the coefficients on variables of interest 
changed by more than 10%53.

Reporting Summary. Further information on experimental design is available in 
the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Code availability. All code used in the analysis is available from the authors

Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available 
from Statistics New Zealand but restrictions apply to the availability of these data, 
which were used under license for the current study and accessed via a secure 
data laboratory, and so are not publicly available. Access to these data is, however, 
available from Statistics New Zealand upon request.
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4.   Randomization
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group allocation during data collection and/or analysis.
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H I G H L I G H T S

• Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is
the world's most common pediatric
cancer.

• Exposure to plant diversity is associated
with a reduced risk of ALL in a dose-
dependent fashion.

• The protective effect of plant diversity
may be mediated by changes in the
microbiome.
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The biodiversity hypothesis posits that declining biodiversity may be responsible, at least in part, for the global
increase in immune diseases. However, few studies have been able to demonstrate a link between exposure to
biodiversity and specific health outcomes. We test whether exposure to plant diversity protects against child-
hood acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) by promoting immune maturation. Our sample consisted of all chil-
dren born in New Zealand from 1998 to 2013 (n = 899,126; 264 ALL cases), which we followed from birth to
age five. We calculated plant-diversity metrics using the Global Biodiversity Information Facility, which contains
over two million geocoded plant records in New Zealand. Consistent with previous research, children who had
always lived in an urban area, or who had an older mother, were at greater risk for ALL, whereas children with
older siblingswere at lower risk. In addition, we found that plant-diversitymetrics based on themaximumnum-
ber of plant genera a child was exposed to during the first two years of life were protective of ALL. Specifically,
exposure to the highest tertile of plant diversity was associated with a reduction in ALL risk of 35% (95% CI:
11%–53%). Exposure to plant diversity, and associated microbial communities, may be a viable public-health in-
tervention to reduce the risk of ALL and possibly other immune diseases.
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1. Introduction

The biodiversity hypothesis posits that reduced contactwith thenat-
ural environment has adversely affected the human microbiota and its
role in host immune regulation (Haahtela et al., 2013). It is based on a
hypothesized link between two trends: the global loss of biodiversity
and the concurrent increase in immune diseases especially in high-
income countries (Isolauri 2001). Despite the biodiversity hypothesis
receiving considerable attention in the scientific literature and the pop-
ular press, very few studies have demonstrated a direct link between
exposure to biodiversity and specific health outcomes. We address
this gap in the literature by testing the hypothesis that exposure to
plant diversity protects against childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia
(ALL) in a large New Zealand birth cohort.

ALL is a malignancy of immune cell precursors, and theworld's most
common pediatric cancer, affecting 1 in 2000 children. Incidence is
highest in high-income countries and is rising by approximately 1%
per year (Linabery and Ross, 2008). Although contemporary chemo-
therapies cure most children with ALL, toxicities are substantial, and
survivors can experience lifelong health problems (Inaba et al. 2013).

Themost common formof childhoodALL, precursor B-cell ALL, is be-
lieved to develop in two discrete steps. First, an in utero genetic change
generates a pre-leukemic clone. Second, after birth, a small proportion
(<1%) of susceptible children develop a secondary genetic change fol-
lowing an infection, resulting in overt leukemia (Mori et al. 2002). Par-
adoxically, although infection is the proximate cause, microbial
exposure in early life, a critical step in immunematuration, may reduce
the risk of a dysregulated immune response to infection that triggers
ALL development (Greaves 2018). Although direct evidence that micro-
bial exposure protects against ALL is lacking, epidemiological studies
consistently show that day care-attendance (Barrington-Trimis et al.
2017) and having older siblings (Ajrouche et al. 2015) (both associated
with higher microbial exposure) are protective, whereas Caesarian de-
livery (lower microbial exposure) is a risk factor (Wang et al. 2017). In-
deed, a recent review of the causal mechanisms of ALL (Greaves 2018)
noted that through early-life microbial exposure “most cases of child-
hood ALL are potentially preventable”.

1.1. Literature review

A necessary condition for diversemicrobial exposure is a diversemi-
crobial habitat, an important source of which is plants. There are
391,000 known vascular plant species with a total leaf area of
1,017,260,200 km2 (twice the world's land area) supporting ~1026 bac-
terial cells (Vorholt 2012). Several studies have demonstrated thatmore
diverse plant communities support greatermicrobial diversity. Notably,
plants of the same species have similar microbial communities even
when growing in different locations, whereas different plant species
growing in the same location can support distinctly different microbes
(Kowalchuk et al., 2002). Plant microbial communities are also an im-
portant source of airborne microbes. For example, a study comparing
plantmicrobes to airbornemicrobes found that plantmicrobial commu-
nities are indistinguishable from airborne microbes 50 m downwind of
a plant, but upwind microbes are unique (Lymperopoulou et al., 2016).

Diverse plant communities are also associatedwith greater diversity
of the human microbiota. Specifically, a Scandinavian study (Hanski
et al. 2012) found that people who live in areaswith higher plant diver-
sity have more diverse skin bacteria and a reduced risk of atopic
sensitization. To our knowledge, no studies have shown a direct rela-
tionship between exposure to plant diversity and the diversity of the
gut microbiota. However, several studies have found that animals who
are exposed to more diverse plants have a more diverse gut microbiota.
For example, Phillips et al. (2018) found significant differences in the di-
versity of the gut microbiota of urban and rural white-crowned spar-
rows, which the authors attribute to differences between urban and
rural vegetation. More generally, a recent Chinese study demonstrated

that geographical location is strongly associated with diversity of the
gut microbiota (He et al. 2018).

Higher plant diversity is also associated increased diversity of the
rhizosphere (Carney and Matson 2006), and emerging evidence sug-
gests that the rhizosphere may influence the human microbiome. For
example, Liddicoat et al. (2020) found that exposure to even trace
amounts of dust from high-biodiversity soil influenced the composition
of the gutmicrobiomeofmice and reduced symptoms of anxiety. There-
fore, the hypothesized protective effect of plant diversity on ALLmay in-
clude both the atmosphere and the rhizosphere.

Before treatment, the gut microbiota of children with ALL is less di-
verse than that of healthy children, although it is unclear whether this
is a cause or consequence of the disease (Rajagopala et al. 2016). In ad-
dition to ALL, dysbiosis of the gutmicrobiota is associatedwith a rapidly
expanding range of adverse health outcomes (Cho and Blaser 2012).

Despite the fact that plants are amajor source ofmicrobial exposure,
the association between exposure to plant diversity and ALL has not
been studied, although a handful of papers have examined the relation-
ship between exposure to plant diversity and other health outcomes.
Most have focused on the relationship between self-reported wellbeing
and plant-and-animal diversity, generally finding a positive association
(Dallimer et al. 2012). Few studies have focused on specific health out-
comes. One exception is a New Zealand study, which found that plant
diversity is protective of childhood asthma (Donovan et al. 2018). Sim-
ilarly, an Australian study (not focused exclusively on asthma) found
that multiple biodiversity metrics were associated with lower rates of
hospital admissions for respiratory disease (Liddicoat et al. 2018).

We test two hypotheses related to plant diversity and pediatric can-
cer. First, we hypothesize that childrenwho are exposed to greater plant
diversity are at a reduced risk of developing ALL. Second, we hypothe-
size that there is no association between exposure to plant diversity
and the risk of developing other pediatric cancers.

2. Methods

2.1. Sample and study area

We followed all children born in New Zealand between January 1,
1998 and December 31, 2013 (n = 946,098) for five years. We were
able to link 95.0% of these children to address and covariate data giving
an analytical sample of 899,126. Data on outcomes and covariates were
obtained using Statistics New Zealand's Integrated Data Infrastructure
(IDI), which is a collection of linked individual-level databases that
covers approximately 95% of New Zealand residents (Milne et al.
2019). We chose this sample frame, because residential history in the
IDI is unreliable before 1998, and, because of a cancer reporting lag,
2013was the latest year that allowed us to follow children for five years.

Our study was classified as out of scope by the New Zealand Health
and Disabilities Ethics Committee, approved by Statistics New Zealand
(approval #MAA2019-07), and conducted in accordance with national
and international ethical guidelines for observational studies.

2.2. Outcomes

We identified cases of ALL (ICD 10 code: C91.00), and all other can-
cers, using the New Zealand cancer registry. Our sample contained 264
ALL cases by age 5 and 603 cases of other cancers.

2.3. Exposure metrics

The building blocks for our plant-diversitymetrics were the number
of plant species, genera, families, and orders a childwas exposed to dur-
ing each of the first five years of life (five annual values for each child).
From these annual values, we created composite metrics. For example,
for the first two years of life—the primary focus of this paper—we
created three metrics from these annual values: mean exposure (mean
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of the year one and year two values) as well as the maximum and mini-
mum of these two annual values. We used mean, minimum, and maxi-
mum exposures in our analysis, because it is not clear whether
immune maturation is a function of continuous microbial exposure, or
if departures from mean lifetime exposure are more important. We fo-
cused on exposure during the first two years of a child's life, as multiple
studies have shown that environmental exposures during this period
play a critical role in immune maturation (Gollwitzer and Marsland
2015).

We used four data sources to create these annual exposure values
(Fig. 1). First, we overlaid plant-occurrence data from the Global Biodi-
versity Information Facility (GBIF) with the 2008 New Zealand Land
Cover Database (v4.1) (Land InformationNewZealand 2012). GBIF con-
tains >1 billion geocoded plant records of which 2,057,987 are from
New Zealand. Most of these come from systematic surveys by govern-
ment agencies, although somewere collected by individuals participat-
ing in the iNaturalist Program (n = 150,771). The New Zealand
Landcover Database classifies all land cover in mainland New Zealand
into 1 of 33 classes (Schmitt et al., 2017).

We next calculated meshblock-level diversity by multiplying the
number of species in each class by the proportion of a meshblock cov-
ered by that class and then summing across all land-cover classes
(meshblocks are the smallest geographical unit at which Statistics
New Zealand reports data). For example, if half a meshblock was cov-
ered by land-cover type 1 (1000 species nationally) and the other half
by land-cover type 2 (500 species nationally), plant species diversity
would be ((0·5 ∗ 1000)+ (0·5 ∗ 500))=750.We repeated this process
for plant genus, family, and order. In New Zealand, the GBIF contains
9725 species, 2936 genera, 543 families, and 160 orders. Finally, we
merged these data with residential history to calculate annual exposure
values.

We used national totals of plant diversity in each land-cover class
(rather than the number of each in a meshblock), because it is likely
that sampling intensity is higher in areas where more people live or
visit, and, in the presence of non-random sampling, this point-to-grid
approach is most accurate, when points are aggregated to large units

(such as national land-cover classes) (Schmitt et al., 2017). Therefore,
our metrics should be viewed as the maximum plant diversity that a
child was exposed in a given meshblock. Note that there were no
plant records in 28,961 meshblocks, which account for 7.2% of the
area of mainland New Zealand.

We calculated meshblock-level exposure metrics, because IDI pro-
vides residential history by meshblock. On average, 95 people live in a
meshblock, and the mean area for urban and rural meshblocks is 20.4
and 2498 ha, respectively.

Tomeasure intensity of plant exposure, we used theNormalizedDif-
ference Vegetation Index (NDVI), which is a greenness index (bounded
by−1 and 1) derived from satellite imagery. Specifically, we usedmax-
imum annual NDVI derived from Landsat imagery archives (30 m reso-
lution) (Chander et al. 2009) specific to each year of the analysis (annual
values were calculated from multiple cloud-free scenes). As with plant
diversity, we used these annual values to calculate exposure metrics
for the first two year of a child's life. Fig. 2 shows plant genus diversity
and NDVI for New Zealand and the capital, Wellington.

Maternal environmental exposure can influence a child's immune
development (Jenmalm 2011). Therefore, we calculated prenatal expo-
sure (conception to birth) following the same procedures we used for
post-natal exposure (matching to maternal address). In addition, we
classified each meshblock as urban or rural using definitions from the
New Zealand Census (urban areas are defined as cities, towns and
other conurbations of a thousand people or more) allowing us to calcu-
late the proportion of a child's life spent living in urban and rural areas.
Finally, we used Census data to calculate population density for each
meshblock, as higher population density may be a risk factor for ALL
(Hjalmars and Gustafsson 1999).

2.4. Covariates

We used the IDI to identify covariates that have previously been asso-
ciated with ALL, including number of older siblings, mother's age, gender,
ethnicity, and birth weight. To account for neighborhood-level social dep-
rivation, we used NZDep, a well-validated index based on nine census

Fig. 1. Flowchart showing how annual plant-diversity exposures were calculated. Figure credit: Kendra Wendel.
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variables(Salmond and Crampton 2012) that ranks meshblocks into dec-
iles from 1 (least deprived) to 10 (most deprived). Finally, we estimated
meshblock-level road density and mean annual nitrogen dioxide concen-
trations. The nitrogen-dioxide estimates were developed by the National
Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research and are based on the sum
of two semi-empirical models: an urban background estimate and a
local increment from nearby roads. Nitrogen-dioxide measurements
were taken between 2006 and 2016 (data available from the authors).

2.5. Statistical analysis

We estimated logit models of ALL incidence including cases of ALL
that occurred from age two to agefive (210 cases) and exposuremetrics
calculated from birth to age two. This approach ensured that exposure
metrics only reflected pre-diagnostic exposure. Excluding post-
diagnostic exposure was especially important in this study, because in
New Zealand pediatric cancer treatment is available at three main hos-
pitals, so families often move for treatment.

We evaluated three types of exposures (mean, minimum, and
maximum) at four taxonomic scales (species, genus, family, and
order). Model selection involved backwards selection with progres-
sively lower p-value thresholds (final threshold: p < 0·1, two sided
test). We systematically reintroduced insignificant covariates (particu-
larly those that were associated with ALL in past studies) and retained
them, if coefficients of interest changed >10%. To gain further insight
into any dose-response relationships, we re-estimated our models

with biodiversity represented as tertiles rather than continuously (The
cutoffs for categorical exposure metrics and covariates, as well as the
number of cases and non-cases in each category, are shown in
Table 1). Finally, we re-estimated continuous and categorical models
using pre-natal exposure metrics.

As a validity check,we re-estimatedmodelswith all non-ALL cancers
as the case group (we would not expect exposure to plant diversity to
protect against non-ALL cancers). In addition, for ease of interpretation,
and to allow us to compare plant diversity metrics at different taxo-
nomic scales, we standardized plant-diversity and greenness metrics
by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation. There-
fore, odds ratios for plant-diversity metrics (Tables 3 and 4) denote the
effect of a 1-SD increase in exposure on the probability of developing
ALL. Finally, to ensure that results were not an artifact of our choice of
exposure window, we re-estimated models with three other exposure
windows: 0–1 years, 0–3 years, and 0–4 years. As the exposure window
lengthened, we dropped a correspondingly higher number of cases of
ALL to prevent the inclusion of post-diagnostic exposure in our models.
For example, in models that used an exposure window from birth to a
child's fourth birthday, we only included the 60 cases of ALL that oc-
curred from age 4–5.

3. Results

Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for select exposures and covari-
ates. Children with ALL were more likely to have European ancestry,

Fig. 2. Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and the number of plant genera at the meshblock level. Insert shows detail for Wellington, New Zealand's capital.
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live in an urban area, have fewer older siblings, and were exposed to
fewer plant genera than children without ALL.

Exposure metrics based on the maximum number of plant genera
were most protective of ALL (Fig. 3). Therefore, we used genus-level
metrics in all subsequent models. Exposure metrics based on mean
andminimumexposure to plant diversitywere also significantly associ-
atedwith a reduction in ALL risk (Table 3). However, the overall explan-
atory power of the mean and minimum models were lower than
equivalent maximum-exposure models, and the statistical significance
and magnitude of mean and minimum exposures were also lower.
When split into tertiles, exposure to maximum number of plant genera
was associated with ALL in a dose-dependent manner (Table 4).

A number of insignificant results are notable. Overall greenness
(NDVI), social deprivation (NZDep), road density, nitrogen dioxide,
population density, and ethnicity, were not significantly associated
with ALL, nor did inclusion of any of these insignificant variables induce
a greater than 10% change in any coefficients of interest. In addition,
plant diversity was not significantly associated with other (non-ALL)
cancers (Supplementary Table S1), nor was prenatal exposure signifi-
cantly associated with ALL (Supplementary Table S2).

Plant diversity remained protective of ALL, when we used different
exposure windows (Supplementary Table S3), although there was
some expected loss of significance as the exposure window increased,
the number of cases of ALL declined, and the power of the analysis
was reduced. In the model that only considered exposure during the
first year of life (exposure 0–1 in Supplementary Table S3), the

protective effect of plant diversity also declined, in both magnitude
and significance, despite the inclusion of 39 more cases than our base
model (Table 3).

4. Discussion

This large New Zealand birth-cohort study is the first to show that
plant diversity is associated, in a dose-dependent way, with a reduced
incidence of ALL. The protective effect was relatively large, with the
highest tertile of plant diversity associated with a reduction in risk of
35% (95% CI: 11–55%). For comparison, havingmore than one older sib-
lingwas associated with a 47% reduction in risk, and having amother in
the top age tertile (>33 years old)was associatedwith a 48% increase in
risk. No association with plant biodiversity was observed for all other
cancers combined suggesting that these effects are specific to ALL. In ad-
dition, prenatal exposure was not associated with ALL incidence, which
suggests that in utero exposure to plant diversity may be less important.
Consistent with other studies, we also found that having an older
mother (Hemminki et al. 1999) and living in an urban area (Stiller
et al. 2008) were risk factors for ALL, whilst older siblings were protec-
tive (Ajrouche et al. 2015). If the associations reported here are causal
then this is an important finding, as there are currently no public-
health interventions to reduce ALL risk, and plants are a modifiable
component of the environment.

Plant diversity, which is known to be associated with diverse envi-
ronmental microbiota (Kowalchuk et al., 2002; Lymperopoulou et al.,
2016), may protect against ALL by promoting immune maturation
through changes in the human microbiota (as suggested by the biodi-
versity hypothesis). This mechanistic pathway is supported by a recent
case-control study (Rajagopala et al. 2016), which found marked pre-
treatment differences in the gut microbiota of children with ALL. How-
ever, it is possible that this is caused by the disease process rather than it
being involved in the causal pathway of ALL. Our findings are also con-
sistent with a previous study conducted by this research team, which
found that children who lived in more biodiverse neighborhoods were
less likely to develop childhood asthma—another condition with an im-
mune component that is influenced by the gut microbiota (Donovan
et al. 2018).

Exposure to plants can have other beneficial effects including stress
reduction, improved air quality, and better social connections. These
mechanisms likely play a role in the protective effect of the natural en-
vironment on other health outcomes, and we cannot dismiss the possi-
bility that exposure to plants, rather than their microbial communities,
are also directly protective of ALL. However, greenness (NDVI) was not
associated with a reduction in ALL risk, which suggest that plant

Table 1
Cutoffs and number of cases and non-cases for categorical plant-diversity metrics and co-
variates. Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes have been rounded to the nearest multi-
ple of three.

Variable 33rd
percentile

67th
percentile

# of
cases

# of
non-cases

REFERENCE: No older siblings 147 461,691
1 older sibling 84 262,017
>1 older sibling 30 166,116
REFERENCE: Mother's age T1 27 33 81 325,350
Mother's age T2 99 312,912
Mother's age T3 84 251,559
REFERENCE: Sometimes rural resident 24 103,890
Always urban resident 237 785,931
REFERENCE: Max # genera age 0 to 2
T1

2013 2066 72 219,573

Max # genera age 0 to 2 T2 81 244,908
Max # genera age 0 to 2 T3 96 425,343

Table 2
Descriptive statistics for children born in New Zealand from 1998 to 2013 separated by
children who developed ALL (n = 264)a and those that did not (n = 898,762).a

Variable CASES (n = 264)a NON-CASES
(n = 898,762)

Mean SD Mean SD

Ethnicity: European 65·1% – 60·4% –
Ethnicity: Māori 17·4% – 20·2% –
Ethnicity: Pacific 5·30% – 9·04% –
Ethnicity: Asian 9·85% – 7·99% –
Ethnicity: MELAA 1·14% – 0·85% –
Ethnicity: Other 0·379% – 0·604% –
Always lived in urban area 89·8% – 83·3% –
Always lived in rural area 8·70% – 8·91% –
Number of older siblings 0·636 0.921 0·791 1·09
Mother's age 30.3 5.80 29·6 6·13
Maximum # plant genera 1946 219 1991 167
Mean # plant genera 1930 220 1951 183
Minimum # plant genera 1914 233 1901 235
Maximum NDVI 0.529 0.119 0·547 0·119
NZDep 5·60 2.90 6·01 2·78

a Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes have been rounded to the nearest multiple of
three.

Fig. 3. The association between exposure to plant diversity (age 0–2) at four taxonomic
and ALL among children born inNewZealand 1998–2013 (n=899,126, 210 cases of ALL).
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diversity is not merely a proxy for exposure to the natural environment.
The insignificance of greenness (NDVI) suggests that public-health in-
terventions to reduce ALL risk through plant exposure, should prioritize
plant diversity over overall greenness. Finally, neither nitrogen dioxide
nor road density (both proxies for traffic-related air pollution)were sig-
nificantly associated with ALL, nor did their inclusion in regression
models change coefficients of interest by >10%, which suggests that
the association between plant diversity and ALL is not confounded by
improved air quality.

Our finding that maximum (rather than mean or minimum) expo-
sure to plant diversity offered the greatest protection suggests that
public-health interventionsmay bemost effective, if they provide expo-
sure to high plant diversity, even for shorter periods of time, rather than
sustained exposure to lower-level diversity. However, our results do not
provide any guidance on the optimal duration or intensity of this expo-
sure. When split into tertiles, plant diversity was only protective in the
top tertile, which suggests that plant diversity may only protect against
ALL above some minimum threshold.

We also found that diversity at the genus level was most protective
of ALL and explained more of the variance in ALL incidence than equiv-
alentmetrics based on plant species, family, or order. The poorer perfor-
mance of metrics at the family and order level is expected, because
information is lost as the taxonomic scale of metrics coarsens. The
poorer performance of species-levelmetricswas somewhat unexpected
and suggests that differences in microbial communities among species
of the same genus may be insufficient to provoke unique immune re-
sponses. However, it is not clear what elements of this genus-level di-
versity offer the most protection. For example, is structural plant
diversity most important, or is diversity in the chemical composition
of plant leaves more important?

When we shortened the exposure window to just the first year of
life, plant diversity remained protective of ALL, but the magnitude and
significance of the association declined, which suggests that exposure

beyond thefirst year of life is protective.Whenwe lengthened the expo-
sure window beyond the first two years of life, the association between
plant diversity and ALL declined in significance, although this is likely
due, at least in part, to a reduction in statistical power.

Our study has several limitations. Thiswas an observational study, so
we were unable to prove a causal relationship between exposure to
plant diversity and ALL risk. The observed associations should therefore
be interpreted with care until future experimental studies confirm a
causal link between plant diversity and ALL. Our exposure metrics
were based on residential history, which is at themeshblock level rather
than precise address. In consequence, all our exposure metrics are sub-
ject to measurement error. This is especially true for children living in
large rural meshblocks. In addition, the accuracy of residential data
within the IDI depend on how often an individual has contact with bu-
reaucratic systems. These contacts are likely to be frequent around a
child's birth, but may be less so during the early pre-natal period and
as a child ages. Therefore, exposure misclassification may be greater
for prenatal exposure and exposures later in a child's life. Our plant-
diversity metric is based upon national totals in each land-cover type,
but it is unlikely that all plant species found in a specific land-cover
type are also found in a given meshblock. This is a significant limitation.
Future studies could valuably focus on improving biodiversity-exposure
metrics. In addition, plant-diversity data come frommultiple surveys, so
it is possible that some areas are over sampled. However, most of these
limitations would likely result in random, as opposed to systematic,
measurement error and would, therefore, result in less precise, as op-
posed to biased, effect estimates.

In conclusion, this study suggests that exposure to plant biodiversity
may beprotective of childhoodALL. If true, the loss of global biodiversity
may, at least in part, explain the increase in childhood ALL incidence in
many parts of the world. Public-health interventions to increase
children's exposures to plant diversity may be a feasible option to re-
duce childhood ALL risk. Finally, our findings provide support for the

Table 3
Association between exposure tomaximum,mean, andminimumplant diversity and ALL incidence among children bornNewZealand 1998–2013 (n=899,126). Following IDI protocols,
all sample sizes have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three. OR = Odds Ratio; CI=Confidence Interval.

Variables OR (95% CI) p-Value OR (95% CI) p-Value OR (95% CI) p-Value

REFERENCE: No older siblings 1.00 1.00 1.00
1 older sibling 0.921 (0.696–1.218) 0.564 0.927 (0.705–1.218) 0.587 0.927 (0.705–1.218) 0.587
>1 older sibling 0.497 (0.329–0.752) <0.001 0.529 (0.356–0.785) 0.0016 0.529 (0.356–0.785) 0.0016
REFERENCE: Mother's age T1 1.00 1.00 1.00
Mother's age T2 1.382 (1.017–1.879) 0.039 1.369 (1.016–1.844) 0.039 1.369 (1.016–1.844) 0.039
Mother's age T3 1.52 (1.098–2.104) 0.012 1.500 (1.094–2.057) 0.012 1.5 (1.094–2.057) 0.012
REFERENCE: Sometimes rural resident 1.00 1.00 1.00
Always urban resident 1.495 (0.959–2.33) 0.076 1.447 (0.937–2.235) 0.095 1.447 (0.937–2.235) 0.095
Max # genera age 0 to 2 0.867 (0.779–0.966) 0.009
Mean # genera age 0 to 2 0.877 (0.785–0.979) 0.019
Min # genera age 0 to 2 0.893 (0.797–1.001) 0.052
R-squared 0.0055 0.0053 0.0053

Table 4
Association between maximum exposure to plant diversity (represented continuously and in tertiles) and ALL incidence among children born New Zealand 1998–2013 (n = 899,126).
Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three. OR = Odds Ratio; CI=Confidence Interval.

Variables OR (95% CI) p-Value OR (95% CI) p-Value

REFERENCE: No older siblings 1.00 1
1 older sibling 0.921 (0.696–1.218) 0.564 0.923 (0.702–1.213) 0.566
>1 older sibling 0.497 (0.329–0.752) <0.001 0.525 (0.354–0.779) 0.0014
REFERENCE: Mother's age T1 1.00 1
Mother's age T2 1.382 (1.017–1.879) 0.039 1.373 (1.019–1.85) 0.037
Mother's age T3 1.52 (1.098–2.104) 0.012 1.511 (1.102–2.072) 0.011
REFERENCE: Sometimes rural resident 1.00 1
Always urban resident 1.495 (0.959–2.33) 0.076 1.525 (0.987–2.355) 0.057
Max # genera age 0 to 2 0.867 (0.779–0.966) 0.009
REFERENCE: Max # genera age 0 to 2 T1 1
Max # genera age 0 to 2 T2 0.982 (0.712–1.354) 0.911
Max # genera age 0 to 2 T3 0.645 (0.47–0.885) 0.0066
R-squared 0.0055 0.0065
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broader biodiversity hypothesis, which posits that global loss of biodi-
versity is, at least in part, responsible for an increase in the incidence
of immune diseases, especially in high-income countries.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2020.144627.
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Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► First study to examine the relationship between nat-
ural environment and surgical recovery outside of a 
hospital setting.

 ► Large cohort followed longitudinally for 9+ years.
 ► Observational study, so a causal link between the 
natural environment and surgical recovery couldn't 
be established.

 ► Exposure was based on residential meshblock not 
residential address.

AbStrACt
Objectives Determine whether patients who live in 
greener and more walkable neighbourhoods live longer, 
and take fewer opioids, following hip or knee arthroplasty.
Design Retrospective cohort study.
Setting Residential environment following surgery at one 
of 54 New Zealand hospitals.
Participants All people who received a total hip or knee 
arthroplasty at a publicly-funded hospital in New Zealand 
in 2006 and 2007 (7449 hip arthroplasties and 6558 knee 
arthroplasties).
Primary and secondary outcome measure Time to 
all-cause mortality and number of postsurgical opioid 
prescriptions.
results Patients who lived in greener neighbourhoods, 
as measured by the Normalised Difference Vegetation 
Index, lived longer following hip or knee arthroplasty 
(standardised OR: 0.95, 95% CI 0.92 to 0.99). However, 
when we estimated separate hip-arthroplasty-only and 
knee-arthroplasty-only models, greenness was only 
significantly associated with greater longevity following 
hip arthroplasty. Similarly, patients who lived in greener 
neighbourhoods took fewer opioids in the 12 months 
following hip or knee arthroplasty (standardised OR: 0.97, 
95% CI 0.95 to 0.99), but in separate hip-arthroplasty-only 
and knee-arthroplasty-only models, greenness was only 
significantly associated with lower opioid use following hip 
arthroplasty. Walkability was not significantly associated 
with postsurgical opioid use or postsurgical longevity. 
All ORs were adjusted for sex, ethnicity, age, presurgical 
chronic health conditions, presurgical opioid use, social 
deprivation and length of hospital stay.
Conclusions Consistent with the literature on enhanced-
recovery programme, people who lived in greener 
neighbourhoods took fewer opioids, and lived longer, 
following hip arthroplasty. Improving access to the natural 
environment may therefore be an effective component of 
postsurgical recovery programme.

IntrODuCtIOn
Rates of hip and knee arthroplasty are rising 
globally. For example, in Organisation for 
Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) countries, the incidence of hip 
arthroplasty rose from 140/100 000 people 
in 2005 to 164/100 000 in 2011.1 Similarly, 

the incidence of knee arthroplasty in OECD 
countries rose from 114/100 000 in 2005 to 
150/100 000 in 2011.2 Increases in life expec-
tancy and obesity rates suggest that this trend 
is likely to continue.3 Given this increased 
demand, and constrained healthcare 
budgets, research has focused on identifying 
approaches that improve postsurgical health 
outcomes, shorten length of stay and reduce 
costs. For example, enhanced-recovery 
programme that emphasise rapid mobilisa-
tion and rehabilitation following hip or knee 
arthroplasty can reduce length of hospital 
stay4 and decrease mortality.5 However, no 
research has focused on the effect of patients’ 
residential environments, despite the well-es-
tablished link between exposure to the 
natural environment and increased physical 
activity,6–9 and research showing that passively 
viewing a natural scene while recovering from 
surgery can reduce both length of hospital 
stay and postsurgical opioid use.10 We address 
this gap in the literature by evaluating the 
relationship between exposure to the built 
and natural environment and recovery from 
hip or knee arthroplasty in a large New 
Zealand cohort.

Literature review
Numerous studies have examined how 
different elements of enhanced-recovery 
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programme affect postoperative outcomes (also known 
as fast-track or rapid-recovery programme). These 
programmes use coordinated multimodal techniques 
to reduce recovery times and improve postoperative 
outcomes.3 For example, preoperative education can 
shorten hospital stays11 and reduce postoperative pain.12 
Several studies have found that pre-emptive analgesia 
allows more rapid mobilisation and return of function.13 14 
Multiple studies have found that rapid mobilisation on 
the day of surgery (typically 2 to 6 hours after surgery) 
reduces length of stay and improves function.15–17 Simi-
larly, aggressive physical therapy (extending beyond the 
day of surgery) can reduce length of stay and improve 
function.18–20 Finally, in a prospective study of 4500 
patients in the UK, enhanced recovery was associated 
with improved 2 year survival rates when compared with 
traditional postsurgical protocols, which suggests that 
postoperative mobility may have long-term benefits.5

Several studies have found that exposure to the natural 
environment is associated with increased physical activity. 
For example, using survey data in Chicago (n=1544), Fan 
et al21 found that respondents with a greater area of public 
parks within 0.5 miles of their home were more likely 
to engage in physical activity. A survey of 1895 people 
in Adelaide, Australia,9 found that respondents who 
perceived their neighbourhoods as greener were more 
likely to engage in recreational walking. Similarly, a study 
in 1803 people in Perth, Australia,22 found that people 
who lived nearer to recreational amenities, including 
public parks, were more likely to meet minimum physi-
cal-activity requirements.

Passive exposure to the natural environment can also 
produce health benefits. In particular, several studies have 
found that greenness exposure can reduce perceived pain 
in a range of settings. Specifically, a randomised control 
trial (RCT) of 46 healthy volunteers23 found that partici-
pants who had just watched a video of a natural scene had 
significantly higher pain threshold and tolerance than 
participants who had watched a blank screen. Similarly, 
a RCT of adults undergoing flexible bronchoscopy found 
that participants who viewed a natural scene reported 
significantly less pain.24 Finally, an RCT of a 2 day forest-
ry-therapy programme in Korea found that participants 
in the programme (n=33) had significantly lower levels 
of pain and depression than controls (n=25). In addition, 
participants had significantly higher heart-rate variability 
and natural-killer cell activity.

MethODS
Study sample
Our sample consisted of all people who received a total hip 
or knee arthroplasty at a publicly-funded hospital in New 
Zealand in 2006 and 2007 (7449 hip arthroplasties and 
6558 knee arthroplasties). We obtained individual-level 
hospital and pharmaceutical records via Statistics New 
Zealand’s Integrated Data Infrastructure (IDI), which 
is a large database of routinely-collected individual-level 

data.25 The IDI is structured around a central spine 
designed to identify all New Zealand residents. Data sets 
describing health, education, benefits, criminal justice, 
population (births, deaths and immigration), income 
and work and housing are linked to this central spine.

As this study was based on routinely-collected health 
data, and did not involve contacting individual patients, 
the study was classified as minimal risk by the New 
Zealand Health and Disabilities Ethics Committee and 
was approved by Statistics New Zealand (MAA-2017-57). 
Before we were granted access, all data were anonymised 
by Statistics New Zealand. In addition, our research 
conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki guidelines.

Patient and public involvement
Neither patients, nor the public, were involved in the 
design or conduct of this study.

Outcomes
We used two outcomes to measure recovery: time to 
all-cause mortality and number of opioid prescriptions 3, 
12 and 24 months postsurgery. We chose these outcomes 
as they are important metrics of postsurgical recovery. In 
addition, previous research has shown that rapid mobili-
sation and rehabilitation can reduce 2 year mortality rates 
following hip or knee arthroplasty,26 and exposure to the 
natural environment, in a hospital setting, is associated 
with reduced perioperative use of opioids.10

By the end of 2016, 2263 (30.0%) of the 7449 people 
who had received a hip arthroplasty had died as had 
1741 (26.5%) of the 6558 people who received knee 
arthroplasties.

The number of opioid prescriptions received was calcu-
lated by linkage to pharmacy records. We did not include 
prescriptions for methadone or buprenorphine, as in 
New Zealand these are primarily used to treat addiction. 
To control for presurgical pain, we calculated the number 
of opioid prescriptions each participant received in the 
12 months before surgery. Finally, to account for opioid 
potency, we categorised each opioid prescription as either 
strong (potency equal to or greater than morphine) or 
weak (potency less than morphine). On average, study 
participants received 3.04 (SD=9.38) opioid prescriptions 
in the 12 months before surgery (0.68 strong and 2.36 
weak) and 2.72 (SD=7.06) opioid prescriptions in the 12 
months after surgery (0.75 strong and 1.98 weak).

exposures
All exposures are based on a participant’s residential 
meshblock, which is the smallest geographical unit at 
which Statistics New Zealand reports data. On average, 95 
people live in a meshblock.

Linking to address history in the IDI allowed us to esti-
mate exposures for each year of the study (2005 to 2016). 
From these annual values, we calculated mean postsur-
gical exposure, which we defined as the mean exposure 
from the year of surgery to death or 2016, whichever 
came first.
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics for study participants who 
received a hip or knee arthroplasty at a publicly-funded 
hospital in New Zealand in 2006 or 2007 (hip: n=7449; knee: 
n=6558)*

Variable

Hip Knee

Mean SD Mean SD

Male (%) 43.2 – 44.9 –

Race: NZ European 
(%)

82.0 – 81.1 –

Race: Māori (%) 9.9 – 6.4 –

Race: Pacific 
Islander (%)

0.99 – 3.2 –

Race: Asian (%) 1.53 – 1.56 –

Race MELAA† (%) 2.67 – 2.84 –

Race: Other/
Unspecified (5)

2.91 – 4.9 –

Chronic condition: 
COPD (%)

8.8 – 9.8 –

Chronic condition: 
acute MI (%)

5.8 – 5.1 –

Chronic condition: 
CHD (%)

10.6 – 12.1 –

Chronic condition: 
stroke (%)

2.3 – 2.6 –

Chronic condition: 
diabetes (%)

12.4 – 15.5 –

Chronic condition: 
traumatic brain injury 
(%)

1.5 – 1.1 –

Length of hospital 
stay (days)

6.4 4.5 6.2 3.0

Opioid scripts (12 
month presurgery)

3.2 6.8 2.4 5.2

Opioid scripts (12 
month postsurgery)

2.1 4.9 2.8 5.1

Age on day of 
surgery

68.2 12.0 69.5 9.9

Mean postsurgical 
NDVI

0.527 0.123 0.526 0.121

*Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes have been rounded to the 
nearest multiple of three.
†Aggregate category used by Statistics New Zealand to describe 
Middle Eastern, Latin American or African ethnicity.
CHD, coronary heart disease; COPD, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease; IDI, Integrated Data Infrastructure; MELAA, 
Middle Eastern, Latin American and African; MI, myocardial 
infarction; NDVI, Normalised Difference Vegetation Index; NZ, New 
Zealand.

We had no information on participants’ presurgical or 
postsurgical physical activity. Therefore, exposure metrics 
describe the physical environment that a participant is 
exposed to, but they do not describe how a participant 
physically interacts with different environments.

Walkability
We used a previously validated walkability index27 with 
three components: number of households per hectare 
(data source: 2006 New Zealand Census), number of 
road intersections per square kilometre (data source: 
Land Information New Zealand) and land-use mix (data 
source: 2008 New Zealand Land Cover Database V.4.1). 
In all three cases, we used the version of each data source 
that was closest to baseline. Land-cover data were avail-
able from 2001, 2008 and 2012. However, the classifica-
tion schemes were not consistent across the 3 years. In 
addition, when we compared 2008 and 2012 data, we 
found that the net area of New Zealand that changed 
from one land class to another was only 0.903%. There-
fore, we used 2008 data for our analysis.

Land-use mix is defined as:

 Land − use mix =
∑ n

i=1(LCi∗ln(LCi))
ln(N)   

Where LCi denotes the proportion of each meshblock 
that is covered by the ith land-cover type and N denotes 
the total number of land-cover types. Following Frank 
et al, we standardised household density, intersection 
density and land-use mix (by subtracting the mean and 
dividing by the SD), and summed the three standardised 
scores into a single walkability index.

Greenness
We used two measures of exposure to the natural environ-
ment: land-cover data (see above) and the Normalised 
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), which is a green-
ness index derived from satellite imagery. Specifically, for 
each year from 2005 to 2016, we used maximum annual 
NDVI derived from 30m-resolution Landsat imagery 
that was calculated at the top of the atmosphere, which 
normalised all atmospheric effects. We standardised 
NDVI values to make regression coefficients easier to 
interpret. From these annual values, we calculated mean 
postsurgical greenness exposure.

Covariates
Using data from the IDI, we controlled for sex, ethnicity 
and age. In addition, we controlled for neighbourhood 
deprivation using the New Zealand Deprivation Index 
(NZDep), which is a well-validated index calculated from 
nine census variables.28 NZDep ranges from 1 to 10 with 
higher values denoting higher levels of social deprivation. 
Finally, we controlled for eight chronic conditions at the 
time of surgery: coronary heart disease, gout, chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), diabetes, cancer, 
stroke, acute myocardial infarction and traumatic brain 
injury. We chose to account for these conditions as they 
are major health outcomes that could affect surgical 
recovery, and they were predefined by Statistics New 
Zealand based on hospital-admissions and pharmacy 
data.29 Note that we did not have access to data on phys-
ical activity, body mass index or diet.
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Table 2 Frailty model of time to all-cause mortality (hip and knee: number of participants=14 010, number of 
observations=149 523; hip: number of participants=7449, number of observations=78 501; knee: number of participants=6558, 
number of observations=71 022)†. The ethnicity reference group is a composite of all ethnicities other than European NZ or 
Māori

Variable

Hip and knee Hip Knee

HR 95% CI HR 95% CI HR 95% CI

Age (years) 1.090*** 1.086 to 1.094 1.084*** 1.078 to 1.089 1.098*** 1.091 to 1.105

Female 0.711*** 0.667 to 0.758 0.730*** 0.670 to 0.796 0.665*** 0.604 to 0.732

Ethnicity: European NZ 1.309*** 1.151 to 1.490 1.279*** 1.063 to 1.538 1.284*** 1.072 to 1.537

Ethnicity: Māori 2.137*** 1.806 to 2.528 1.910*** 1.516 to 2.406 2.286*** 1.778 to 2.939

Mean postsurgical NZDep 1.010* 0.998 to 1.023 1.018** 1.002 to 1.035 0.999 0.980 to 1.017

Chronic condition: COPD 1.448*** 1.325 to 1.583 1.410*** 1.250 to 1.591 1.478*** 1.294 to 1.688

Chronic condition: acute MI 1.442*** 1.293 to 1.607 1.384*** 1.199 to 1.597 1.476*** 1.249 to 1.744

Chronic condition: cancer 1.485*** 1.357 to 1.625 1.592*** 1.417 to 1.790 1.333*** 1.157 to 1.536

Chronic condition: stroke 1.567*** 1.346 to 1.825 1.702*** 1.394 to 2.078 1.385*** 1.094 to 1.755

Chronic condition: diabetes 1.306*** 1.203 to 1.417 1.278*** 1.142 to 1.430 1.342*** 1.191 to 1.513

Chronic condition: traumatic brain 
injury

1.299* 0.994 to 1.697 1.193 0.835 to 1.703 1.452* 0.968 to 2.177

Opioid scripts 12 months 
presurgery

1.005*** 1.004 to 1.006 1.018*** 1.014 to 1.022 1.004*** 1.002 to 1.006

Mean postsurgical NDVI 
(standardised)

0.954*** 0.922 to 0.987 0.936*** 0.895 to 0.979 0.978 0.929 to 1.029

Length of hospital stay 1.034*** 1.029 to 1.039 1.030*** 1.025 to 1.036 1.052*** 1.040 to 1.063

Variance of hospital random effect 0.01404   0.011138   0.006208   

Number of hospitals† 54   51   51   

***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.
†Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes (including the number of hospitals) have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three.
COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; IDI, Integrated Data Infrastructure; MI, myocardial infarction; NDVI, Normalised Difference 
Vegetation Index; NZ, New Zealand; NZDep, New Zealand Deprivation Index.

Statistical analysis
We analysed time-to-death data using a frailty model that 
included hospital-level random effects. We were particu-
larly careful to account for the hospital where the surgery 
was performed, because smaller hospitals that may not 
be able to provide the specialist care of a larger hospital 
are more likely to be in rural areas that are greener. We 
evaluated five different functional forms for the survival 
function (Weibull, exponential, log-logistic, log-normal 
and gamma) and chose between them using the Akaike 
information criterion. We analysed the number of post-
operative opioid scripts using a mixed negative-binomial 
regression that included hospital-level random effects.

A backwards-selection procedure was used for all model 
selection: variables were dropped from the analysis using 
progressively smaller p value thresholds (final threshold: 
p<0.1). Insignificant variables can still be confounders,30 
so we systematically re-introduced dropped variables and 
retained them if the coefficients on variables of interest 
changed by more than 10%.

To avoid including highly collinear combinations of 
variables, we estimated ordinary least squares versions 
of each model (results not shown), which allowed us to 

calculate variance-inflation factors for each independent 
variable. If any variable had a variance-inflation factor 
over two, we dropped it from the regression model. When 
choosing between two collinear variables, we included 
the variable with the lowest p value when individually 
regressed against the dependent variable.

We also conducted stratified analyses to see whether 
the relationship between the natural environment and 
health outcomes was the same across different strata of 
the sample. Analyses were conducted for hip and knee 
arthroplasty combined as well as for each outcome 
separately.

reSuLtS
Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for our sample.

In the frailty model, specifying the survival function 
using a Weibull distribution gave the best model fit. Being 
older, male, European New Zealander or Māori (the 
indigenous people of New Zealand) were all mortality risk 
factors (table 2) (The reference ethnic group was Pacific; 
Asian; Middle Eastern, Latin American and African or 
other). Similarly, people who received more presurgery 
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Table 3 Frailty model of time to all-cause mortality following hip or knee arthroplasty with NDVI quartiles (hip and 
knee: number of participants=14 010, number of observations=149 523; hip: number of participants=7449, number of 
observations=78 501; knee: number of participants=6558, number of observations=71 022)†. The ethnicity reference group is a 
composite of all ethnicities other than European NZ or Māori

Variables

Hip and knee Hip Knee

HR 95% CI OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Age (years) 1.090*** 1.086 to 1.094 1.083*** 1.078 to 1.089 1.098*** 1.091 to 1.105

Female 0.714*** 0.670 to 0.761 0.735*** 0.674 to 0.801 0.666*** 0.605 to 0.734

Ethnicity: European NZ 1.305*** 1.147 to 1.484 1.272** 1.058 to 1.529 1.277*** 1.066 to 1.53

Ethnicity: Māori 2.124*** 1.796 to 2.513 1.895*** 1.504 to 2.386 2.276*** 1.771 to 2.926

NZDep 1.012* 1.000 to 1.024 1.021** 1.005 to 1.038 0.998 0.98 to 1.016

Chronic condition: COPD 1.448*** 1.325 to 1.583 1.41*** 1.249 to 1.591 1.476*** 1.292 to 1.686

Chronic condition: acute MI 1.443*** 1.295 to 1.608 1.383*** 1.199 to 1.596 1.476*** 1.249 to 1.744

Chronic condition: cancer 1.489*** 1.361 to 1.629 1.602*** 1.425 to 1.8 1.33*** 1.154 to 1.532

Chronic condition: stroke 1.568*** 1.347 to 1.826 1.702*** 1.394 to 2.079 1.384*** 1.092 to 1.753

Chronic condition: diabetes 1.307*** 1.204 to 1.418 1.275*** 1.139 to 1.427 1.348*** 1.196 to 1.519

Chronic condition: traumatic brain 
injury

1.300* 0.995 to 1.699 1.194 0.836 to 1.705 1.464* 0.976 to 2.195

Opioid scripts 12 months 
presurgery

1.005*** 1.004 to 1.006 1.018*** 1.014 to 1.023 1.004*** 1.002 to 1.006

NDVI (standardised) quartile 2 0.933 0.856 to 1.017 0.988 0.881 to 1.107 0.852* 0.747 to 0.971

NDVI (standardised) quartile 3 0.953 0.873 to 1.041 0.926 0.823 to 1.042 0.974 0.854 to 1.111

NDVI (standardised) quartile 4 0.884** 0.804 to 0.971 0.863** 0.762 to 0.978 0.902 0.784 to 1.038

Length of hospital stay 1.034*** 1.029 to 1.039 1.03 1.024 to 1.035 1.052*** 1.041 to 1.064

***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.
†Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes (including the number of hospitals) have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three.
COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; IDI, Integrated Data Infrastructure; MI, myocardial infarction; NDVI, Normalised Difference 
Vegetation Index; NZ, New Zealand; NZDep, New Zealand Deprivation Index.

opioids, or had a longer hospital stay, were at greater risk 
of mortality. Six chronic conditions were risk factors as 
was higher neighbourhood deprivation, although this 
relationship was only significant for hip arthroplasty.

People who lived in greener neighbourhoods (defined 
as mean postsurgical NDVI) were at lower risk of 
mortality, although this relationship was only signifi-
cant in the hip-and-knee arthroplasty and hip-arthro-
plasty-only models (table 2). To better elucidate the 
dose-response function linking NDVI and mortality, we 
re-estimated the hip-and-knee-arthroplasty frailty model 
splitting NDVI into quartiles (table 3). Only the highest 
quartile was statistically significant, in the combined and 
hip-only models, although NDVI remained protective in 
the second and third quartiles. In the knee-only model, 
the second quartile of NDVI was protective although only 
at the 10% level. In addition, the third and fourth quar-
tiles of NDVI did not show a consistent protective effect.

Figure 1 shows the OR for mean lifetime NDVI for 
different strata of the sample. Stratifying the sample 
resulted in some loss of significance, due to lower 
numbers in each stratum. Notably, the protective effect 
of NDVI was higher for men than women. The protec-
tive effect of NDVI was also modestly higher for people 

who lived in higher socioeconomic status (SES) neigh-
bourhoods (NZDep 1 to 5) compared with lower SES 
neighbourhoods (NZDep 6 to 10). Similarly, NDVI was 
somewhat more protective for people who were younger 
than average (mean age at surgery=68).

In the opioid model (table 4), women, European New 
Zealanders and people who were prescribed more presur-
gery opioid prescriptions received significantly more post-
surgical opioid scripts in all three time periods with the 
exception of European New Zealanders in the 24 months 
postsurgery model (table 4). Those who received a knee 
arthroplasty (as opposed to a hip arthroplasty) or stayed 
longer in hospital also received more postsurgical opioids, 
as did people who had COPD, coronary heart disease or 
traumatic brain injury. In contrast, older people received 
fewer opioid prescriptions, although the significance of 
this relationship varied across the three time periods. 
Separating opioids into weak and strong was not revealing 
and reduced the significance of variables of interest (data 
not shown). Mean postsurgical greenness was associated 
with significantly fewer postsurgical opioid prescriptions 
in all three time periods (table 4). Living in a rural area 
and land cover were not significantly associated with the 
number of postsurgical opioid prescriptions or time to 
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Figure 1 OR plot of standardised mean postsurgical 
NDVI for time to all-cause mortality following hip or knee 
arthroplasty (number of participants=14 010, number of 
observations=149 523).1 Low/high SES denotes participants 
whose lifetime NZ deprivation index is above/below average. 
Old/young denote participants who are older/younger 
than the sample mean. The ethnicity reference group is a 
composite of all ethnicities other than European NZ or Māori 
(figures 1 and 2 were created with the user-written Stata 
command COEFPLOT). 1Following IDI protocols, all sample 
sizes have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three. IDI, 
Integrated Data Infrastructure; NDVI, Normalised Difference 
Vegetation Index; NZ, New Zealand; SES, socioeconomic 
status.

Table 4 Mixed negative-binomial model of number of opioid prescriptions 3 months, 12 months and 24 months after hip 
or knee arthroplasty including a hospital-level random effect (n=14 010)†. The ethnicity reference group is a composite of all 
ethnicities other than European NZ

3 months post surgery 12 months post surgery 24 months post surgery

HR 95% CI HR 95% CI HR 95% CI

Opioid scripts 12 months 
presurgery

1.083*** 1.079 to 1.087 1.136*** 1.130 to 1.141 1.147*** 1.141 to 1.154

Female 1.124*** 1.072 to 1.177 1.177*** 1.121 to 1.237 1.195*** 1.134 to 1.259

Ethnicity: European NZ 1.247*** 1.171 to 1.329 1.121*** 1.051 to 1.196 1.01 0.944 to 1.080

Age 0.994*** 0.992 to 0.996 0.998 0.996 to 1.001 0.998* 0.995 to 1.000

Mean postsurgical NDVI 
(standardised)

0.969*** 0.947 to 0.992 0.971** 0.947 to 0.995 0.969** 0.944 to 0.994

Knee 1.653*** 1.578 to 1.731 1.594*** 1.519 to 1.673 1.547*** 1.471 to 1.627

COPD 1.219*** 1.133 to 1.311 1.272*** 1.175 to 1.378 1.374*** 1.262 to 1.496

CHD 1.133*** 1.057 to 1.214 1.091** 1.012 to 1.175 1.069* 0.988 to 1.157

Traumatic brain Injury 1.197* 0.992 to 1.444 1.335*** 1.088 to 1.637 1.448*** 1.166 to 1.799

Days in hospital 1.015*** 1.009 to 1.022 1.035*** 1.027 to 1.043 1.037*** 1.029 to 1.045

Variance of hospital random effect 1.164*** 1.064 to 1.272 1.072*** 1.020 to 1.127 1.071** 1.009 to 1.137

***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.
†Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes have been rounded to the nearest multiple of three.
CHD, coronary heart disease; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; IDI, Integrated Data Infrastructure; NDVI, Normalised Difference 
Vegetation Index; NZ, New Zealand.

all-cause mortality (data not shown). In addition, walk-
ability was not significantly associated with either opioid 
use or mortality. For example, the OR on walkability in 

the 3 month postsurgical opioid model was 1.043 (95% CI 
0.966 to 1.127), and the OR in the hip-only frailty model 
was 1.035 (95% CI 0.971 to 1.104). Even when the analysis 
was restricted to only-hip or only-knee arthroplasties, the 
relationship between walkability and mortality or opioid 
use remained insignificant.

In addition, consistent with the frailty model, NDVI 
was not significant, when the analysis was restricted to 
knee-arthroplasty (results not shown). Finally, when we 
split NDVI into quartiles, none were significant (results 
not shown).

In the stratified analysis (figure 2), greenness was more 
protective for men than women, which is consistent with 
the frailty model.

DISCuSSIOn
In a cohort of people who received a total hip or knee 
arthroplasty at a publicly-funded hospital in New Zealand 
in 2006 or 2007, we found that residents of greener 
neighbourhoods received fewer postsurgical opioid 
prescriptions and lived longer, with the strongest results 
for hip arthroplasty. Our results are consistent with those 
reported by Ulrich,10 who found that, after gallbladder 
surgery, patients recovered faster and took fewer opioids 
if they were in a room with a view of a natural scene. Our 
results are also consistent with a previous study,5 which 
found that rapid mobilisation following hip or knee 
arthroplasty was associated with better 2 year survival rates. 
Finally, results suggests that the benefits of exposure to 
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Figure 2 OR plot of standardised mean postsurgical NDVI 
for number of opioid prescriptions 3 months postsurgery 
(n=14 010).1 For definitions and reference groups see 
figure 1. 1Following IDI protocols, all sample sizes have been 
rounded to the nearest multiple of three. IDI, Integrated Data 
Infrastructure; NDVI, Normalised Difference Vegetation Index; 
SES, socioeconomic status.

the natural environment extend beyond the immediate 
postsurgical period.

Greenness was associated with lower postsurgical 
opioid use, and lower mortality, in people recovering 
from hip arthroplasty but not those recovering from 
knee arthroplasty. This may be because knee arthroplasty 
is a more difficult and painful surgery to recover from31 
(postsurgical opioid use was 65% higher for knee-arthro-
plasty patients in our sample), and the protective effect 
of neighbourhood greenness is insufficient to induce a 
clinically significant increase in postsurgical mobilisation.

There was modest evidence that younger people, and 
those living in less deprived neighbourhoods, derived 
greater benefit from exposure to greenness. This may 
be because younger people are more physically able to 
engage in outdoor activity, and that greenspace in higher 
SES neighbourhoods may be better maintained and more 
appealing because of lower crime.32

When we split NDVI into quartiles in the frailty model, 
we found that only the top quartile was protective at 
conventional significance levels. This suggests that there 
may be a minimum threshold below which greenness 
offers no health benefits. However, it is important to note 
that NDVI is a coarse measure of overall greenness. It 
does not reveal which elements of the natural environ-
ment provide the greatest health benefits. Identifying the 
most protective elements would help inform the design of 
landscapes that are not in the top quartile of NDVI, but 
nonetheless provide health benefits.

The magnitude of the protective effect of neighbour-
hood greenness is not trivial. For example, in the 3 
months postsurgery model of opioid use, a 2-SD decrease 
in NDVI is roughly equivalent to the risk of having chronic 
heart disease at the time of surgery. In the hip-only frailty 

model, a 2-SD decrease in NDVI is roughly equivalent to 
the risk of being 2 years older.

Physical activity is likely not the only mechanism 
linking greenness and improved postsurgical outcomes. 
For example, exposure to the natural environment can 
reduce short-term markers of stress such as heart rate, 
blood pressure and salivary cortisol.33 34 In turn, stress is 
a well-documented risk factor for premature mortality35 
and can also trigger opioid cravings.36 Similarly, exposure 
to the natural environment is associated with increased 
social connectivity,37 and social isolation can increase 
individual reactivity to opioids38 as well as being a risk 
factor for premature mortality.39 More recently, research 
suggests that exposure to the natural environment may 
increase the microbial diversity of the human micro-
biome,40 and protect against adverse health outcomes41 
through improved immune function. In addition, 
improved immune function is associated with improved 
surgical recovery42 and better orthopaedic outcomes in 
elderly patients.43

Our study has several limitations. This is an observa-
tional study, so we were not able to establish a causal 
relationship between exposure to the natural environ-
ment, opioid use and surgical recovery. In addition, 
our metrics of exposure to the natural environment 
were coarse. In particular, meshblock-level NDVI is 
an imperfect measure of a person’s exposure to the 
natural environment. This is especially true in larger, 
rural meshblocks, where mean NDVI may not optimally 
represent a person’s residential exposure to the natural 
environment.

COnCLuSIOnS
In a large (n=14 010) cohort of participants who received 
a hip or knee arthroplasty at a publicly-funded New 
Zealand hospital in 2006 or 2007, we found that expo-
sure to the natural environment was associated with fewer 
postsurgical opioid prescriptions, and increased time 
to all-cause mortality, in hip-arthroplasty patients only. 
Results suggest that clinicians should consider a patient’s 
home environment when designing postoperative care 
plans. In particular, clinicians may wish to explicitly 
incorporate neighbourhood greenspace. When a patient 
doesn’t have access to greenspace, additional support 
may be warranted to encourage at-home mobilisation.
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

WHOLE PLAN
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

 

Reasons:

The Maitai Valley is the last of Nelson’s rural valleys to remain relatively residentially

undeveloped andthis quality is a very special character of Nelsoncity. | think it should be

protected, in particular for future generations.

Thespecialness of the valley and the placeit holds in the hearts of past and present

Nelsonians was recognised by previous civic leaders who stated as recently as 2016 that

no more development would occurin the valley. These same leaders continue to

understand the important link between heritage, place and outdoor space, as expressedin

the currentdraft of the City for All Ages — a page 49 aim underthe section category

“Outdoors”states “helping to value history and continuity in outdoor spaces”. The Kaka

Valley proposed subdivision appears to be a contradiction of this aim.

| havelived in Nelson for 68 years, 30 of them in MayroydTerrace and the Maitai Valleyis

a highly treasured place of recreation for my whanau. Even as a child whenwelived in

Nelson South, the Maitai Valley was a place of recreation for ourfamily — biking,

swimming, walking, picnicking and camping.

I walk in the Centre of NZ/ Maitai Valley / Branford Park three times a week, often daily,

and have donefor the past 30 years. The Centre of NZ “back tracks” are the ones | mostly

use these days, nowthat the “top ridgeline track” above Bayview has beenfencedoff. The

“back tracks” afford open, rural views over Kaka Valley. The rural expanse, green and

native bush, the birdlife, the peace and quiet — these features are exceptionally grounding

andhealing.

In recent years the birdlife has increased, which is possibly a reflection of the ecological

work being carried out, plus other wider projects that are helping “return nature to the

city”. For the first time (seen to me), a pair of paradise ducks settled in Branford Parkfor

several weeks this past springtime.

Branford Park and the Maitai Valley Road between Nile Street and the cricket groundis key

part ofmy recreationalcircuit.

The lowerreaches of the Maitai are the most used for recreation — they will be particularly

appreciated in the future when intensification of Nelson’s CBD will see many more people

living closer together and needing open green space within walking and cycling distance

for their wellbeing.

Houses within Kaka Valley would destroy the current peaceful environment of Branford

Park —the most popular, all-year-round area currently used in the lower Maitai — and push

recreational greenspace further up the valley, even further away from ease of

accessibility, especially for older people on foot.

The Nelson City Council has released a draft strategy — City for All Ages 2021.It contains a

section on the outdoors.It states the need for “easily accessible public spaces” and “easy

access to nature andheritage protection”.  
 

AYES
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Safe, accessible, natural places should notjust be the privilege of cyclists and those who

can walk 12km in a day. Pushing peaceful nature further up the Maitai Valley, a result if

Kaka Valley becomesa subdivision, means| will need to walk to Groom Creek/Maitai

camp-picnic/Arboretum to have a similar experience to that which | have now centred on

Branford Park. Near Groom Creekis the next decent picnic / swimming hole after Sunday

Hole. Native vegetation and “natural atmosphere”is not half as good as Branford

Park/Centre of NZ back tracks area now,butin 40 yearsit will be starting to mature.

Nelson City Council policy aims for net zero carbon,so driving further up the valley to

access recreation does not make as much sense as what wehave now.Andit’s more

healthy to walk — all part of the Positive Aging strategy. But if recreation is pushed further

up the valley, there’s no doubt moretraffic would be using the narrow road between

Sunday Hole and Groom Creek area. Several sections of road are currently not suitable for

| increasedtraffic.

For those who don’t understand the network of tracks centred on Branford Park and the

Centre of NZ, | can see that the rural quality of Kaka Valley would not be appreciated as an

integral part of the experience. As a driver, on the road, one could easily think a few

housesin Kaka Valley would make no differenceat all. But it would changethe place

completely. Suburban pollution would havea significant impact — noise, nightlight, air

quality, residents pets.

Increased volumesoftraffic along the Maitai Valley Road, from the new development,

would destroy the character, peace and safety of Branford Park. A busy road through

Branford would reduce the Park to a median-strip-type of place and a cycle route.

Currently it is a popular picnic and play space, especially for large family groups who use

the bbq facilities and picnic tables and play informal gameson thegrass. The grassed area

to the north of the road is a well used dog exercise ground. Increased traffic would destroy

the current relaxed atmosphere.

Increasedtraffic along Nile Street and feeder streets would negatively impact the East

Nelson neighbourhood. | am not convincedtraffic assessments have beenrealistically

assessed. Central School and NMIT during term times create congestion and parkingis

needed and in high demandall along Nile Street and adjacent streets.If parking had to be

removed becausetraffic became so heavy, where do NMIT students and staff park and

where do parents andstaff using Central School park? Where do residents park when

future residential intensification does not require off-street parking? Thereis also a child

care centre, dairy and Centre for Musical Arts at the roundaboutof Nile/Collingwood and

a popular local pub, and two businessess near the TasmanStreet roundabout. Nile Street

is a tree-lined, heritage street and the trees in the street and in the groundsof Central

School have high amenity and heritage value.| fear increased traffic would threaten the

characterof Nile Street.

Would it not be better to utilise other options for housing within other areas of Nelson

city before building houses in the Maitai Valley? It does not make sense to developthis

last remaining lower valley, the last one closest to the CBD, whenthere are other options

to pursue first. Once developed, there’s no going back. If this development goes ahead,|

fear it would set a precedent for even more developmentin thevalley.

Building on a floodplain and altering the land and levels and contours of the floodplain and

changingthe course of Kaka Stream,as planned,is highrisk. | think it would cause  
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sedimentation problems for the swimming holes and habitat degradation ofthe river.

Stormwaterrun-off from roads and driveways, paths and gardens within a new

subdivision, with sediment and chemicals, would pollute the Maitai River.

The river is currently being restored and this urbanisation project appears to bea

contradiction to this ecological work.

If the Private Plan Change 28 does go ahead,| think housing should not be allowed on the

floodplain; stormwater runoff must have a wide, native-treed floodplain to filter through

before entering the Maitai River; a mature-forested floodplain would help to buffer Kaka

Valley from the Maitai Valley, helping to maintain naturalness in the Maitai; and a large

proportion of residential traffic should not be allowed downto the Maitai Valley Road and

should be directed over to Atawhaivia Davies Drive.

 

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

  The decision | seek from the Council is that:

That the Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:
 

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

Please see attached

 

| opposethe Private Plan Change v

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
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Private Plan Change 28 — Maitahi Bayview — Attachment to Submission by Jaimie

Barber.

Decisions sought:

1. Allow rezoning and residential development on the north westside of the ridgeline

facing Atawhai and TasmanBay.

2. Do not rezoneland in the Kaka/Maitai Valleys.

Please note:

1. | support developmentgenerally, however, | do not support compromising one of

Nelson's best assets — a rural Maitai/Kaka Valley environment so closeto central

Nelson.

2. | appreciate what the developers have done for this region, however | strongly

disagree with the location of this development and challenge the reasons put

forward.

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley may not qualify as an outstanding landscape or natural

environment onit's own, however, when viewedin conjunction with it's proximity

to central Nelson, magnificent swimming holes, recreational attributes and rural

character, the area is an outstanding asset for the people of Nelson and arguably

the mostoutstanding centrally located natural environment in New Zealand.A rural

valley so close to townis a significant drawcard for Nelson, giving us a point of

difference overevery othercity in NZ.

2. The proposed developmentwill change the valley from a rural environment to an

urbanised environmentresulting in a loss of its open space and rural character.It

will degrade the Maitai Valley environment and experiencefor locals and visitors.

3. As we move toward higher density living and intensification, rural environments

like the Maitai Valley become more important forthe well-being of future residents.

The rural nature of the Maitai/Kaka area should be preservedasit has beenfor the

last 150 years of modern settlement in Nelson.

4. The proposed developmentgoes against NCC’sprioritisation of intensification as

stated in the Future Development Strategy 2019 (FDS). It will compete with central

intensification alternatives by drawing purchasers awayfrom intensification. While

there will be an element of different buyer profiles, this would dealt with via the

high proportion of existing low density standalone housing. Additionally, there is

significant unmet demand for higher density living options that can be provided

through intensification. Quote from page 1 of the Nelson-Tasman Housing

Demand Preference Report by M.E Consulting June 2021.."While the demand for

stand-alone dwellings remains high, demand for attached dwelling, such as
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apartments, terraces and duplexes, is significant when comparedto the supply that

is being provided by the market”.

. The ‘key issue’ as stated on page 32 of the PPCR (Section 4.1) is simply not an

issue. It states “The key issueis that of providing for residential land to meet demands

in the short, medium andlong term for the benefit of both Nelson and Tasman”.

On page 6 of Nelson City Council’s (NCC) Housing and Business Capacity

AssessmentJuly 2021 (HBA)it states “While capacity is expected to be available in

the short and medium term the pinch point, where demand exceeds supply, sits

around 2039 assuming no other development proposals comeforward.”

The following quote from page 5 of the HBAis significant. It demonstrates that

Nelson has the capacity to provide sufficient supply to meet expected demand to

‘beyond 2051’ without the need for the proposed development. “The Nelson

Resource Management Plan is currently being reviewed. The draft rules allow for

much smaller lot sizes which have the effect of increasing infill and redevelopment

capacity to a level where supply is expected to exceed demanduntil beyond 2051”.

Note: Now that the Draft Nelson Resource ManagementPlan is on hold, a new

Housing Plan Change is underway, which replaces the housing workin the Draft

Plan . These changesare expected to significantly increase housing supply and

becomeoperative in the short term as per Nelson City Council's media release

here...

https://our.nelson.govt.nz/media-releases-2/nelson-plan-to-pause-due-to-reform-

uncertainties-but-housing-work-to-continue/

Extending the ‘beyond 2051’ date evenfurtherwill be increasing demandforhigher

density housing over time (the HBA's figures are based on current day housing

preferences and do not take into account increasing demandfor higher density

living over time as per the housing preferences survey), other developments that

are likely to come forward overtime, and intensified urban development provided

for in the Resource Management (Enabling Housing and Other Matters) Bill 2021.

In terms of the supply question, the National Policy Statement on Urban

Development (NPS-UD), requires the development capacity assessed by Council

(in the HBA)to;

i) be ‘feasible and reasonably expectedto be realised’ (Point 3.26); and
ii) meet the expected demand plus the appropriate competitiveness

margin (Point 3.22).

Considering the above, it is clear that the capacity assessments adequately

address future supply uncertainties and that the proposed developmentis simply

not needed. Additionally, through to 2051, the competitive margins in the HBA

calculations result in an extra 1,702 households over and above the expected

demandin Nelson.
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6. On page 32 of the PPCRit states “The key drivers are rising house prices and

corresponding reducedaffordability, caused by sustained and recent population growth

and forecasted future growth”. And on page 35,it states “This data / evidence

demonstrates a clear shortfall in supply compared to demandwhich is having a direct

correlation to the increased unaffordability of housing within Nelson City.”

However,data from the MasseyUniversity’s HomeAffordability Index (an index quoted

in both NCC’s HBA report and the PPCR) shows that between February 2018 and

August 2021 Nelson's home affordability improved 11.8%, more than any other region

in New Zealand. Graph below, Nelsonin bold black...

Massey University Home Affordability Index - Feb 2018 to

 

 

 

 

Aug 2021
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Created using the Massey HomeAffordability data from February 2018 to August 2021 (earliest to most recent).

Prior to February 2018, data for some of the above regions wasnot available e.g. Nelson, Tasman and

Marlborough were shown as oneregion. Note, the higher the index, the less affordable. The data has been

confirmed with Dr Arshad Javed of Massey University, who is responsible for the report.

Thedata is available here.. https://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/learning/colleges/college-business/school-of-

economics-and-finance/research/reau/home-affordability-report.cfm

In addition to the Masseydata, interest.co.nz regularly publish a table on Home Loan

Affordability for Typical First Home Buyers with a 10% Deposit. The latest table

published 24" October 2021 showsthe following cities/districts with worseaffordability

than Nelson...

Hamilton
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Tauranga

Napier

Hastings

Kapiti Coast

Porirua

Wairarapa

Wellington Hutt

Queenstown

Rodney

Auckland West

Auckland North Shore

Auckland Central

Auckland South

Papakura

Franklin

Othercities/districts with similar affordability to Nelson...

Whangarei

Rotorua

Gisborne

Palmerston North

Wellington City

Christchurch

Dunedin

With respect to those wholive in regions suchasInvercargill, Timaru and Whanganui,it

is not at all surprising that those regions are more affordable than Nelson.

Thetable is provided below.
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City/District :

Whangarei $58,500 3.2 $526,500 $595 $1,791 33.2%

Rodney $101,000 5.4 $909,000 $1,028 $1,806 56.9%

Auckland West $83,000 4.5 $747,000 5845 $1,806 46.8%

Auckland North Shore $87,000 4.7 $783,000 $885 $1,806 49.0%

Auckland Central $84,500 4.5 $760,500 $860 $1,806 47.6%

Auckland South $85,000 4.6 $765,000 $865 $1,806 47.9%

Papakura $89,000 4.8 $801,000 $906 $1,806 50.1%

Franklin $73,000 3.9 $657,000 $743 $1,806 41.1%

Hamilton $67,000 37 $603,000 $682 $1,742 39.1%

Tauranga $81,600 4.7 $734,400 $830 $1,693 49.1%

Rotorua $56,000 3.1 $504,000 $570 $1,736 32.8%

Gisborne $52,500 3.4 $472,500 $534 $1,524 35.1%

Napier $66,000 3.8 $594,000 $672 $1,688 39.8%

Hastings $64,300 3.8 $578,700 $654 $1,682 38.9%

New Plymouth $44,000 2.6 $396,000 Saas $1,685 26.6%

Whanganui $42,500 2.6 $382,500 $432 $1,584 27.3%

Palmerston North $61,500 3.3 $553,500 $626 $1,810 34.6%

Kapiti Coast $74,150 44 $667,350 $755 $1,648 45.8%

Porirua $84,000 4.7 $756,000 $855 $1,750 48.9%

Wairarapa $51,000 3.4 $459,000 $519 $1,445 35.9%

Wellington Hutt $70,900 3.8 $638,100 $722 $1,795 40.2%

Wellington City $72,000 3.3 $648,000 $733 $2,098 34.9%

Nelson $60,200 3.4 $541,800 $613 $1,721 35.6%

Christchurch $53,900 2:9 $485,100 $549 $1,766 31.1%

Timaru $40,000 2.4 $360,000 $407 $1,623 25.1%

Queenstown $94,000 5.4 $846,000 $957 $1,689 56.6%

Dunedin $52,000 re $468,000 5529 $1,583 33.4%

Invercargill $39,000 2.3 $351,000 $397 $1,684 23.6%

Notes: Calculations based on buying a home at the REIN2's lower quartile selling price in each region/district. Mortgage

interest rate used is the averageofthetwo yearfixed rates offered by the major banks with a loadingfor a low equity

loan (30 year term). Weekly income is the combined median after-tax pay for couples aged 25-29if both working full time.

Years to save is based on saving 20% of after-tax pay each week.

Source:Article by Greg Ninnessof Interest.co.nz, published 24! October 2021

https://www.interest.co.nz/property/112837/rising-mortgage-rates-took-shine-price-falls-many-first-home-
buyers-september

7. The demand/supplysituation in Nelson is tight, howeverit is not the reason that

the median houseprice has increased 29.3%' over the last two years at a time

when population growth has fallen significantly post Covid. Interest rates and

availability of credit are the key drivers of houseprices.

a) Quote from Hon David Parker, article/interview by Jenee Tibshraeny,

interest.co.nz, 23 October 2021.

“The greatest determinantof the recent increase in house prices has actually

been beyondthe control of any government. It's been the rapid drop in interest

rates caused by monetarypolicy [controlled by the Reserve Bank]."

Source: David Parker, Article/Interview by Jenee Tibshraenyof Interest.co.nz 23 October 2021.

https://www.interest.co.nz/property/112881/catch-minister-who-believes-rbnz-largely-blame-

recent-spike-house-prices-and

b) Article by David Hargreaves of interest.co.nz with quotes from Michael

Gordon, Westpac acting Chief Economist. 8 November2021.
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"The keyinsightis that interest rates, rather than supply-side issues, are by far

the mostimportantdriver of changes in houseprices”.

Source: Article - ‘Westpac economists say two-yearfixed mortgagerates are alreadycloserto their

peak thantheir trough in the current cycle’ — David Hargreaves,interest.co.nz, 8 November 2021.

https://www.interest.co.nz/business/113100/westpac-economists-say-two-year-fixed-mortgage-

rates-are-already-closer-their-peak

c) Quote from Tony Alexander, Independent Economist, Tony's View 11

November 2021...

“People who cannot buy an existing property are flocking to builders to get

something built. All stops are being pulled out to facilitate as much

construction as possible, with politicians and planners believing thatfacilitating

supply growth will lead to reduced prices. This won't happen on average.

Over 2022 FOMO will decline in the face of much higher interest rates, net

migration outflows, and talk of shortages switching to ponderings of
oversupply.”
Source: Tony Alexander, Independent Economist, Tony's View 11 November 2021

http://tonyalexander.nz/resources/Tony's%20View%2011%20November%202021.pdf

Undoubtedly, land supply will help constrain prices, all things remaining equal,

however it is not the driver of house prices, nor is it the saviour of housing
affordability.

REINZ figures show that between October 2019 and October 2021 the median
houseprice in Nelson increased 29.3% ($580,000 to $750,000) while in Tasmanit
increased 45% ($620,000 to $900,000). At the same time there were 497 new

dwellings consented in Nelson and 1,081 in Tasman.Table below...

 

 

 

October 19 — October 2021 Nelson TA Tasman TA

New Dwellings Consented' 497 1,081

Median House Price Increase? 29.3% 45.2%
 

 

August 2021 — August 2021

Housing Affordability? Improved 15.56% Declined 5.04%
1 Statistics NZ

? REINZ Monthly Property Report - November 2019 and November 2021 for the month of

October.

* Massey University Home Affordability Index. August used because the index is provided

quarterly.

      

. The shortfall in community housing is more important and will be provided for

without the proposed development...

a) 40 affordable rental apartments are proposed for the 4,047m2 Trinity

Presbyterian Churchsite on Nile Street, Nelson East.

Source:https://www.stuff.co.nz/life-style/homed/real-

estate/125320563/forty-apartments-planned-for-nelsons-trinity-church-site
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b) 175 homes are proposed for 69-101 Achilles St and 42 Rutherford St (4,500m2

and 961m2 respectively). :

Source: https://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/126823438/council-agrees-to-

sell-innercity-land-to-kinga-ora-for-housing

Thatis 2 projects using existing infrastructure and less than 1 hectare of land, to

provide 215 affordable homes. Meanwhile, the Maitai Valley is untouched.

By comparison, and while irreversibly degrading the Maitai/Kaka Valley

environment and appeal, the development proposal hopes to provide 100

affordable housesIF they are handedinfrastructure funding.

Source:https://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/news/126284523/maitahi-

development-project-an-opportunity-for-affordable-housing

Whenall the pros and consare weighed up,this development proposalis certainly a net

negative for Nelson.

Regards,

Jaimie Barber
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Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to: ee USE |

Planning Administrator Submission No: 5 295

RMA Plan Submissions Date Received Stamp:

Nelson City Council |

Freepost 76919 |
PO Box 645 OTIV2N 202|

Nelson 7040
(Handdelivery or Courier to: Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt,

Nelson 7010 or Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with plan change no. in Objective No: A28050 (©
subject line)

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

  

tothe Nelson Resource Management Plan
 

Note:
1. This form is only for the purpose of making a submission on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 to the

Nelson Resource ManagementPlan. It is NOT for making a further submission(i.e. in support or

opposition to an original submission) or for making a submission on a resource consentor on Council’s

AnnualPlan.

2. It is not mandatory to useeither the coveror content sheet of this form, however your submission must

be in writing and provide the necessary information as indicated on the form, e.g., what is supportedor

opposed, the reason why and the decision sought, full contact details, etc.

3. Council cannot accept a submission that does notclearly indicate what a submitter wishes Council to

do(i.e. Council to make a decision to refuse, amend oraccept the Private Plan Change). Please

indicate specific recommendations if amendments are sought. Council also cannot accept a

submission that does notrelate specifically to the Private Plan Change.In these cases the submission

maybe considered ‘Out of Scope’ and maynot be considered further.

4. Please note that your submission(or part of your submission) may be struckoutif the authority is

satisfied that at least 1 of the following applies to the submission(or part of the submission):

a. itis frivolous or vexatious:

b. it discloses no reasonable or relevant case:

C. it would be an abuseof the hearing processto allow the submission (or the part) to be taken

further:

d. it contains offensive language:

e. it is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been

prepared by a person whois not independentor who does not have sufficient specialised

knowledgeorskill to give expert advice on the matter.

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Kimiora Te Awhina McGregor
 

Organisation
 

Contact Person
 

 

 

Postal address [113 Toi Toi Street Business Phone

Nelson Home Phone

7010 Mobile Phone |0275893682  
 

mcgregorkimi@gmail.com  Email  
 

Council Hearing

[| I/we wish to be heard in support of my/our submission

] (If yes above) I/we would be prepared to consider presenting my/our submissionin a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearings

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission maybe limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 41 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.
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Wwe could[] could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the following:
 

|/we am[_] amnot LJ directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submissionthat:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and ,

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource Management

Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be forwarded to you as well

as council.

7th December2021

Signature of Submitter Date
(orperson authorised to sign on behalfofsubmitter - a
signature is notrequired ifyoumakeyoursubmission by
electronic means)

  

 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Insert reference to the relevant plan provisions

 

My/our submissionis that:

(Insert your submission, including whether you support or oppose specific provisions or wish to have them amended, giving
reasons)

 

In support of the Maitahi Bayview (Kaka Valley) housing development
 

Nelsonis in dire need of housing. Especially affordable housing for families who would be first home buyers. | am in full
support of this much needed housing development.| descend from 6 ofthe 8 iwi of Te Tauihu, and through my tüpuna

connectto the awa Maitahi, and its surrounding whenua. Many of my tüpuna are those who gavelandforthe
establishment of Nelson. For so manyof their descendants wholive as ahi ka (myself included),it is a struggle to find
suitable and affordable housing in the current housing market- as either buyersor renters.
| am a professional working motherof 5 whois determined to buy a home for my whanau. The current property market
howeveris insanely competitive with either overpriced or small or poor quality housing(if notall three) that adversely
disadvantages someonelike me.

| see this housing developmentas an opportunity for the community of Whakatú and an investmentin families and
upcoming and future generations.

 

l/we support the : I/we oppose the. I/we support in part the E
Private private Plan Change [| Private Plan Change |
Plan Change

 

The decision I/we seekfrom the Councilis that:

 

(Give precise details.

Where amendmentsare sought, provide details below of what changes you wouldlike to see)

The Private Plan Changeis accepted.   
 

A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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Notified Private Plan Change 28
Nelson City Council 

OFFICE USE te kaunihera o whakatü
 

Submission No:S LAG
 

Date Received Stamp:

[0-9MA
   Objective No:NOSPOZLIO 57
 

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Administrator

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645

Nelson 7040

(Hand delivery or Courier to:

Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St,

Nelson 7010 or

Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28in

subjectline)

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan

Submitter Details

Full Name

Organisation |School

Contact] Pip Wells

Person

 

 

 

  

  
   

 

Postal Phone number

address  
  

Council Hearing

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right

to make a submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource

Management Act 1991.

Icouldnot competition (tick one)
If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete

the following:

l amnot directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does notrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information
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Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submissionis required to

be forwarded to you as well as council.

Signature of Submitter (or person authorisedto sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: sig snotr  
 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as
follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should take into account the concernsraised by the school as
detailed in this submission.
 

 

Preface

1. We wishto preface our submissionwith the fact that we take a neutral stanceoverall in relation to

The Proposed Plan Change (PPC). We represent an entire school community of over 1300 people who

will have a range of views on theplan change and manywill make their own submissionsin their own

right.

2. We do howeverwish to commenton aspectsof the proposedplan changewhichrelate to the

wellbeing of our children and their whanau,ourstaff, and our local school community. Our objectives

are to be a positive voice for our children and their whanau, and support our school’s philosophyof ‘Kia

matomatotetipi i te Ao’ - Flourishing in our learning, flourishing in our world.

Numberof Housesand Associated Population

3. The increase in school aged population resulting from the subdivision would significantly impact the

demandonourschool. Nelson Central Schoolis the nearest school to the subdivision and we would

require the supportof the Ministry of Education to prepareforroll growth which we currently do not

have capacityfor.

Traffic & Safety

4. The safety of our tamariki is paramount. The proposed subdivision and plan change would

significantly increase the traffic past the school. Nelson Central Schoolis located on Nile St, the main

traffic corridor between the proposed subdivision and town. The NZTA Research Report 453identified

that Kiwis average 10.7 trips per household per day. This means thousandsof extra cartrips passing

the school every day. The impact this would have on the safety of our tamariki would be extreme.

Currently we have only have one pedestrian crossing, and no other safe meansto crossanyintersection

within a radius of two blocksof the school. The Nelson City Council has recognisedthe traffic danger by

adopting a rule banning logging trucks passing the school within pick up & drop off times. Further

traffic would negatively impact the safety of the tamariki coming to and from school.

Car Park Removal

5. The PPC claimsthatto create a linkage along Nile St would require the removalof parking spaces

which would impact our whanaupicking and dropping off students, parking to attend school events and

our staff whotravel to work. Thereis already limited parking near the schooldue to the large numberof

NMITstaff and students andbeingin close proximity to town. Removing parks to create more roading

would create further concern for the school community, and put pressure on the remaining local

parkinginfrastructure.

Environmental impact from Tree Removal

6. The PPC to create a linkage along Nile St might also require the removalof the trees outside the

school. The removalof trees would alter the unique characterof the street. However, importantly, trees

combatthe urbanheatisland effect which impacts directly on our school and tamariki on hot days by

keepingit cooler.   
A2746263 Page 2 of 3



 

State Highway 6

7. The PPC proposesthe connection of SH6 to Maitai Valley as an alternative SH6 route if needed. This

would see an even greater increase in heavytraffic and cars passing our school which would be a

concernto the safety of our tamariki.

Walk & Cycle linkages

8. Walk and cycle linkages are not complete and this would be a concern for our school community.

Manyof our whanau walk and cycle to school and maintaining and improving safe ways for our tamariki

to travel is paramount. Improved walking and cycling linkages would be necessary to ensure safe

passagefor tamariki. We wouldlike to be able to continue to encourageactive transport as a safe and

healthy option for our tamariki. Enabling tamariki to walk, scooter or cycle themselvesto schoolalso

helps develop their independence.

Noise & Air Pollution

9. The PPC would see a significant increasein noise andair pollution from construction traffic and new

residents vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporaryor long-term

alternative to SH6. Our schoolprovides a safe learning environmentforall tamariki. Increased

noise andair pollution would not benefit our tamariki’s learning environment, or enhancetheir learning

experience.

Conclude

10. To conclude,any decision to approve or reject the PPC should considertheplaceofthechild. Will

this Proposed Plan Changeenableour tamarikito flourish in this world.

 

 

Thedecision | seek from the Council is that:

The Private Plan Change 28 should consider the impacts of this developmenton the safety

of school children, and their whanau.  
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Online submission

Sur

This is a submission that was made online via the Council's website.

Submitter No. S297

Submitter Name Eva Currie

Submitterfirst name Eva

Submitter surname Currie

Submitter is contact Yes

Email bea2@xtra.co.nz

Wish to be heard No

Joint presentation No

Trade competition

Directly affected N/A

Withhold contact details? No

Submission points

Plan section

General -

Private Plan

Change 28

Provision Support/oppose

General- Oppose

Private

Plan

Change

28

| could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission.

Reasons Decision sought

Nelson City( to date) is incredibly lucky to have the private plan

frameworkofrich natural biodiversity close to the city . change 28

center which can be accessed onfoot rather than having should be

to travel by car to experience them. The jewels of these decline

natural areas being the Maitai Valley, The Grampians and

the Coast line... This is why | chose to live and enjoy

Nelson!

The Maitai Valley's rural character encompassesall senses

—visual, aural and olfactory, these will all change forever

with this proposed

Private Plan Change 28 and suburbansprawl. The valley is

an incredible amenity the City currently has for relaxation,

emotional/ psychological wellbeing which is achieved by

just being ableto leave the city and walk to the rural

valley , see hear and smell the Maitai River runningin its

natural state.This peacefulness will be destroyed with the

noise / visual pollution of increased suburban sprawlin

this area. Theability for people , in the midst of a city, to

have such a place of peacefulness and place for

relaxation/recreation should not be underestimated or

UNDERVALUED. Oncethe suburban sprawl occurs with

the changeofplan 28this is changed in perpetuity forall

FUTUREgenerations.

Further future intensification is the consequenceofall

development which means these changesare only the

beginningif this plan change 28is ratified.

The engineered changesto the Maitai River and Kaka

stream forever ruin the natural beauty of the area. Run off

of sediment and water with contaminants from a

subdivision so closeto theriver will ultimately affect the

Maitai River and fabulous nearby swimming holes Dennes,

Black and Girlies Hole.

In summary | stronaly opposethe Private Plan Change 28



’ ve

for the reason of loss of amenity value of having such an

incredible rural valley on the doorstep of Nelson City

which can NEVERbereplaced .

Documents included with submission
None
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A2805020
RMA Submission for Publicly Notified Private Plan Change 28

Susan Corry

Noorganisation

47ABrookStreet

susanc(@actrix.co.nz

03 548 7397

I do NOT wishto be heard

I could NOT gain an advantagein trade throughthis submission

I am NOTdirectly affected by a submission.

The specific provisions that my submissionrelates to are:

e Section 4.2 of the Plan Change Request documents and attachment map B1.1 the

Structure plan

e I support in part the Private Plan Change

e [oppose in part.

My reasons:

The proposal to rezonethis land to make more land available for housing developmentis

worthy of support in principle, however, this is a predominantly rural setting not urban

and the proposal as proposed is going to makeit too urban. With flow on negative effects

on the amenity value of the Maitai Valley; negative effects on traffic noise and

congestion on Ralphine, Maitai and Nile street; potential negative effects on water quality

if not done properly.

Ralphine way has been developed in the past as a Rural — High Density Small Holdings

area, and this is what the valley floor of the Kaka Valley is currently zoned, andthis is the

wayI believe it should mostly stay. Open it up, add a few more, but not too urbanised.

Eg. If you compare it say to Todd Bush Valley, which was once predominantly rural, in

the central valley floor strip most sections are around 800 m2, and all the surrounding

side road valleys etc are muchlarger sections andstill either rural or bushy. So Kaka

Valley should be retained like that, still semi-rural or bush rather than dense urban.

Therefore,I do not support the proposed Residential high density (300 m2) or residential

standard (400 m2) density rezoning in the kakavalley.

I support:

- The Atawhai hill top land shown on B1.1 as Residential and Residential low

density backdrop.

- The Kaka valley land shown on B1.1 as Small Holding Higher Density

- The Kaka valley land shown on B1.1 as Rural
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- The Kakavalley land shown on B1.1 as Open Space and Reserve

- The Kaka valley land shown on B1.1 as Suburban

I oppose:

- The Kaka Valley land shown on B1.1 as Residential High Density

- The Kaka Valley land shown on B1.1 as Residential standard

Amendments Sought:

- The Kaka valley land shown on B1.1 as Residential high density be changed to

Residential low density

- The Kaka valley land shown on B1.1 as Residential standard and Residential

Low Density, be changed to Residential low density backdrop or Small Holding

Higher Density.

The second specific provision my submissionrelatestois:

e Schedule X whereit says the future subdivision shall be a restricted discretionary

activity and then it says “Resource Consent for a Restricted Discretionary

Activity shall be considered without notification or service of notice”.

e J opposethis

My Reasons:

I opposethis because this completely eliminates any interested persons from the process

in the future. All this Plan Changeis asking to do is the rezoning of the land. The

proposalprovideslots of good information about how it might look and whatit might do

but there are no detailed specifics, that is all left for the subdivision stage. And how can

the public submit if you makeit no notification. Given the public interest in this proposal

I opposethat statement. Leaveit to the consenting authority to make a decision on public

notification based on the usualcriteria. Don’t preclude that option from thestart.

Amendment sought:

Removesentence whereverit appears that says “Resource Consent ... shall be considered

without notification or service of notice.”
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Form 5

Submission on notified proposal for Private Plan Change 28 - Maitahi

Bayview

Clause 6 of Schedule 1, Resource ManagementAct 1991

To: Nelson City Council

Submission on: Private Plan Change Request 28 - Maitahi Bayview to the Nelson Resource

ManagementPlan

Nameof Submitter: Fire and Emergency New Zealand

This is a submission on notified Private Plan Change Request 28 - Maitahi Bayview (the Proposal) to the

Nelson Resource ManagementPlan.

Fire and Emergencycould not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission.

The specific provisions of the plan change that Fire and Emergency’s submissionrelatesto is:

+ The potential for capacity for the reticulated water network to service all new lots within the plan change

area;

e The provision of an adequatefirefighting water supply and accessto that supply for new buildings in the

plan change area wherereticulated water supply is not available;

e The widths and gradients for new road developments within the plan change area.

Fire and Emergency’s submissionis as follows:

In achieving the sustainable managementof natural and physical resources under the Resource Management

Act 1991 (RMA), decision makers must have regard to the health and safety of people and communities.

Furthermore, there is a duty to avoid, remedy or mitigate actual and potential adverse effects on the

environment. Therisk offire represents a potential adverse effect of low probability but high potential impact.

Fire and Emergency has a responsibility under the Fire and Emergency New Zealand Act 2017 to provide for

firefighting activities to prevent orlimit damage to people, property and the environment. As such, Fire and

Emergency has an interest in the land use provisions of district plans to ensure that, where necessary,

appropriate consideration is givento fire safety and operational firefighting requirements.

In order for Fire and Emergencyto achieveits principal objective which includes reducing the incidence of

unwanted fire and the associatedrisk to life and property, protecting and preserving life, and preventing or

limiting injury, damageto property, land and the environment, Fire and Emergency requires adequate water

supply be availableforfirefighting activities; and adequate access for new developments and subdivisions to

ensure that Fire and Emergency can respondefficiently and effectively to emergencycall-outs.

Adequate water supply and accessforfirefighting activities:

The proposalinvolves the rezoning of approximately 287 hectaresof land located within Kaka Valley, along .

Botanical Hill and Malvern Hill, from Rural and Rural-Higher Density Small Holdings Area to various zones

which includes residential, rural, open space and commercial areas. Fire and Emergency notes that the

applicant anticipates that the proposal will provide for approximately 750 new dwellings across the proposed

residential zones.

u
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The proposal acknowledges firefighting water supply and includes calculations to guide firefighting water
supply design flows capacity in accordance with the New Zealand Fire Service Fire Fighting Water Supplies
Code of Practice SNZ PAS 4509:2008 (the Code). Fire and Emergency is pleased that firefighting water supply

has been consideredin the proposal’s water supply assessments.

The proposal notes that the new Residential Zone land will require a connection to the public water supply
network and that a series of new reservoirs will be required within the plan change area to provide sufficient
supply and firefighting storage. The proposal includes provision of a new reservoir with a minimum size
requirement to enable 350 lots to be serviced with a reticulated water supply which will account for both
emergency andfirefighting water storage. Considering that the proposalwill provide for approximately 750
new dwellings acrossthe different zones,it is unclear to Fire and Emergency how the remaining 400lotswill
be serviced, particularly in the Open Space and Rural-Higher Density Small Holdings zones.

The provision for adequatefirefighting water supply is critical, particularly in rural areas and those without
accessto a reticulated water supply.It is important to Fire and Emergency that any new developmentthat
does not have accessto a reticulated water supply has access to an adequate firefighting water supply of
some kind. This essential emergency supply will provide for the health, safety and wellbeing of people and the

wider community, and therefore achieves the purpose of the RMA.

The proposal includes extending the existing Services Overlay to cover parts of the plan change area. The
Roads and access Services Overlaytriggers the requirement for resource consent approval under the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan. While the Services Overlay rules look to only provide for residential and rural
areas, other areas require compliance with the transport standards set out in the Nelson Tasman Land
Development Manual. Fire and Emergencyis concerned that these standards will not be sufficient to ensure
that road designsfor all new subdivisions andprivate site access for new buildings will be adequateforfire

appliances to accesssafely.

Adequate accessto both the sourceofa fire and a firefighting water supply is also essential to the efficient
operation of Fire and Emergency. The requirementsforfirefighting access are set out in the Code of Practice
and further detailed in Fire and Emergency’s ‘Emergency Vehicle Access Guidelines’ (May 2015).

A fire appliance requires, as a minimum, access whichis 4 metres in width and 4 metres in height clearance,

with a maximum gradient of 1 in 5 (and accompanyingtransition ramps).

Fire and Emergencyseekthe following:

e Fire and Emergency is engaged to ensure that Emergencyaccessis provided through the Private Plan
Change28area;

e Firefighting water supply and accessto that supply is providedto all new developments and subdivisions
within the Private Plan Change 28 area in accordance with the New Zealand Fire Service Fire Fighting

Water Supplies Code of Practice SNZ PAS 4509:2008.

Fire and Emergency welcomes any questions on this submission and looks forward to working with the
applicant to provide for the safety of the community and the environment throughout the plan changearea.

Fire and Emergency wishesto be heard in support of its submission.If others make a similar submission, Fire

and Emergencywill consider presenting a joint case with them atthe hearing.

1 Bet à Report | 4394933-291959099-307| 7/12/2021 | 2
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Jen Beardsall

Planner, Beca Ltd.

on behalf of

Fire and Emergency New Zealand

Date:

Electronic address for service of person
making submission:

Telephone:

Postal address:

Contact person:

9294

07/12/2021

Jennifer.beardsall@beca.com

04 550 5964

Beca Ltd, PO Box 3942, Wellington 6140
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Submitter details

1. Nelson Marlborough Health (Nelson Marlborough District Health Board) (NMH) is a

key organisation involved in the health and wellbeing of the people within Te Tau

Ihu. NMH appreciates the opportunity to comment from a public health

perspective on the Nelson City Council's consultation on the Private Plan Change

28 - Maitahi Bayview

2. NMH makes this submission in recognition of its responsibilities to improve,

promote and protect the health of people and communities under the New

Zealand Public Health and Disability Act 2000 and the Health Act 1956.

3. NMH could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission.

4. Please note that the Public Health Service that prepares these types of

submissions has been extremely busy with COVID response and as suchthis

submission may not be as thoroughasit could be.

5. NMHis pleased to see that there has been extensive consultation with interested

parties but notes that its Public Health Service has not been identified as one. NMH

would like to be considered as an interested party.

General Comments

6. NMH remains neutral regarding the Private Plan Change. However should this

Plan Change go ahead,there is a numberof matters of interest and concern to

NMH.

7. Urban environments play an essential role in shaping human health. There are

manyperceived benefits of compact urban forms, which include: less car

dependencythus lower emissions, reduced energy consumption, better public

transport services, increased overall accessibility, the re-use of infrastructure and

previously developed land, a regeneration of existing urban areas and urban

vitality, a higher quality of life and the preservation of green space.

The inclusion of universal design

8.  NMH notes that there is no mention of universal design within the Plan Change

documents. NMH advocates for the inclusion of universal design requirements for

all houses.

9. Dwellings have longlifetimes and at some stage in a dwelling’slife it will be

either occupied or visited by someone with mobility issues.” Universal design

ensures a homeis sustainable and can be adapted to meetthelife-time needs of

the resident from the stage where they have youngchildren in pushchairs to
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whenthey are elderly and/or have a disability.1 Specifically, it ‘describes the

concept of designing housing features to be aesthetic and usable to the greatest

extent possible by everyone, regardless of their age, ability, or status in life”.2

10. Older people have more sensory and physical limitations than younger people.

Housing that does not meet their needs exacerbates existing health conditions

and heightens the impacts of impairment. This triggers dislocation from their

communities, admission to an unnecessarily high level of care and support, and

shifts the cost of what is primarily a housing problem onto the health and social

services sectors.?

11. In March, 2021, the Disability Rights Commissioner has stated that “the lack of

accessible housing for disabled people had been at crisis levels for many years”.

There is a shortage of accessible housing for disabled people in terms of buying,

rental and social housing.*

12. Universal design can also lessen the impact of falls. Nearly 400,000 medically

treated injuries attributed to falls occurred in the home and community settings

in 2012.5 A community trial in Taranaki has shown that the adoption of universal

design modifications have resulted in an estimated 26%reduction in the rate of

injuries caused by falls at home per year in those houses where modifications

have been made.*!

13. BRANZ researchhas shownthatit is considerably cheaperandless disruptive to

incorporate universal design features into a new build than retrofit the same

house later. As an example, the average extra cost of equipping a new house

with universal design features is $1,720 while retrofitting these new houses at a

later date would cost an extra $14,000 on average(using 2011 figures).?

 

l Lifemark. 2017. Positive changes: More access to more homes. Accessed 16 November 2017

http://www.lifemark.co.nz/news/positive-changes-more-access-to
-more-homes/

2 BRANZ. N.d. Universal Design. Accessed 14 November 2017

https://www.branz.co:nz/cms_display.php?sn=215&st=1

3 Saville-Smith K, Saville J. 2012. Getting accessible housing: Practical approaches to encourage industry take-up

and meeting need. Centrefor Research, Evaluation and Social Assessmentfor the Office for Disability Issues and

the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment.

4 Human Rights Commission :: Disabled people need to be key in Government’s new public housing plans

(hrc.co.nz)

5 Keall MD, Nevil P, Howden-Chapman P et al. 2014. Home modifications to reduce injuries from falls in the

home,injury prevention study: A cluster-randomised controlled trial. Otago University, Massey University and

Building Research Association New Zealand.

6 Study report SR263 Lifetime housing - the value case (d39d3mj7qio96p.cloudfront.net)

7 Universal design cost estimator | BRANZ
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Additionally, NMH believes that consideration should be given to requiring the

incorporation of universal design standards within a certain proportion of large

multi-unit developments. The following standards are used by Banyule City

Council in Melbourne, Australia®:

a) 10+ dwellings = minimum 20% of dwellings incorporate Liveable

Housing Design Guidelines

b) 3-9 dwellings = minimum of one dwelling incorporate Liveable Housing

Design Guidelines

Cc) 1-2 dwellings = voluntary incorporation of guidelines

Recommendation: that there is a requirement for universal design forall residential

dwellings and commercial buildings in the development

Affordable Housing

14. Nelson City Council's Long Term Plan 2021-31 noted that the lack of affordable

housing is one of the mostsignificant challenges facing the Nelson region. Our

housing market is consistently one of the least affordable in the country given

that the household incomes (recorded for Nelson, Tasman, Marlborough and the

West Coast combined) are 22.9% below the national median. This results in a

higherlevel of unaffordability for both renters and property purchasers?,

When houses are unaffordable, then households need to make decisions about

prioritising household expenditure in terms of housing payments

(mortgages/rent), heating and food choices and this could contribute to poorer

health outcomes. Increases in housing costs have a more severe impact on lower

and fixed-income households as the proportion of income spent on rent or

mortgages rises. Rates of home ownership are at their lowest since the early

1950s, reflecting decreased housing affordability and an absence of government

funded programmes to support home ownership for modest income households.

Maori and Pacific families are disproportionately affected, and as a consequence

are mostlikely to live in inadequate, overcrowded, and unhealthy housing.10

 

8 Banyule City Council. N.d. Liveable housing: Liveable Housing Design Guidelines.

9 Key Issue: Housingaffordability and Intensification | Long Term Plan 2021-2031 | Shape Nelson

10 St John, S., Wynd, D. 2008. Left behind: how social and incomeinequalities damage New Zealand children, Auckland: Child Poverty Action

Group. http://www.cpag.org.nz/resources/publications/res1213939891.pdf
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15.Housing affordability has an impact on local businesses. The Nelson Regional

Development Agency has reported that local business owners in the Nelson,

Tasman and Marlborough regions have found it difficult to recruit staff from

outside of the region because the area is considered too expensive to find

suitable housing in.

Recommendation: all housing new builds should be price pointed to ensure

that there is housing affordable to those ondifferent income levels, not just to

increase aggregate housing supply.Also consideration of a shared ownership

model mayassisting affordability as well as reducing isolation and increasing

social connection

Inclusionary Zoning

16.NMH would like to see the adoption of inclusionary zoning into this development.

Inclusionary zoning can offer opportunities to expand accessto affordable

housing and to encourage economic opportunity by reducing the proportion of

family income spenton rent, building wealth through homeownership, and

creating or preserving mixed-income neighbourhoods. Local governments should

be able to use inclusionary zoning, which requires a portion to be retained for

affordable housing, as rental or for-sale units, in return for benefits such as fast-

tracked consenting, density bonuses, zoning variances, reduced mandatory fees,

or other appropriate incentives. Inclusionary zoning is one of a rangeoftools to

use where there is a mismatch between what the marketis delivering and what

the local community needs to houseits workforce and under-served communities.

QueenstownLakesDistrict Council, with developer support, piloted this policy to

show how low-moderate income New Zealanders can get into safe, warm,

affordable homes. The Council has combinedthis with shared home ownership

and rental programmes". Research onthis project found no significant variation

in house price changes in Queenstown between houses neighbouring affordable

properties and control groups and that the benefits clearly outweigh anyrisks.

The planning provisions need to require retention of the affordable housing in

perpetuity in the social sector, or similar.

NMHwaspleased to see that Community Action Nelson and Habitat for Humanity

has been engagedin the process and that three social housing providers could

be interested in purchasing sections in the new development.

 

11 Where Does Housing Fit Into Budget 2021? | Scoop News

12 Research finds that having an affordable home next door provides wider community benefits with no negative

effects (communityhousing.org.nz)
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Recommendation:that inclusionary zoning is included that requires a portion

to be retained for affordable housing, as rental or for-sale units

Typology:

17.Housing typology in New Zealand has traditionally been 3-4 bedroom houses. As

our population ages and also becomes morediverse, there is growing demandfor

both 1-2 bedroom housesas well as larger 5 bedroom houses that meet the

needs of multi-generational families howeverthe building sector has not been

able to meet this demand.

Recommendation:that there is a requirementfor at least 30%of the

developmentto be 1-2 bedroom housesbuilt at universally designed standards.

Energy Efficiency

18.NMH would like to see the promotion of low-carbon buildings. Consideration could

be given to using a Life Cycle Assessment to provide useful information to

support eco-efficient and to reduce the climate impactof buildings.

Recommendation:that opportunity is given to developers to build at high

energy efficient standards which include options to integrate solar power,

rainwater harvesting and roof top gardensinto the design.

Water

19. Freshwater values, including Te Mana o te Wai, need to be protected from

inappropriate use and development and those water bodies that have degraded

water quality need to be restored.

Flooding

20.NMH would like to see assurancesthat the flood hazard risks are adequately

managed so people are not putat risk. This is especially important with Nelson’s

ageing population as older people maybe physically, financially and emotionally

less resilient dealing with the effects of hazards.

Stormwater

21.NMH supports the adoption of water sensitive design principles that mitigate the

potential impacts from urbanisation whilst negating the existing degraded water

quality impacts from current rural land use.
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Rainwater Harvesting

22.NMHnotes the importance of rainwater harvesting as the population grows and

there are more frequent droughts as a result of climate change. NMH supports

the use of rainwater for gardening, cleaning or toilet/laundry purposes. NMH does

not support the use of rainwater for drinking water purposes unless there are no

alternative reticulated option and only where suitable treatmentis in place to

render the water potable. NMH would like to see more explicit direction in the

Plan of when rainwater harvesting can be used.

Wastewater

23.NMH noteit is proposed to connect the subdivision to the Councils reticulated

sewerage (and water) infrastructure. In relation to waste water, NMH could not

see any documentation covering an assessmentof impact on the Wakapuaka

Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) with regards to loading, treatment efficacy

and routine maintenance associated with the significantly increased flows to the

WTTP.

Recommendation: that the assessmentof the impact on the WTTP are clearly

articulated.

Planned and coordinated infrastructure services and transport

24.NMHis pleased to see that active transport routes will be established to link the

Nelson City. This will enables people to easily navigate their community to access

their daily needs. This is important especially for our ageing population who need

to easily access services so that they can stay independent. NMH supports further

work on creating a good selection of trails which are well suited to families and

children, this would give youth (along with people of other ages) further

opportunities to keep active.

Active forms of transport, such as walking and cycling, have a range of

environmental benefits, including producing no air pollution, noise pollution or

greenhouse gases.

Walking or cycling for transport helps integrate physical activity into everyday

life. The health benefits of active transport include increased physical activity,

improved mental health and reduced risk of diseases, such as cardiovascular

diseases and cancer.
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Recommendation: priority is given to walking and cycling modes on local roads.

In the developmentof intersections in new subdivisions, cars would need to give

way to active modes whoare travelling straight. This design appears to be

working successfully in Stoke near the Railway Reserve and aligns with Waka

Kotahi proposal (March 2020) to give priority to straight travelling modes rather

than turning traffic.

Recommendation: NMH would like to see requirements to be added for cycle

parking. This would support cyclists to cycle.

It is critical that the new developmentis also accessible by public transport as

this provides people with more transport options and supports modeshift.

Recommendation:there is a requirement for bus stops to be added into the

street design

Recreation Areas

NMHis pleased to see that the Private Plan Change will include accessible,

sustainable off-road tracks that provide enjoyable and safe recreation

opportunities forall users as this is beneficial to people’s mental and physical

health

Conclusion

25.NMH thanks the Nelson City Council for the opportunity to comment on the Private

Plan Change 28 - Maitahi Bayview.

26.NMH wishesto be heard.

Yours sincerely

 

Lexie O’Shea

Chief Executive
Lexie.oshea@nmhs.govt.nz
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